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M essage

from the Director

General
October 2021

KUNINAKA Hitoshi
Director General

Institute of Space and Astronautical Science
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

Not only the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science

simultaneous observation by Mercury magnetospheric

(ISAS) of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)

orbiter “MIO”, Venus climate orbiter “AKATSUKI”, and

but also society as a whole was significantly affected by

spectroscopic planet observatory satellite “HISAKI”, was

COVID-19 in fiscal year 2020. Even in that situation, we are

successfully executed. I am deeply impressed that one

immensely proud of our results with the successful capsule

of our Deep Space exploration fleets, the ISAS missions

retrieval operation of the asteroid explorer “Hayabusa2” at

exploring our Solar System aiming to understand the for-

Woomera on December 6, 2020. I would like to express

mation of the galaxies, stars, planets, and of the Universe,

my gratitude, in particular to the Australian government, the

has begun to show a glimpse of its potential. FY2020 also

Government of South Australia, Australian Space Agency,

saw a completion of the “Misasa” Deep Space Antenna with

Australian Department of Defence, National Aeronautics

a 54m diameter, which will be a foothold for deep space

and Space Administration (NASA), the government of

communication. “Misasa” is installed with the world’s first

Japan, Sagamihara City, and JAXA personnel, for their

solid state X-band transponder with 20kW output power.

contribution to this remarkable achievement. The Ryugu

In contrast to the remarkable progress of planetary

samples, which are now sorted and cataloged by the

science, I must explain a standstill in space astronomy.

Astromaterials Science Research Group in the ISAS, bring

The CMB polarization survey satellite “LiteBIRD”, Infrared

with them expectations for brilliant scientific results and a

astrometric observation satellite “JASMINE”, and the next-

ripple effect in space science.

generation infrared astronomy mission “SPICA”, were not

On October 15, 2020, at the moment of the Venus flyby of

selected for the NASA Astrophysics Mission of Opportunity

BepiColombo, a collaborative mission to Mercury between

on March 2019, and we need to reconstruct our plans.

the European Space Agency (ESA) and JAXA, Venus

Moreover, in October 2020, ISAS and ESA science division

This document is provided by JAXA.

decided to terminate “SPICA” due to a cost overrun, which

am very pleased to present out numerous scientific outputs

followed after the cancellation of VLBI radio astronomy

in this report for FY2020, as a manifestation of vigorous

satellite “ASTRO-G” in 2011, and an anomaly in X-ray as-

research motivation from ISAS researchers. In addition to

tronomy satellite “ASTRO-H” in 2016. As space astronomy

the achievements described in this report, we successfully

missions tend to be larger in scale, it is becoming more

executed the scientific balloon experiment at Taiki Aero-

difficult for a single country to realize them, along with the

space Research Field, supported by the town office of Taiki

importance of international collaboration strongly increas-

in Hokkaido, and also promoted the steady progress in the

ing. In order to overcome potential difficulties unique to

development of XRISM by inviting NASA technicians to

international cooperation and lead our missions to success,

Japan. In March 2020, an ISAS open campus was held for

it is necessary to accumulate abundant experience and

the first time in webinar-style instead of face-to-face, and

knowledge. At this point, we are aware that we are still

achieved a high volume of access. Moreover, ISAS has built

developing and need to make further efforts.

a stone monument at the Noshiro Rocket Testing Center to

To resume and accelerate X-ray astronomy, ISAS will

commemorate the year 2020, the 50-year anniversary from

strive to realize our X-ray imaging and Spectroscopy

launch of the Japan’s first satellite “OHSUMI”. We have

mission “XRISM” as soon as possible. We also need to es-

made remarkable progress in the fight against COVID-19.

tablish a new mechanism to collaborate with foreign space

I greatly appreciate your continued support, patience, and

agencies for Strategic Large-class missions, invest prior

understanding for ISAS activities though this challenging

R&D for future missions using the Technology Frontloading

period of time.

budget, and promote the department of Astronomy and
Astrophysics to cultivate new fields using small satellites as
the blue ocean strategy.

KUNINAKA Hitoshi

Even with the many restrictions in relation to COVID-19, I

Director General of ISAS/JAXA

A stone monument was erected at the Noshiro Rocket Testing Center in December 2020
(photographed in June 2021). The second from left is KUNINAKA Hitoshi, director general
of the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science, and the third is ISHII Nobuaki, director
of the Noshiro Rocket Testing Center.
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ON THE COVER
Wishing on the Southern Cross for a successful sample return
This is an image of the Hayabusa2 capsule fireball flying towards Woomera.
The capsule lit up as a fireball when it re-entered the atmosphere, carrying
the “treasure” from Ryugu. As it shone, the capsule joined the celestial
bodies in the Southern Hemisphere, including the Southern Cross. In this
photograph, Eta Carina Nebula is shining in pink, and the Southern Cross,
Coalsack, and Alpha and Beta Centauri can be seen. The upper-left trajectory is a SpaceX Starlink satellite. The trajectory of the fireball seen from
the photography location at Coober Pedy marked a powerful path near the
zenith across the sky as far as the eye could see, with the trajectory in this
photograph capturing only a small part. Flying through the starry sky of
cosmic jewels, the capsule borrowed a tiny fragment of the contents of one
of these jewels, and opened up the frontiers for humankind in a stunning
display. For the photographer, the sound of the shutter that was released as
the fireball disappeared sounded like the signal gun to indicate that the capsule recovery operation had begun. It was the very end of an epic journey
and at the same time, it was the moment when the recovery team began
their critical work.

BACK COVER
Combustion test of RV-X in Noshiro Rocket Testing
Center
The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science has
carried out ground combustion tests of RV-X (Reusable
Vehicle eXperiment) at Noshiro Rocket Testing Center in
partnership with Research and Development Directorate
from FY2018. The picture shows combustion test in RVX-2-2 in FY2020. The rocket body of RV-X with flight
avionics and a rocket engine is enshrined in a test stand
at the center of the picture. The test stand has an outlet
of exhaust tunnel at its left side and exhaust steam flow
is emitting from the outlet toward Japan Sea. Right two sub pictures show exhaust flow near of nozzle, and the exhaust flow
is mixed with sprayed water to protect walls of the exhaust tunnel. A left sub picture shows the just upper floor of test stand
above the engine. A lower sub picture shows an entrance of exhaust tunnel and exhaust steam flow after mixed with water. In
addition, the weather was fine and calm, and windmills of wind power station looked clear in the background.
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Asteroid explorer Hayabusa2
Successful simultaneous operations in Japan and Australia!

(Left) Group photo in the control room after maneuver operation of TCM5 to fly by Earth (JAXA Sagamihara Campus, December 5, 2020).
(Right) Group photo after capsule retrieval (Woomera, Australia, December 6, 2020).

The asteroid explorer project Hayabusa2 began in 2011,
As a result, the
with the goal of collecting the world’s first C-type asteroid
Hayabusa2 project
samples and bringing them back to Earth in order to clarify
has achieved all
the origin of water and organic matter on Earth. Hayabusa2
the stated science
was launched on December 3, 2014 by 26th H-IIA rocket
and engineering
After arriving at asteroid Ryugu in 2018, we deployed
goals to date,
MINERVA-II rovers and MASCOT on the surface, made two
except for sample
©JAXA
pin-point touchdowns, generated an artificial crater, and
analysis. The
Re-entry capsules recovered in Woomera,
put three small objects into the orbit of the asteroid to make
Hayabusa2 initial Australia.
artificial satellites.
analysis team is
Papers on the observational results obtained by
scheduled to start sample analysis in June 2021. The initial
Hayabusa2 have been published in Science and Nature,
analysis team consists of 109 universities and research
demonstrating the world-class scientific importance of the
institutes from 14 countries, and we are looking forward to
results produced by the mission. In terms of engineering,
the results of this future analysis.
we achieved nine world firsts, which greatly exceeded our
The successful collection of samples from Ryugu in 2020
initial expectations.
followed the collection of Itokawa samples by Hayabusa in
The re-entry capsule returned to Earth on December 6,
2010, providing a strong body of achievements toward the
2020 (Japan Standard Time is used throughout this article)
realization of the next sample return plan from Phobos by
and landed safely in the planned region of Woomera ProMMX in 2029.
hibited Area, Australia. The capsule
MINERVA-II Rover 1A, 1B
was discovered and recovered on
separation
【Hayabusa2 mission sequence】 Ryugu arrival
the same day, and samples from
Sep 21, 2018
June 27, 2018
MASCOT
Ryugu were confirmed.
deployment
Oct 3, 2018

Launch
Dec 3, 2014

【Nine world firsts!】
1) Mobile activity of small solar system body
2) Multiple robot deployment on small solarsystem body
3) Artificial crater formation and detailed
observation of impact process
4) 60 cm-accuracy landing and sampling on
an extra-terrestrial celestial body
5) Multiple landings on an extra-terrestrial
celestial body
6) Access to subsurface material of a
celestial body farther away than the Moon
7) Smallest-object satellite constellation
around an extra-terrestrial celestial body
8) Gas sample return from a celestial body
farther away than the Moon
9) Sample return from a C-type asteroid

Target marker
separation

Earth swing-by
Dec 3, 2015

Oct 25, 2018

Earth return
Dec 6, 2020

Impactor (SCI)
April 5, 2019

Ryugu departure
Nov 13, 2019

First touchdown
Feb 22, 2019

Target marker
separation
Sept 17, 2019

MINERVA-II Rover 2
separation
Oct 3, 2019

Second
touchdown

Target marker
separation
May 30, 2019

July 11, 2019

This document is provided by JAXA.
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【Major results related to Hayabusa2 in fiscal year 2020】
1. T. Morota, et al. “Sample collection from asteroid (162173) Ryugu by Hayabusa2: Implications for surface evolution”,
Science, 368, 654-659 (2020). doi:10.1126/science.aaz6306
2. E. Tatsumi et al. “Collisional history of Ryugu’s parent body from bright surface boulders”, Nature Astronomy, (2020).
doi:10.1038/s41550-020-1179-z
3. T. Kitazato, et al. “Thermally altered subsurface material of asteroid (162173) Ryugu”, Nature Astronomy, 5, 246-250 (2021).
doi:10.1038/s41550-020-01271-2
4. M. Koike, et al. “In-situ preservation of nitrogen-bearing organics in Noachian Martian carbonates,” Nature Communications, 11, 1988 (2020). doi:10.1038/s41467-020-15931-4
＊For 1 to 4, see the Scientific Highlights section (pp. 6-9).

【Awards for Hayabusa2】
Through its activities, the Hayabusa2 project has won numerous awards for
its achievements, technical capabilities, and team strength. In December
2020, the Hayabusa2 project received the Prime Minister’s Commendation,
and Project Manager Tsuda Yuichi received a certificate of commendation
from Prime Minister Suga at the Prime Minister’s Office.
＊For other awards and commendations, see [VI. Awards ] (pp. 115-117).
Project Manager Tsuda (left) receiving a certificate of
commendation from Prime Minister Suga (right)
From Prime Minister's Office homepage https://www.kantei.
go.jp/jp/99_suga/actions/202012/17kenshoshiki.html

【The process of the recovery of the re-entry capsule】

Capsule that became a
fireball

2020/12/06 04:47
Discovery of the capsule and parachute from a helicopter

◀

08:03 Brought to the local
headquarters
At this stage, gas originating
from Ryugu was collected
from the sample container.

◀

Return of the helicopter

▶

Capsule collection work

Recovery of the re-entry capsule
The asteroid explorer Hayabusa2,
which departed from asteroid Ryugu
in November 2019, flew by Earth in
December 2020. The ion engines
were used to navigate the spacecraft
to Earth, and the entire operation,
including the return trip to Earth, was
completed as planned without any
trouble. The re-entry capsule, which
was separated from the spacecraft
on December 5, 2020, landed safely
on December 6, in the planned
region of the Woomera Prohibited
Area, Australia. The capsule was
discovered and recovered on the
same day and was delivered to the
curation facility in Sagamihara 57
hours after touchdown on Earth.
Thereafter, the samples from Ryugu
were confirmed.

▶

▶
©JAXA, Univ. of Tokyo, Kyusyu Univ., JAMSTEC

2020/12/07 22:30

Transport from Australia / Woomera
Airport to Japan

2020/12/08 10:31

Arrived at Sagamihara Campus

Container opening work in the curation clean room

Samples of Ryugu collected during
the second touchdown

This document is provided by JAXA.
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【Achievements from re-entry capsule operation】
○ Completion of interplanetary round-trip navigation:
On September 17, 2020, Hayabusa2 completed the ion
engine-powered navigation of about 9,500 hours (22,348
hours in total) as planned, and flew by Earth three months
later, completing the round trip between Earth and the
asteroid. As of 2021, Hayabusa2 is the second project in
the world after Hayabusa to realize an interplanetary roundtrip mission to a celestial body farther away than the Moon,
landing, and then returning to Earth. Unlike Hayabusa,
Hayabusa2 achieved significantly more stable navigation in
the Solar System due to high-precision orbit determination
technology, including DDOR (Delta Differential One-way
Ranging) technology, and mature technology for orbit
design and orbit control with continuous thrust navigation
such as ion engines.
○ Return to Earth Operation / Capsule Recovery:
Hayabusa2, which departed from asteroid Ryugu in
November 2019, returned to Earth in December 2020. After
performing four TCMs (Trajectory Correction Maneuver) using chemical engines, the re-entry capsule was separated
at a point approximately 220,000 km from Earth. After the
separation, the spacecraft was operated to avoid Earth and
made an Earth swing-by to move away from the planet.
The separated capsule landed in the Woomera Prohibited
Area of Australia, as planned. For capsule discovery, we

Marine radar installation

○ World first! Gas sample return from outside of EarthMoon system:
Immediately after the capsule was retrieved, the gas in the
sample container was collected and analyzed at the local
headquarters in Woomera. Together with the results of the
later analysis, it was confirmed that the collected gas came
out from the samples of from asteroid Ryugu. This marked
the world’s first achievement of a gas sample return from a
celestial body farther away than the Moon.

prepared direction finding systems using beacons, marine
radar, optical observation equipment, a drone, and C-band
radar. The marine radar, drone, and C-band radar were
newly introduced in Hayabusa2. As a result, we were able
to find the re-entry capsule based on the beacon signal at
dawn on the day of re-entry. All capsule equipment, including the heat shields, was recovered, and as mentioned
above, the equipment was carried to the curation facility
of the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science in a
short time of about 57 hours after the re-entry, marking the
completion of the Earth return operation.
The marine radar was developed in collaboration with the
Space Exploration Innovation Hub and Koden Electronics
Co., Ltd. in order to achieve dual utilization on the ground
and in space, and contributed to the successful collection
of the capsule.
For this capsule collection, we received support from the
Australian Space Agency (ASA) for obtaining a landing permit for the capsule and entering Australia under COVID-19
restrictions. We also received support from the Australian
Ministry of Defense (DOD) for C-band radar and on-site recovery work. Without this support, capsule collection would
not have been successful, and the success of this mission
can be attributed to the development of good international
relations between Australia and Japan.

Drone

○ World first! Sample return of
C-type asteroid material:
At the curation facility, we carefully opened the sample
container and confirmed that we had succeeded in
recovering samples from a C-type asteroid for the first time
in the world. The total weight of the samples was 5.4 g,
and the sizes of the particles collected during the second
touchdown were larger than those of the particles collected
during the first touchdown.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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【Spacecraft extended mission】

Image of Earth taken by the telephoto optical navigation camera near Earth.
The image was taken on December 6, 2020 (06:30 JST) at a distance of about
88,000 km from the center of Earth.

Since then, the spacecraft has been continuously operated heading for the next celestial body new celestial body:
The final target is the asteroid 1998 KY26. This asteroid
is estimated to be about 30 m in size and has a very short
rotation period of 10.7 minutes. To date, no spacecraft
has explored such a tiny fast-rotating celestial body, and if
Hayabusa2 can touchdown on 1998 KY26, it is expected
that new knowledge will be obtained for planetary science.
In addition, this celestial body is a NEO (Near Earth Object)
that may collide with Earth, and it is thought that important
information can be obtained from it for planetary defense
(spaceguard), which addresses the issue of potential
asteroid collisions with Earth.
Hayabusa2 is scheduled to arrive at 1998 KY26 in 2031,
but before that, the spacecraft will flyby the asteroid 2001
CC21 in 2026. In addition, two Earth swingbys will be held
in 2027 and 2028. Since the spacecraft will be operated for
a long period of time, there is a plan to observe the zodiacal light and exoplanets during the cruise, and the mission
will also be able to investigate the secular change of the
hardware of the spacecraft. The operation of Hayabusa2
will continue.

After having separated from the re-entry
capsule, the spacecraft flew by Earth at the
altitude of 328 km on December 6, 2020,
and then left Earth for a new mission. In
the case of Hayabusa, the spacecraft could
not evacuate after the re-entry capsule was
separated, and the spacecraft rushed into
Earth’s atmosphere and burned out. However,
Hayabusa2 achieved interplanetary roundtrip navigation in good condition, indicating the
technical maturity of Hayabusa2.
In December 2020, in addition to observing
Earth and the Moon with the Optical Navigation Camera (ONC) and the Thermal Infrared
Imager (TIR), an optical link experiment was
conducted using the Laser Altimeter (LIDAR).
At the Grasse Station, a satellite laser ranging
facility at the Côte d’Azur Observatory in
France, we established two-day optical link
between the Ground station and the spacecraft
at a distance of six million km. This marked the
world’s first successful 2-way link between a
planetary probe and a ground station using an
echo transponder.

1998 KY26, the asteroid that Hayabusa2 aims for
in the extended mission. (Asteroid shape model by
Auburn University / JAXA)

This document is provided by JAXA.
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The disturbance on the surface of asteroid Ryugu observed
through the touchdown of “Hayabusa2” and the evolutionary
history of the surface layer and orbit this suggests
【Asteroid Explorer Hayabusa2】
As a result of investigating the stratigraphic features shown
in the multicolor images taken by the optical navigation
camera (ONC-T) onboard Hayabusa2 at the time of
touchdown as well as those of the entire globe of Ryugu,
we found that most of the surface layer is reddish due to
the influence of solar heating and space weathering. We
also found blue characteristics in areas recently exposed
by the flow of surface material in the latitude direction or by
the formation of craters. This fact suggests that the surface
reddening occurred over a relatively short period of time,
and it is probable that Ryugu was orbiting closer to the Sun
than it is now.
Since carbonaceous asteroids are objects that potentially
carried water and organic matter to Earth immediately
after its formation, it is important to understand the orbital
evolution process of carbonaceous asteroids to the nearEarth region and the material transformation process over
the same time.
Due to the reaction of the first touchdown aimed at sampling from the surface of asteroid Ryugu on February 22,
2019 (JST), it was observed that many rocks on the surface
of Ryugu and a large amount of red and black fine particles
hidden in the rock surface and within surface gaps were
raised upwards. Considering the stratigraphic relationship
with the crater, we found that red and black matter exists
globally at a thickness of several meters on the surface of
Ryugu, and that the surface material of Ryugu was altered
by being burned by the Sun over a short period of time in
the past. This result suggests that Ryugu may have been
temporarily in an orbit closer to the Sun than it is now.
The red and black fine particles observed during the
touchdown are considered to be crushed substances that

Map of variations in the spectral slope of the reflectance spectrum.
The red and black material is globally present on the surface layer
of Ryugu, and from the stratigraphic relationship with the crater, it
was presumed that it was altered after changing to the near-Earth
orbit. (Partially modified from ©Morota et al., 2020)

were altered during the approach of the Sun. Since not only
red and black substances but also unaltered blue and white
substances are present on the surface of the landing site,
it is believed that both unaltered substances and altered
substances were collected.
This study shows that Ryugu has a loosely deposited
and easy-to-flow rubble pile structure, and that the solar
distance of Ryugu’s orbit can fluctuate over a short period
of time. This is an important achievement that leads to an
understanding of the evolution of dynamics in the process
of planet formation and the process of bringing water and
organic matter to Earth.

A state of disturbance on the surface of Ryugu captured by the
wide-angle optical navigation camera (ONC-W1) immediately after
the first touchdown. At the same time as the touchdown, a large
quantity of red and black fine particles were raised upwards by
the projectile for sampling firing and the gas injection for lifting the
spacecraft. (©JAXA, University of Tokyo, Kochi University, Rikkyo
University, Nagoya University, Chiba Institute of Technology, Meiji
University, University of Aizu, AIST)

Estimated evolutionary history of Ryugu. We can explain the latitude
color distribution of the surface that is currently seen and the state in
which the material in the equatorial region is a mixture of red and blue
substances. (©Morota et al., 2020)

- T. Morota et al., Sample collection from asteroid (162173) Ryugu by Hayabusa2: Implications for surface evolution, Science, 368(6491), 654-659 (2020).
doi:10.1126/science.aaz6306
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Multi-band images of Hayabusa2 revealed the collisional
history with an S-type asteroid and possible thermal
metamorphism within the parent body
【Asteroid Explorer Hayabusa2】
The C-type asteroid Ryugu might consist of carbon-rich materials and hydrated silicates. We discovered significantly
bright boulders similar to ordinary chondrites on Ryugu’s
surface. Ordinary chondrites originate from S-type asteroids. Thus, we revealed the collision and mixture between
the parent body of Ryugu and an S-type asteroid. This is
the first evidence that asteroids are materially mixed of Ctype and S-type asteroids during the collisional cascade
that results in smaller and smaller asteroid fragments due
to catastrophic disruptions. Additionally, we found that the
bright boulders may have experienced a different degree of
thermal metamorphism within the parent body. This layered
structure of different degrees of heating was hypothesized
using model calculations. Our findings show good agreement with this hypothesis. (E. Tatsumi et al. “Collisional history of Ryugu’s parent body from bright surface boulders”,
Nature Astronomy 5, pp. 39-45, doi 10.1038/s41550-0201179-z, 2021)
Ryugu is a rubble-pile asteroid that gravitationally accreted after the catastrophic disruption of the parent body.
Previous Hayabusa2 observations showed that Ryugu
consists of dark and very homogeneous materials. As we
approached the asteroid surface and resolved cm-sized to
m-sized boulders in the high resolution images taken by
ONC, we found that small bright boulders are abundant on
Ryugu’s surface.
21 bright boulders were spectrophotometrically investigated with ONC-T’s multi-band images. Six of these

exhibit absorption towards 1 µm, which is an indication of
anhydrous silicates, such as olivine and pyroxene. Ryugu’s
surface mainly shows phyllosilicates, and the anhydrous
silicates are suggested to be of a different origin. These six
objects were also observed by the spectrometer NIRS3.
The near-infrared features are similar to the olivine-rich
ordinary chondrites. The other 15 bright boulders were
found to have flat spectra and to be slightly darker than
ordinary chondritic bright boulders. Thus, they are thought
to be carbonaceous chondritic materials.
The presence of anhydrous silicates on Ryugu suggests
that a catastrophic disruption and reaccumulation between
Ryugu’s parent body and an S-type asteroid formed the
current Ryugu. It was suggested that Ryugu might originate
from the Nysa-Polana family complex, which is located
in the inner asteroid main belt. This large family complex
consists of ordinary chondritic S-type members and carbonaceous chondritic C-type members, indicating collisions
between S-type and C-type asteroids may occur frequently.
The carbonaceous chondritic bright boulders might be of
a similar composition to Ryugu. Their brightness could be
explained by a different degree of heating, suggesting a
temperature variation within Ryugu’s parent body.
In this study, we revealed the material transfer mechanism in the early solar system from the bright boulders,
leading to an understanding of the dynamic evolution in the
early solar system.

The Telescopic Optical Navigation
Camera (ONC-T) onboard Hayabusa2
discovered the bright boulders on
asteroid Ryugu (indicated by arrows in
a - c). Some of these are of exogenous
origin and the others may be from
the same parent body with different
degrees of thermal metamorphism.
(after Tatsumi et al. 2021)

- E. Tatsumi et al. Collisional history of Ryugu’s parent body from bright surface boulders, Nature Astronomy, 5, 39-45(2021). doi: 10.1038/s41550-020-1179-z
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Thermally altered subsurface material of
asteroid Ryugu
【Asteroid Explorer Hayabusa2】
NIRS3 (Near-Infrared Spectrometer) on the Hayabusa2
spacecraft has discovered absorption spectra of hydroxide
minerals on the surface of the C-type asteroid Ryugu.
However, their absorption intensities were extremely small
compared to C-chondrite, which is thought to be made of
minerals similar to C-type asteroids, and they were nearly
uniform over the entire surface of the asteroid. Analysis of
the subsurface material was needed to determine whether
these causes were of Ryugu parental origin or due to dehydration after the formation of Ryugu. Therefore, NIRS3
observations were carried out at the time of touchdown and
descent observation toward the area where subsurface
materials are thought to have been dug up by the artificial
crater created by SCI (Small Carry-on Impactor) of Hayabusa2.
As a result, absorption spectra of hydroxide minerals
slightly stronger than the average spectrum of Ryugu’s

surface were observed in the inner region of the artificial
crater ejectors (4,6 in the figure below). Analysis of these
spectra features reveals that the subsurface material
experienced dehydration due to thermal metamorphism by
heating above 300°C. On the other hand, it was also found
that the temperature cannot reach 200°C at 1 m below the
surface of Ryugu, where the ejectors are thought to have
been brought, even when Ryugu was closest to the Sun in
its orbital evolution. Consequently, the features of absorption spectra at Ryugu indicate that dehydration due to
thermal metamorphism may have already occurred at the
mother celestial body of Ryugu. This conclusion will lead
to the elucidation of the history of Ryugu formation and its
orbital evolution, and it will suggest how the water outside
the “snow-line” in the asteroid main-belt was carried to the
vicinity of the Earth.

The trajectories of observations by NIRS3 (Near-infrared Spectrometer) on the surface of Ryugu (left) and the relative spectral intensity
obtained from each observation trajectory (right). Relative spectral intensities are obtained by dividing each reflection spectra by the average
spectra of Ryugu’s surface. The dotted semicircle indicates the rim of the SCI artificial crater. The spectra (4,6) within the crater shows that the
absorption by the hydroxide minerals at 2.72 μm is slightly strong.

- T. Kitazato et al. Thermally altered subsurface material of asteroid (162173) Ryugu, Nature Astronomy, 5, 246–250 (2021). doi: 10.1038/s41550-020-01271-2
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In-situ preservation of nitrogen-bearing organic matter
in carbonates from ancient Mars

In order to elucidate the environmental transition and habitability of ancient Mars, Martian meteorites were analyzed
using the nitrogen chemical species estimation methods.
The results have revealed organics in the carbonate minerals of a Martian meteorite (Fig. 1). The nitrogen-bearing
molecules are inherent to Mars and have been preserved
for over four billion years (Fig. 2).
The preservation of these organics requires the molecules to have become trapped in near-surface minerals
due to a reaction with water in Mars’s Noachian age (4.1 –
3.7 billion years ago) and then left undisturbed until today.
This supports a more ‘Earth-like’ environment for early

Mars, with a wet, organic-rich environment.
Data on this tantalizing past is currently quite limited, due
to the sparse sampling of Martian meteorites that arrived
on Earth from this early epoch. However, surface material
from Mars is expected to have been deposited on its much
closer moons over its evolution. This material will be collected by the Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) mission,
when the spacecraft gathers a sample from Phobos. The
next decade will therefore reveal much about Martian
organics and the possible habitability of our neighboring
planet.

Fig.1. A rock fragment of the Martian meteorite, Allan Hills (ALH) 84001 (left), and an enlarged area (right) that
shows the orange-colored carbonate grains in the rock. (From Koike et al. 2020, Nature Communications).

Fig.2. Analysis of carbonates in the Allan Hills (ALH) 84001 meteorite. The top three lines show the absorption
of X-rays by the molecules that are in the carbonates. Peaks in the blue region indicate the presence of
molecules containing nitrogen. The lower lines show a comparison of known nitrogen molecules. The righthand plot is a close-up of the blue region. (From Koike et al. 2020, Nature Communications.)
- Koike, M. et al. In-situ preservation of nitrogen-bearing organics in Noachian Martian carbonates. Nature Communications, 11, 1988(2020). doi:10.1038/s41467-020-15931-4
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How waves and turbulence maintain the super-rotation
of Venus’ atmosphere
【Venus Climate Orbiter AKATSUKI】
Venus has a thick atmosphere whose rotation speed is
as much as 60 times faster than its planetary rotation, a
phenomenon called the super-rotation. It is known that the
super-rotation cannot be maintained unless some unknown
acceleration mechanism is present. It was revealed that
the maintenance is sustained by the thermal tide, which
provides acceleration at low latitudes; the thermal tide is an
atmospheric wave excited by the heating from sunlight.
The thermal tide is a tidal wave in the atmosphere created by solar heating on the dayside and cooling on the
nightside. Namely, the thermal tide on Venus transports
the angular momentum to accelerate the super-rotation.
Earlier studies proposed that the acceleration might be due
to atmospheric turbulence and/or atmospheric waves other
than the thermal tide. However, the present study showed
that they work oppositely to weakly decelerate the super-

rotation. It is, nonetheless, theoretically certain that they
play an important role at mid- to high latitudes; the meridional circulation induces hydrodynamic instabilities to create
waves and turbulence to transport the angular momentum
to conform to the observed wind distribution.
The present study may have an impact on the studies of
exo-planets, the planets outside our solar system. More
than 3000 exo-planets were found recently, and extensive
research is ongoing to study the impacts of their atmosphere on the surface environment. Many exo-planets are
tidally locked, with one side always facing the central stars,
which resembles Venus having a long solar day. Therefore,
a system that effectively transports heat by the combination
of a meridional circulation and a super-rotation might be
prevalent on exo-planets.

Schematic illustration on how the super-rotation of Venus’ atmosphere is maintained.
In the cloud layer of Venus, a vertical and north-south circulation, called the meridional circulation, exists to
transport heat from low latitudes to high latitudes (white arrows), because sunlight is absorbed more at low
latitudes. This circulation also transports the angular momentum, which represents rotation strength (yellow
arrows), to decelerate the super-rotation. The deceleration is compensated for by the acceleration by the
thermal tide, which transports angular momentum both horizontally and vertically (red arrows). Other waves
and turbulence work oppositely but weakly at low latitudes (blue allows), while they play an important role at
mid latitudes (pale blue arrows; to transport the angular momentum to shortcut the meridional circulation).
The combination of these effects manifests a system to effectively transport heat across the globe by the
combination of the slow poleward heat transport by the meridional circulation and the fast heat transport to the
nightside by the meridional circulation. Such a dual circulation system might be present on tidally locked exoplanets to reduce temperature differences over them.

- T. Horinouchi et al. How waves and turbulence maintain the super-rotation of Venus’ atmosphere, Science, 368 (6489), 405-409 (2020). doi: 10.1126/science.aaz4439
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Simultaneous observations of the “Crab Pulsar” reveal
previously unseen X-ray activity
【Usuda 64 m antenna, VLBI observation system, DDOR digital backend
and NICER X-ray telescope on ISS】
The results from an international campaign to simultaneously observe the “Crab Pulsar” using a combination of the
NICER X-ray telescope mounted on the International Space
Station (ISS) and radio telescopes at the JAXA Usuda
Deep Space Center and NICT Kashima Space Technology
Center were published online in the US journal “Science”
on April 9, 2021 (JST). A description of the findings is as
follows.
Giant radio pulses from pulsars are hundreds of times
more energetic than previously believed. An international
research group, including researchers from JAXA and
RIKEN, has discovered that the “giant radio pulses” (GRP)
emitted by the Crab Pulsar (Fig. 1) include an increase
in X-ray emission, in addition to the previously observed
emission in radio and visible light. In fact, despite numerous
X-ray observations over several decades, researchers had
been unable to make any unambiguous detections. This
discovery was made through coordinated observations of
the Crab Pulsar at a variety of frequency ranges, with the
space-based X-ray observations conducted with NICER,
a new instrument placed onboard the International Space
Station, and the radio observations conducted with the
64 m antenna at the JAXA Usuda Deep Space Center
and the Kashima 34 m antenna1 at the National Institute
of Information and Communication Technology (NICT) in
Japan (Fig. 2). The findings, published in Science, imply
that these pulses are hundreds of times more energetic
than previously believed and could provide insights into
the mysterious phenomenon of “fast radio bursts (FRBs).”
As a GRP is a similar phenomenon to an FRB, it has been
proposed that a single theoretical model could explain
both processes. However, these new observations of X-ray
emission reveal that more energy than previously thought
is emitted by GRPs, making it difficult to explain the FRBs
with a simple GRP model.
The research group included scientists from JAXA, Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN), National
Changhua University of Education, Institute for Cosmic Ray
Research of the University of Tokyo, Hiroshima University,
NICT, and a number of other institutes from around the
world.
1

The Kashima 34 m was severely damaged by Typhoon No. 15 in
2019 and has been decommissioned.

Fig. 1. Composite image of the Crab Nebula and pulsar at multiple
wavelengths (credit: NASA)

Fig. 2. (Top) X-ray telescope, NICER (©NASA), on ISS, (Bottom
right) NICT Kashima 34 m (©NICT), and (bottom-left) JAXA Usuda
64 m parabolic antenna.

- T. Enoto et al. Enhanced X-ray Emission Coinciding with Giant Radio Pulses from the Crab Pulsar, Science, 372 (6538), 187-190 (2021). doi: 10.1126/science.abd4659
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In-situ observation of global emissions of carbon
from the Moon
【Lunar orbiter KAGUYA (SELENE)】
Analysis of lunar rock samples from the Apollo missions
has suggested that there were no volatile elements on
the Moon. The concept of a volatile-depleted Moon is
the primary premise of the hypothesis that a giant impact
occurred between nascent Earth and a Mars-sized body,
causing the high-temperature event. However, volatile elements such as water and carbon were recently discovered
in the Apollo samples by high-precision analysis equipment.
The existence of water in lunar materials is also supported
not only by analyses of Apollo samples but also by widearea observations by recent lunar orbiters.
Volatile elements other than water have been difficult to
observe by spacecraft due to their extremely small density.
In this study, we focused on the photoionized component
of lunar degassing based on observation data from the Ion
Mass Analyzer (IMA) onboard the KAGUYA spacecraft, and
clarified that carbon ions are continuously leaking from the
entire lunar surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The carbon ion emissions are distributed over nearly
the entire lunar surface, and the emissions vary with the
geographic region of the Moon (Fig. 2). The amount of
emissions into space is estimated to be about 5.0 × 104
cm-2 s-1, which is more than the continuous supply from the
solar wind and micrometeoroids.
In contrast to the concept of a volatile-depleted “dry” Moon,
the observed carbon ion emissions support the hypothesis
of a volatile-contained “wet” Moon, where carbon was
embedded during the formation of the Moon and/or was
transported billions of years ago.
This study suggests that volatile particles emitted
from small bodies in the solar system can be effectively
observed using ion instruments. We will perform similar
ion observations around Mercury and Phobos during the
BepiColombo and the Martian Moons eXploration (MMX)
missions, respectively.

Fig. 1. Illustration of carbon emissions
form the Moon to space

Fig. 2. Distribution map of carbon
emissions from the Moon

- S. Yokota et al., KAGUYA observation of global emissions of indigenous carbon ions from the Moon, Science Advances, 6(19), eaba1050 (2020). doi: 10.1126/sciadv.aba1050
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Sounding rocket CLASP2 and HINODE satellite elucidate
solar magnetic field up to the base of the corona
【Solar Observation Satellite HINODE (SOLAR-B) & Small Mission-ofOpportunity Program (CLASP2)】
Magnetic fields in the solar atmosphere play an important
role in the energy transfer from the solar surface to the
hotter atmosphere “corona”, providing a fundamental base
to solve a remaining issue: “the coronal heating problem”.
Measurements of the magnetic fields in the chromosphere,
which is the interface layer between the solar surface and
the corona, are essential to achieve this goal. Hence, we
performed a sounding rocket experiment, CLASP2, to
establish the techniques to diagnose the chromospheric
magnetic field by demonstrating the maturity of the ultraviolet spectro-polarimetry for future development into a
satellite. The key technology for the spectro-polarimetry, a
continuously rotating mechanism, was developed by ISAS.
The CLASP2 was launched by a NASA sounding rocket
in the US, and succeeded in obtaining the UV polarization
spectra from the solar chromosphere. With the combination
of the magnetic field information at the three altitudes of the
uppermost, middle, and lower layers of the chromosphere
derived from the observations of ionized magnesium and
neutral manganese by CLASP2 and the solar surface
magnetic field information from HINODE, the first threedimensional structure of the solar atmospheric magnetic
field was drawn. This unprecedented observation revealed
that confined flux tubes scattered on the solar surface
rapidly expanded and merged with each other. Moreover,
we found a high correlation between the energy density,
which was inferred from the intensity, and the magnetic
fields at the top of the chromosphere. This high correlation
provides empirical evidence that chromospheric heating is
of magnetic origin and that chromospheric magnetic fields,

rather than those on the solar surface, are indispensable
for understanding the heating mechanism. It is anticipated
that the inferred picture of magnetic flux tubes connecting
from the solar surface to the top of the chromosphere
will allow deciphering of how the magnetic field couples
the different atmospheric layers, i.e., investigation of how
energy is transferred between different layers of the Sun.
The measurements of chormospheric magnetic fields have
enabled the provision of new knowledge on the magnetic
structure and have opened a new window to solar physics
research.

Plots of the magnetic field strength from the solar surface to
the top of the chromosphere along the CLASP2 slit at four
different heights of the solar atmosphere. (Credit: NAOJ, IAC,
NASA/MSFC, IAS)

Imaginary drawing of the 3D magnetic configuration from the solar
surface to the base of the corona. (Credit: NAOJ)

- R. Ishikawa et al., Mapping Solar Magnetic Fields from the Photosphere to the Base of the Corona, Science Advances, 7(8), eabe8406 (2021). doi: 10.1126/sciadv.abe8406
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Sun-as-a-star observation helps understanding
starspots and stellar superflares
【Solar Observation Satellite HINODE (SOLAR-B)】
Solar flares, the largest energy-releasing events in the
modern solar system, occur in the sunspot regions. They
sometimes cause not only geomagnetic storms and aurorae
but even malfunctions in spacecraft and telecommunications. Recent observations reveal that some sun-like stars
are accompanied by “superflares,” which may potentially
provide insights into the atmospheric evolution and habitability of exoplanets. Therefore, it is critically important to
understand which starspots can harbor such superflares.
With the current technology, however, it is almost impossible to spatially resolve the stars and probe the starspots.
One possible idea to overcome this issue is to monitor the
stars not only in the visible light but also in ultra-violet (UV)
and X-rays. To test this concept, we focused on the periods
when only a single sunspot group transited across the solar
disk and generated light curves from the corresponding
solar images in various wavelengths, including those from

the HINODE spacecraft.
As a result, we found that the visible light curve is dimmed
owing to the transiting sunspot, while in UV and X-rays,
which are sensitive to the chromosphere and corona, the
intensities are enhanced. Even without resolving the stars,
by obtaining light curves in a variety of wavelengths, it
may be possible to derive information on magnetic fields in
starspots and spatial scales of coronal loops.
In the near future, by directly comparing the solar observations by the next-generation satellite Solar-C (EUVST)
and the stellar observations by the new space telescopes,
we may be able to eventually understand the starspots and
stellar superflares. Additionally, revealing the mechanism of
the tremendous UV and X-ray emissions from superflares
may contribute to the study of the atmospheric evolution
and habitability of exoplanets.

Light curves in different wavelengths for the sunspot transit event. The curves are overlaid on the
corresponding solar images when the sunspot is near the disk center. This diagram allows us to gain
insights into what the sunspot would look like on a far distant star.

- S. Toriumi et al., Sunas-a-star Spectral Irradiance Observations of Transiting Active Regions, The Astrophysical Journal, 902, 36 (2020). doi:10.3847/1538-4357/abadf9
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Capturing the spatial extent of electromagnetic
ion cyclotron wave activities from the coordination
between space and ground-based observations
【Geospace Explorer ARASE (ERG)】
The interaction between plasma waves and high-energy
particles is thought to play an essential role in the dynamic
variations of Earth’s radiation belts. Recent observations
have revealed that electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC)
waves contribute to the loss of high-energy electrons in the
radiation belts through precipitation into the upper atmosphere over a broader energy range. However, since it has
been difficult to determine the spatial extent of the EMIC
wave source region, our understanding of the detailed
wave-particle interaction process between EMIC waves
and high-energy electrons is limited.
By combining the observations of two satellites (ARASE
(ERG) and Van Allen Probe B) and a ground-based
VLF wave observation network, this paper successfully

estimates the spatial extent of EMIC wave activity for the
first time. The estimation demonstrated in this paper shows
that the EMIC wave active region had a longitudinal width
of 0.75 MLT (Magnetic Local Time), and it drifted westward
at a speed of 0.67 MLT per hour.
The method proposed in this study will be a powerful
tool to analyze the spatial extent of the EMIC wave
activities. This achievement is a big step for quantitatively
understanding the contribution of EMIC waves to the loss
of high-energy electrons in the radiation belts. It is a piece
of fundamental knowledge for forecasting the variation of
Earth’s radiation belts.
This paper was selected as one of the Editor’s Highlights
of Geophysical Research Letters in 2020.

(a) ARASE (ERG) (b) Van Allen Probe B observations of electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. The horizontal
and vertical axes represent time and frequency, and the wave power is displayed in color. (d, e) Replots of the
same data as (a, b) with the time (horizontal axis) converted to MLT (Magnetic Local Time) and the frequency
(vertical axis) normalized by the cyclotron frequency of helium at the magnetic equator. (c) The footpoints along
the magnetic field lines of two satellites and the positions of the ground observation points.

- A. T. Hendry et al., A Multi-Instrument Approach to Determining the Source Region Extent of EEP-Driving EMIC Waves, Geophysical Research Letters, 47(7), e2019GL086599
(2020). doi:10.1029/2019GL086599
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Discovery of auroral electron acceleration
at ultra-high altitudes
【Geospace Explorer ARASE (ERG)】
The auroral arcs are excited by the precipitation of accelerated magnetospheric electrons into Earth’s upper atmosphere at an altitude of around 100 km. These electrons are
thought to be accelerated in the auroral acceleration region
where quasi-static electric fields parallel to the geomagnetic
fields, the U-shaped potential structure, are formed.
In accordance with a number of rocket and satellite
observations over the past 50 years, we have assumed
that the auroral acceleration region is mainly at altitudes
of several thousand kilometers, where cold ionospheric
plasma mixes with hot magnetospheric plasma, and that
the contribution of the acceleration at altitudes of 20,000
km or higher is small.
However, ARASE (ERG) found that, even at ultra-high
altitudes of around 30,000 km, signatures of plasma and
electromagnetic field variations that are quite similar to
those of typical auroral acceleration regions are observed.

After a detailed analysis of the plasma velocity distributions, electromagnetic fields, and the ground-based aurora
imager, this paper revealed that electrons are sufficiently
accelerated even at ultra-high altitudes and that the accelerated electrons precipitate into the emission region of
the aurora arc. The estimated contribution of the ultra-high
altitude region above 30,000 km to the total acceleration is
between 20-45 percent.
No previous theories can explain this new finding
concerning the generation of acceleration regions. It raises
a significant question as to how the quasi-static parallel
electric field is formed at a wide range of altitudes, including
the ultra-high altitude acceleration region. This is one of the
fundamental problems for understanding how the planetary
magnetosphere and ionosphere are coupled and how the
space environment is controlled.

A velocity distribution of the accelerated auroral
electrons observed at ultra-high altitudes by the
ARASE (ERG) satellite. The electrons that have
accelerated downward along the geomagnetic field
can reach Earth’s upper atmosphere. Additionally,
a lack of upward electrons reflected from lower
altitudes can be seen. This lack is due to the electron
loss resulting from the auroral emission.

- S. Imajo et al., Active auroral arc powered by accelerated electrons from very high altitudes, Scientific Report, 11, 1610(2021). Doi:10.1038/s41598-020-79665-5
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Verification of survival of deinococcal cell pellets during
3 Years of exposure to outer space
【Tanpopo Mission】
The Tanpopo mission is Japan’s first astrobiology
experiment aimed at exposing microorganisms and organic
compounds to space and collecting cosmic dust and
microorganisms. Microorganisms and organic compounds
were sealed in a container called an exposure panel, which
was attached to the exposed experiment handrail attachment mechanism on the exposed facility of the Japanese
Experiment Module “Kibo” on the International Space Station (ISS), and exposed to outer space. Specifically, three
sets, each consisting of an exposure panel and a reference
panel for comparison, stored onboard were launched on
the ISS, and after the space exposure experiment, one of
such sets was retrieved from outer space and analyzed on
the ground about every year for three years.
The figure shows the analysis results of the surviving
fraction of Deinococcus radiodurance (radiation-resistant
microorganism). The horizontal axis is the exposure time,
and the vertical axis is the logarithmic scale of the surviving
fraction. According to the symbol legend, the top two show
the results of samples exposed to space. Quartz and MgF2
were used as window materials to investigate the effect of
the wavelength of ultraviolet. The values of the two are not
so different. Deinococcus radiodurance survive more than

Exposure panel containing microorganisms and organic compounds

1/100 even after three years of exposure. Space samples
(space dark) that are not exposed to light perform even
better. These results are not much different from the ground
reference samples. In contrast, the unexposed reference
samples stored onboard the ISS have a low survival
rate. Samples are sensitive to moisture; while the ground
reference sample was strictly stored in the desiccator, the
humidity inside the ISS ship is considered to have lowered
the survival rate because the space is kept at an appropriate humidity for the crew.
In conclusion, it was found that even under the condition
of exposure to ultraviolet rays, which most affects the
surviving fraction of microorganisms, radiation-resistant
microorganism can withstand three years of space exposure. The surviving fraction of microorganisms that were
not exposed to light is even higher. This result shows that
planetary protection is important, such as when sending a
spacecraft to other celestial bodies in the solar system. In
addition, the origin of life is still unknown and it is not known
whether life was born on Earth. If life can move between
planets, life on Earth could have been born on Mars. In the
future, if fossils or existing life is discovered through Mars
exploration, much information will become available.

Surviving fraction of Deinococcus radiodurance
exposed to outer space

- Y. Kawaguchi et al., DNA Damage and Survival Time Course of Deinococcal Cell Pellets During 3 Years of Exposure to Outer Space, Frontiers in Microbiology,11, 2050 (2020).
doi:10.3389/fmicb.2020.02050
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Precipitation of killer electrons in pulsating aurorae
【Innovative-technology Demonstration Experiment REIMEI satellite】

The pulsating aurora is a type of aurora that looks more like
indistinct wisps of cloud strumming across the sky. Based
on satellite observations such as REIMEI and ARASE, it
was found that the pulsating aurora was formed by electron
precipitation caused by pitch angle scattering near the
geomagnetic equator due to chorus emissions, which were
electromagnetic plasma waves.
On the other hand, precipitation bursts of subrelativistic
/ relativistic electrons, the microburst, are frequently observed by satellite in low altitude with typical time scales of
less than one second. These electrons are also called killer
electrons since they can cause satellites to malfunction.
We have performed numerical simulations, including the
chorus wave – electron interactions that can change the
electron motion. In the simulations, the chorus waves are
generated at the geomagnetic equator and propagate along
the geomagnetic field toward the north and south, and then
resonated electrons are scattered. A part of the scattered
electrons travels along the geomagnetic field toward the
upper/middle atmosphere.
The results of the numerical simulations show that
approximately 10 keV electrons, which can cause the
pulsating auroral emissions, can be scattered around
the geomagnetic equator. On the other hand, relativistic
electrons can also be scattered when the chorus waves
propagate and reach the higher magnetic latitude region.

Since a part of the scattered electrons can precipitate into
the upper/middle atmosphere, the simulation suggests that
the precipitation of both low- and high-energy electrons
at low altitude originates simultaneously from interactions
between chorus waves and electrons in Earth’s magnetosphere.
In the low altitude orbit around Earth, REIMEI and NASA’s
SAMPEX satellite observed electrons with energies less
than 12 keV and more than 25 keV, respectively, using high
time-resolution. The numerical simulation well reproduced
the time variations of both the precipitating electron fluxes
observed by REIMEI (8.7 keV) and SAMPEX (>25 keV,
>450 keV, and >1 MeV) satellites.
The present results suggest that the precipitation of
relativistic electrons resulting from this process during the
pulsating aurora could cause destruction of the part of the
ozone in the mesosphere, which might be linked to Earth’s
climate variations, since the energies of these electrons are
high enough to reach the mesosphere.
Next, we plan to test the theory through a sounding rocket
mission called ‘loss through auroral microburst pulsations’
(LAMP), which is due to launch in early 2022. LAMP is a
collaboration between NASA, JAXA, Nagoya University,
and other institutions. LAMP experiments will be able to
observe the killer electrons associated with the pulsating
aurora.

Artist’s impression of killer electrons precipitating into the
mesosphere during pulsating aurora (©PsA project)

Results of numerical simulations. (Upper panel) Frequency
variation of input chorus waves as a function of time. (Middle panel)
Precipitating electron flux with energies of 10 keV at an altitude of
100 km. (Lower panel) Precipitating electron flux with energies of 2
MeV at an altitude of 100 km. (Miyoshi et al., 2020)

- Y. Miyoshi et al., Relativistic electron microburst as high-energy tail of pulsating auroral electrons, Geophysical Research Letters, 47 (21), e2020GL090360 (2020).
doi:10.1029/2020GL090360
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Geiger-mode three-dimensional image sensor
for flash LIDAR
【Space Exploration Innovation Hub Center】
Three-dimensional (3D) image sensors have many
applications. They are used for autonomous vehicles to
avoid obstacles, and for guidance, navigation, and control
system of spacecraft that safely lands on a celestial body.
A spacecraft performing a rendezvous or docking in orbit,
such as a cargo ship supplying the International Space
Station, also requires a 3D image sensor to measure
relative distance and relative attitude. Flash LIDAR is a
sensor that captures 3D images in a manner similar to flash
photography, by diffusing and irradiating laser pulses onto
the field-of-view of a camera that has a 3D image sensor.
The pixel array on this sensor integrates an APD (Avalanche
Photo Diode) and a TDC (time-to-digital converter). JAXA
has developed a 3D image sensor that uses a highly sensitive Geiger mode APD (Avalanche Photo Diode) that is also
sensitive to a single photon.
The 3D image sensor comprises two layers: an upper
sensor layer with 1024 Geiger-mode APDs arranged in a 32
× 32 pixel array, and a lower integrated circuit layer having
a TDC circuit for each pixel. There are two types of sensors: one using Si-MPPC (Multi Pixel Photon Counting) and
the other using InGaAs Geiger mode APD. MPPC is one
type of Geiger mode APD, which has the ability to measure
light intensity by using multiple Geiger mode APDs. Each
pixel of the sensor has a TDC formed by a CMOS process
integrated circuit with a minimum time resolution of 250 ps.
Si-MPPC is a sensor with 12 Geiger mode APDs of 25μm
square densely integrated in one pixel of 100μm square. It
can discriminate the light intensity and thus can distinguish
between low level background light and signals from lasers.
The sensitivity wavelength of the APDs is 350-1000 nm.
The circuit corresponding to one sensor pixel contains two
TDC circuits, one for time measurement and the other for
pulse width measurement corresponding to light intensity,
with a time resolution of 326 ps.
3D image sensors employing InGaAs Geiger mode APDs
have a sensitivity wavelength range of 900-1690 nm. They
have sensitivity in the eye-safe wavelength range, which is
an important feature for safety when considering use on the
ground or in a human environment. The sensor is a backilluminated type and needs to be cooled down to about
-20°C to suppress the dark current. One sensor pixel is 55
μm square and has only a TDC circuit for time measurement. A time resolution of the TDC is 250 ps.

3D image sensor using Si-MPPC.
The sensor has 32 x 32 pixels, a time resolution of 326 ps, and a
chip size of 6.2 x 6.2 mm. It can be operated at room temperature.

The circuit in the pixel of the 3D image sensor that is used in SiMPPC type. It has two TDC circuits: one for time measurement and
the other for pulse width (equivalent to light intensity) measurement.

3D image sensor using InGaAs Geiger mode APD.
The sensor has 32 x 32 pixels, a time resolution of 250 ps, and a
chip size of 4.6 x 4.6 mm.

- T. Mizuno, et al.Three-dimensional image sensor with MPPC for flash LIDAR, Trans. JSASS 63 (2020) .doi: 10.2322/tjsass.63.42
- T. Mizuno, et al. Geiger-mode three-dimensional image sensor for eye-safe flash LIDAR, IEICE ELECTRONICS EXPRESS, 17 (11), 20200152 (2020).
doi: 10.1587 /elex.17.20200152
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Robust low-thrust trajectory optimization method
under operational uncertainties

Due to their high efficiency, low-thrust propulsion systems are currently used in many deep
space exploration programs, including the
asteroid explorer HAYABUSA. However, they
need a long-term operation to reach the target
orbit, increasing the possibility of unexpected
problems during operation. Therefore, there is
a growing need to design trajectories that are
robust against uncertainties.
In order to achieve a robust trajectory, it is
necessary to design a recoverable trajectory
with a sufficient margin in advance, and the key
is how to take the margin (Fig. 1). In the past,
nominal trajectories have been designed by experts based
on empirical margins. In this study, we propose a robust
trajectory design method (called “robust optimal” trajectory
design) that does not rely on the empirical rules of experts
but is supported by theory and has sufficient margins.
In order to realize the proposed method, we have
extended the robust control and stochastic control theories,
which have recently attracted much attention in the field of
robotics. The proposed method was applied to the EarthMars orbit transfer problem with low-thrust propulsion (e.g.,
ion engines), resulting in the achievement of an orbit design
with the minimum necessary robustness against uncertain-

Fig.1. Robust trajectory design under uncertainties

ties (Fig. 2).
The results of this research may lead to the success of
challenging missions with high uncertainties. For example,
the results of this study will be the key to realizing the aerocapture mission, which is affected by the high uncertainty of
the Martian atmosphere, and the solar sail mission, which
is affected by the high uncertainty of solar radiation pressure. In addition, the proposed method provides the optimal
trajectory feedback control law to correct the disturbance,
which may be a steppingstone to autonomous trajectory
control.

Fig. 2. Trajectory design that can safely reach Mars even considering the effects of ion engine stoppage and errors. (Left: Conventional
method; Right: Proposed method)

- N. Ozaki et al., Tube Stochastic Optimal Control for Nonlinear Constrained Trajectory Optimization Problems, Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, 43(4), April 2020.
doi:10.2514/1.G004363
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Aerodynamic performance analysis of Mars exploration
airplane under uncertain cruising conditions

The use of airplanes has attracted much attention as a new
Mars exploration method. However, the Mars atmosphere,
with a density of only 1/100 of that of Earth, presents
severe cruising conditions for an aircraft. Moreover, the
Mars atmospheric environment has many uncertain factors,
e.g., climate fluctuation and a gust, necessitating an aerodynamic design under uncertainty. The present research
acquired knowledge to enhance the probability of success
of Mars exploration missions using airplanes.
This research analyzed the aerodynamic performance of
the Mars airplane under uncertain cruising conditions based
on numerical simulations of the airflow around the airfoil. In
general, such an analysis requires high computational costs
to evaluate the effects of uncertainty because we have to
simulate many combinations of uncertain parameters. To
this end, this research used the uncertainty quantification

(UQ) framework based on the probability theory to facilitate
an efficient and accurate analysis.
Previous research had shown that thin cambered airfoils
have high aerodynamic performance for the main wing of
the Mars airplane. On the other hand, this study clarified
that the uncertainty in the atmospheric conditions could
degrade the performance of thin cambered airfoils (left
figure). Primarily, we found that the uncertainty in the angle
of attack, which is attributed to the aeroelastic deformation
or gust, has the most significant impact on the airfoil
characteristics (right figure).
While the conventional aerodynamic analyses assume
nominal cruising conditions, the present study, using the
UQ, proposed a new analysis method that enables an
aerodynamic design from a probabilistic viewpoint.

(Left) Probability distribution of the airfoil performance under uncertain cruising conditions. The horizontal and vertical axes stand for the
lift coefficient and the frequency, respectively. (Right) Effects of the uncertain parameters on the airfoil flow. The horizontal and vertical
axes stand for the angle of attack and the Reynolds number, respectively. The grey-colored areas are the airfoil, and the background
color represents the flow velocity. This figure shows that the angle of attack highly affects the blue-colored recirculation zone on the
airfoil.

- S. Kawai and A. Oyama, Uncertainty Quantification and Global Sensitivity Analysis of Low-Reynolds-Number Airfoil for Future Mars Airplane, Transactions of the Japan Society for
Aeronautical and Space Sciences, 63(4), 172-182(2020). doi: 10.2322/tjsass.63.172
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High-reliability joining technology for
metal/ceramics hybrid thruster
【Future deep space exploration mission】
A silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ) ceramics thruster, which is
considerably more corrosion- and oxidation-resistant
and maintains high strength and toughness at elevated
temperature compared to a conventional Nb-alloy thruster,
has been utilized in ISAS/JAXA’s Planet-C Venus explorer
(AKATSUKI) launched in 2010. To cater to interplanetary
missions that require higher-thrust propulsion systems,
ISAS/JAXA is developing a metal/ceramics hybrid thruster
that minimizes the usage of brittle ceramics to enhance the
thruster’s manufacturability and reliability. The combustion
chamber (high-temperature section) and nozzle skirt (lowtemperature section) will be made of Si3N4 ceramics and Tialloy, respectively.
Brazing is one of the most opted-for techniques to join

ceramics to metal counterparts for manufacturing complex
structural components. It involves the melting of filler alloy
between the substrates at high temperature, followed by
cooling to solidify and bond them. Brazing metal to ceramics is challenging due to the mismatch coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE), which eventually results in residual
stress. Si3N4 ceramics and Ti were successfully brazed with
Nb interlayer. The insertion of Nb interlayer served as an
effective barrier against the migration of ejected Ti from the
substrate toward Si3N4 ceramics to minimize the formation
of brittle compounds, as well as minimize mismatch in
CTE between Si3N4 ceramics and Ti substrates for residual
stress relaxation.

Fig. 1(a) Prototype product of a 500-N-class thruster, (b) simulated
stress distribution around the joining section and (c) ground firing test of
a 20-N-class thruster.

- F.S. Ong, H.Tobe, E. Sato, Intermetallics evolution and fracture behavior of Nb interlayer inserted Si3N4/Ti joints brazed with AgCuTi filler, Materials Science & Engineering A, 762,
138096(2019). doi:10.1016/j.msea.2019.138096
- F.S. Ong, H.Tobe, G. Fujii, E. Sato, Microstructural evolution and mechanical characterization of Nb- interlayer-inserted Ti-6Al-4V/Si3N4 joints brazed with AuNiTi filler, Materials
Science & Engineering A, 778, 139093 (2020) . doi:10.1016/j.msea.2020.139093
- F.S. Ong, H.Tobe, E. Sato,Residual stress induced failure of Ti-6Al-4V/Si3N4 joints brazed with Ag-Cu-Ti filler: the effects of brazing zone’s elasto-plasticity and ceramics’ intrinsic
properties, Journal of the European Ceramic Society,41(13), 6319-6329(2021). doi: 10.1016/j.jeuceramsoc.2021.06.038
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Detailed evaluation of nominal performance of
mixture-ratio-controlled hybrid rockets

The performance improvement of a hybrid rocket with mixture ratio control was evaluated through flight simulations
of sounding rockets with specifications similar to the S-210,
S-310, or S-520 series. Under the condition of nominal
fuel regression behavior, ∆V increased by approximately
2%. The main factor for the performance increase was
maintaining the ideal thermodynamic state of the product
gas. The flight simulations developed in this study will also
enable performance comparison under the fuel regression
behavior with uncertainty. (K. Ozawa and T. Shimada:
Performance of Mixture-Ratio-Controlled Hybrid Rockets
for Nominal Fuel Regression, Journal of Propulsion and
Power, 36(3), 400-414, doi: 10.2514/1.B37665)
In hybrid rockets, the fuel regression rate has a nonlinear
relation to oxidizer mass flux. Therefore, the fuel port
increase and thrust modulation cause a shift in the mixture
ratio. Conventionally, this shift was considered to affect only
the ideal thermodynamic state of the product gas. However,
in fact, the gaseous residence time in the combustor and
the thermodynamic state at the nozzle throat also change,
thus the mixture ratio shift also changes the combustion
efficiency and throat erosion rate. In previous studies, these
factors have not been ignored (Fig. 1).
In this study, the above three factors were theoretically or semi-empirically modeled and integrated into a
computational model of the propulsive performance. Using
this model, one-dimensional flight simulations of a singlestage sounding rocket were performed to evaluate the
performance difference caused by the closed-loop control
compensating for the mixture ratio shift. The scale and
specifications of the sounding rockets are similar to those
of S-210, S-310, and S-520. After the simulations, the contribution of the closed-loop control to the average specific
impulse was analyzed for each scale.

Fig.1. Effects of mixture ratio shifts to acceleration and
related engine internal phenomena.

The closed-loop control improved specific impulse by approximately 2%, and the performance difference increased
with decreasing scale. The main factor that caused the
improvement was maintaining the ideal thermodynamic
state of the product gas at the ideal mixture ratio. Changes
in c* efficiency and nozzle throat erosion contributed to
only 20% and 6% of the total performance improvement,
respectively. The performance improvement was most
noticeable around liftoff and late in the burn period, when
the motor was operated at full throttle in thrust control to
gain altitude, which accounts for a large percentage of
the total impulse. This is because the throat erosion rate
increased in the oxidizer-rich conditions at high thrust, and
at the start of the burn, the small fuel port volume made c*
efficiency more sensitive to the residence time
of the product gas, resulting in a relatively large
difference in combustion efficiency.
This study clarified to what extent the nonlinear
fuel regression behavior affects averaged specific
impulse, which internal engine phenomena
mainly contribute, and when the difference in performance occurs. In addition, the flight simulation
model developed in this study makes it possible
to evaluate the range of performance improvement under conditions close to actual conditions,
such as under the presence of uncertainty in the
Fig. 2. Breakdown of specific impulse loss and improvement: a) specific impulse
loss compared to the ideal performance; b) the performance improvement due to
fuel regression.
mixture ratio control.

- K. Ozawa and T. Shimada: Performance of Mixture-Ratio-Controlled Hybrid Rockets for Nominal Fuel Regression, Journal of Propulsion and Power, 36(3), 400-414(2020). doi:
10.2514/1.B37665
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Return of “Hayabusa2” accomplished through
international collaboration
【International Strategy and Coordination】
The crucial point of ISAS international coordination in
2020 was how to contribute to the successful return of
“Hayabusa2” in cooperation with the international partners.
One of the essential factors for the re-entry capsule to
land in Australia was the issuance of the Authorisation of
Return of Overseas-Launched Space Object (AROLSO)
by the Australian Government. While JAXA had applied for
the AROLSO 14 months prior to the planned return date,
the permission did not come overnight. ISAS facilitated
the approval for the AROLSO through multiple channels
with the help of the Australian Space Agency (ASA). A
Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC) was signed between
JAXA and ASA on July 7, then on July 14, a JAXA-ASA
joint statement acknowledging that the capsule would
land in Australia on December 6 was released. In parallel,

at the Australia-Japan Virtual Leaders Meeting on July
9, “Hayabusa2” was mentioned as a symbol of the great
partnership between Australia and Japan. ISAS also
reached out to the Australian Government to accelerate the
process with the cooperation of the Japanese Embassy in
Australia. On August 6, with the return of the capsule just
four months away, the AROLSO was finally issued. Additionally, the Australian border was closed to visitors due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. Amid concerns that the travel ban
would be applied to the JAXA capsule recovery team, ISAS
appealed to the related government agencies by stressing
the importance of the mission. With unconditional support
from ASA, the capsule recovery team, including NASA’s
observation crew, gained an exceptional entry permit to
Australia and the state of South Australia.

Left: Mr. Richard Court, the Australian Ambassador to Japan (at the time), Dr. Yamakawa Hiroshi, President of JAXA, Dr. Megan Clark, Head
of ASA (at the time), and Mr. Takahashi Reiichiro, Ambassador to Australia (at the time) with the signed MOC). Right: Get-together after the
capsule recovery, JAXA, ASA, and the Department of Defence, Australia.

From left: Mr. Toukaku, Director for International Strategy and Coordination,
ISAS/JAXA, Mr. Luciani, CNES Rep., Dr. Reinke, Director, DLR Tokyo Office,
and Mr. McIntosh, NASA Asia Rep.

During the capsule reentry, the Head of ASA was in
Woomera to observe the recovery operation.
At Sagamihara Campus, representatives from the
National Centre for Space Studies (CNES), German
Aerospace Center (DLR), and NASA made guest
appearances on the “Hayabusa2” Earth Return live
streams. The heads of each agency delivered a
congratulatory speech. At the press conference, Ms.
Jan Adams, the Australian Ambassador to Japan, was
present and offered her congratulations to the team.
“Hayabusa2” had attracted a tremendous amount of
attention from all over the world and gained tremendous international support.
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ISAS Open House held online
【ISAS Public Outreach】

COVID-19 has been affecting various activities at ISAS
and its Open House is no exception. It was held over two
consecutive days (Friday and Saturday) during summer vacation until 2018 and during autumn in 2019. When it was
held at the campus, the event attracted more than 10,000
visitors. Can the one in FY2020, which must be held online,
be equally successful?
In the summer of 2020, we asked members of ISAS
whether they were happy with an online format. Nobody
was enthusiastic. Indeed, some younger members were
complaining that they did not want to participate if it would
be held online.
We did not do much with regard to Open House after the
summer, not because we were discouraged by the tepid
response of the ISAS members but because we at ISAS
PO were very busy dealing with the Hayabusa2 Sample
Return Capsule Recovery Operation, which was completed
very successfully in December. Then, in January, the ISAS
executive members turned to us and said, “We have things
to celebrate. Hold the one for this fiscal year.”
A typical Japanese fiscal year ends at the end of March,
meaning we had only two months to prepare. The only
thing we had done up to that point was to confirm the tepid
response of ISAS’s members regarding an online format.
Meanwhile, we had decided that if we were to hold the
event online for the first time, the format should be simple,
like the one we had adopted for a Japan Geoscience Union

(JpGU) event in collaboration with NASA in May 2020.
This led us to form a Task Force (TF) whose core was
composed of those who had contributed to the JpGU-NASA
event. While we were quite pressed for time, thanks to the
lessons learned from the previous event, the members of
the TF were able to complete all the necessary steps to
host the online Open House.
By changing the format, what did we gain? Now we have
a channel to access those people who reside far away from
Sagamihara. While those who watched the event live were
limited in number, the recorded clips uploaded on YouTube
have received more than 20,000 views (although we are
not sure how to evaluate this number). However, we did
lose the opportunity to meet and greet local kids, some of
whom seemed to visit us at every Open House event.
Having lived with the COVID-19 pandemic for a while
now, owing to the training that we have had to undergo, the
reluctance toward an online format has diminished. Given
its merits, the online format will stay. Then a hybrid scheme
will be pursued in the future when COVID-19 has subsided.
In adopting a hybrid scheme, we will clarify the merits of
both an in-person format and an online format. This may
well give us a good opportunity to deepen our thoughts on
how to communicate effectively. The application of what we
gain from this will not be limited to public outreach aspects
but also to our daily collaboration within our institute.

The members of the Task Force that managed the process for holding the Open House event online.
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1. Space Science Roadmap
a. Goals and Basic Framework
The goals of space science are to expand our knowledge

Space science projects are presently categorized into

of human life in regard to the origins of the earth and the

four classes: Strategic large missions (L-class), compet-

solar system, origins of cosmic space, time and matter, and

itively-chosen Medium-size focused missions (M-class),

the possibility of extra-terrestrial life, while simultaneously

Strategic participation in foreign-agency flagship missions

giving rise to technological revolutions that will cause a

(S-class), and small missions conducted with universities or

paradigm shift in space engineering. Space projects are a

other organizations using matching-funds and project-like

primary means to enable space science to achieve these

schemes.

goals.

b. Strategic Large Missions Under Development
XRISM (X-Ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission) entered

(Missions of Opportunities).

Phase C (final design phase) from the 2019 fiscal year, and

SPICA (Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and

has completed the Critical Design Review. The Joint Sys-

Astrophysics) is a mission candidate led by the European

tems Engineering Team formed with NASA decided to take

Space Agency (ESA). The mission is continuing the Pre-

on-board abnormality measures. Another trouble involving

Phase A2 study targeting the final selection of Cosmic

a He leak from the Dewar occurred in 2020, and the project

Vision M-5 being held in June 2021. However, in July 2020,

is now in a recovery phase.

just after passing ESA’s Mission Consolidation Review, ESA

MMX (Martian Moons eXploration) is a Martian moon

declared that there was a large amount of excess cost for

sample return mission. The mission executed the Phase A

ESA’s contribution. Subsequently, in October 2020, ISAS

study as a candidate for L-class Mission 1, and passed the

and ESA decided to withdraw SPICA from further develop-

System Definition Review in December 2019. It has now

ment.

started the Phase B study as a JAXA project.

GREAT (GRound station for deep space Exploration And

LiteBIRD (Cosmic Microwave Background B-mode obser-

Telecommunication) is a ground facility, though its develop-

vation) was selected as a candidate for L-class Mission 2 in

ment was pursued as a space science project. Its develop-

2019, and it continued the Pre-Phase A2 study. Its replan-

ment was completed in the 2020 fiscal year.

ning is now in progress against the failure of NASA’s MoO

c. Competitively-Chosen Medium-Size Focused Missions Under Development
SLIM (Smart Lander for Investigating Moon) was selected

selected for M-class Mission 3 in 2019. Its replanning is

as M-class Mission 1 and is being launched by an H3 rock-

now underway against the failure of NASA’s MoO (Missions

et with XRISM. It moved to Phase C and executed Critical

of Opportunities).

Design Review. Its development is proceeding smoothly.

Solar-C EUVST (Extreme UV Solar Telescope mission)

DESTINY+, M-class Mission 2 candidate, is a flyby

was selected for M-class Mission 4, and is continuing the

mission to the meteor-shower parent body, Phaethon.

Pre-Phase A2 study. It was selected in NASA’s MoO (Mis-

It entered Phase A after April 2020, and passed System

sions of Opportunities) in December 2020.

Requirement Review and then System Definition Review

HiZ-GUNDAM (High redshift Gamma-ray Burst Monitor

during the 2020 fiscal year. It is currently expected to move

mission) was selected as a candidate for the mission con-

to Phase B early in the next fiscal year.

cept of M-Class Missions 4 or 5 and is continuing the Pre-

Small JASMINE is an infrared astrometry mission dedi-

Phase A1b study.

cated to the astrometry of stars in the Galactic bulge. It was

d. Strategic Participation in Foreign-Agency Flagship Missions Under Development
JUICE (JUpiter ICy moons Explorer) is ESA’s CosmicVision L1 mission. Japan’s contribution to JUICE has

continued though the development of the flight system.
Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (former WFIRST)
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is NASA’s mission planned for launch in 2025. Japan’s

Comet Interceptor is ESA’s Cosmic Vision F1 planned for

contribution to Roman continued the Pre-Phase A2 study

launch in 2028. Japan’s contribution to Comet Interceptor

and entered Phase A.

started the Pre-Phase A2 study in 2020.

Hera is ESA’s mission constituting AIDA, the International

Dragonfly is NASA’s New Frontiers 4 planned for launch

Planetary Defense Mission with NASA’s DART mission.

in 2027. Japan’s contribution to Comet Interceptor started

Japan’s contribution to Hera continued the Pre-Phase A2

the Pre-Phase A2 study in 2020.

study and entered Phase A in 2020.

Athena is ESA’s Cosmic Vision L2 planned for launch in

WSO-UV is Russian mission planned for launch in 2025.
Japan’s contribution to the mission continued the Pre-

the late 2020’s. Japan’s contribution to Athena is continuing
the Pre-Phase A2 study.

Phase A2 study and entered Phase A in 2021.

e. Missions in Operation
BepiColombo/MMO (Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter) was

from the capsule are now undergoing initial analysis in

launched in October 2018, and finished the early check out

the curation facility while the explorer itself has started an

during the 2019 fiscal year. It now flies smoothly.

extended mission.

Hayabusa2 was launched in December 2014, arrived at

The five spacecraft in orbit, the Geo-space explorer,

Ryugu in June 2018, touched down twice, operated SCI

ARASE, the planetary spectroscopy mission, HISAKI, the

(impactor) to make an artificial crater, departed Ryugu in

Venus climate explorer, AKATSUKI, the solar observatory,

November 2019 and returned to the earth. From Novem-

HINODE, and the Geo-magnetosphere explorer, GEOTAIL,

ber 2020, the earth return operation was executed, and the

all conducted their observations safely and successfully.

capsule was retrieved in Woomera, Australia. The samples

f. Small Missions Conducted through Matching Funds with External Organizations
This fiscal year, ISAS selected two additional projects:

Nucleation (sounding rocket experiments), GAPS (General

(1) CLASP2 and (2) Wide-field near UV transient survey

Anti-Particle Spectrometer, balloon experiment), Small

in a 6U CubeSat. The following projects were continued:

Solar program CLASP2 (sounding rocket experiment) and

Phenix-2 (Droplet Group Combustion Research) and XL-

SUNRISE-3 (balloon experiment), BEAK (Breakthrough by

Caliber (Balloon experiment). Further, an additional six

Egg-Derived Aerocapture Kilt vehicle), and IXPE (Imaging

missions are ongoing: FERMI satellite collaboration, DUST

X-ray Polarimeter Explorer).
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2. Space Science Programs under Operation
a. Earth Magnetosphere Observation with GEOTAIL

Distributions on the magnetotail equatorial plane of the ion density, temperature, and pressure (top), and of the electron
density, temperature, and pressure (bottom), based on long-term plasma measurements by GEOTAIL [1].

Since the launch of the joint U.S.-Japan satellite GEOTAIL

The mission extension review of GEOTAIL was conducted

in 1992, it has been operating continuously for more than

in 2018, and its operation until the end of March 2021 was

two solar cycles. The major purpose of GEOTAIL is direct

approved. Further, as a result of NASA’s senior review

observation of plasma in Earth’s magnetotail. Except for

carried out in August 2020, permission was granted to

the failure of one of the two data recorders at the end of

extend GEOTAIL operation until the end of 2023. Japanese

December 2012, the spacecraft systems and instruments

researchers from the GEOTAIL project have been deeply

are in good condition. The effect of the data recorder failure

involved in NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mis-

was minimal, with a data loss of about 10–15%, thanks to

sion by designing, fabricating, and performing initial tests

the support of NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN). One

of 16 fast plasma investigation–dual ion spectrometer (FPI-

to two years after data acquisition, the data is calibrated,

DIS) sensors. Since July 2015, the GEOTAIL operation time

archived, and made available to researchers all over the

in Japan has been increased for collaboration with MMS.

world.

GEOTAIL has been providing opportunities to make simultaneous multiscale plasma measurements by carrying out
coordinated observations with MMS, ARASE and THEMIS/
ARTEMIS.
On 5 April 2010, a super substorm occurred that reportedly caused a failure of a US communication satellite, Galaxy-15. Comprehensive observations of magnetospheric,
ionospheric, and thermospheric responses to the interplanetary shock that caused the super substorm were made
by a satellite fleet of the Heliophysics System Observatory
(HSO), including GEOTAIL and GPS, in addition to groundbased observations of geomagnetic fields and aurora [2].
GEOTAIL, monitoring the interplanetary magnetic field
and solar wind conditions immediately upstream of Earth’s
magnetosphere, observed the passing at 1 AU of the
interplanetary shock (left figure) and provided a context for
understanding the other geospace phenomena.

(a,b) GEOTAIL observations of time variations of the IMF and solar wind
dynamic pressure caused by the traversal of an interplanetary shock on
5 April 2010, and (c,d) ground-based estimates of associated geomagnetic activity indices (AU and AL) and total nightside electric currents [2].

([1] Journal of Geophysical Research Space Physics, April
2020, and [2] Journal of Geophysical Research Space Physics,
April 2020).
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b. Small Satellite INDEX (REIMEI)
The small scientific satellite INDEX (INnovative-technology

the time constants of the exponential decay curve seem to

Demonstration EXperiment, code name “REIMEI”) is a

be a decreasing function of battery capacity loss.

piggy-back satellite with a mass of 72 kg that was launched

The internal impedance of the battery cells has been

in 2005. It has remained in orbit for 13 years. Its scientific

calculated based on the charge and discharge performance

purpose is observation of the fine structure of aurora phe-

of the battery. Furthermore, the creation of lithium metal

nomena by means of three-spectral imagers and particle

inside the battery cells has also been monitored through

energy analyzers. The engineering purpose is to demon-

the understanding of high voltage discharge phenomena.

strate small satellite technologies. The highlights of INDEX

The information will be utilized for the safer passivation of

in FY2020 are as follows.

the satellite in the future.

The method of constant-current and constant-voltage is

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR)

widely used to charge onboard batteries. Constant current

performs 3D electro-chemical simulations of the REIMEI

is provided at the initial constant-current phase of charging.

battery based on its initial parameters in the development

After the battery voltage reaches a specific voltage, it is

phase. They include thermochemical parameters and

maintained by the power supply circuit to recover voltage

degradation phenomena of separators and electrolytes. We

loss due to internal battery impedance. The current of this

will compare the onboard charge-discharge data with the

constant-voltage phase can be approximated as an expo-

electro-chemical simulation by DLR.

nential decay curve. Through ground tests, we found that

Trend of the End of Discharge Voltage over 15 years of REIMEI operation.
The discharge voltage is drastically falling lower than usual.
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c. Solar Observation with HINODE (SOLAR-B)
The HINODE satellite (formerly called SOLAR-B) was

with NASA’s Parker Solar Probe every 3 months when the

designed to take observations that will improve our under-

explorer makes a close approach to the Sun and supported

standing of space weather in the solar system. Specifically,

initial observations of ESA’s Solar Orbiter. All data acquired

we are observing the solar processes of magnetic field

by HINODE is made fully available to the international

generation, energy transfer from the photosphere to the

research community immediately after observations.

corona and how this transfer affects the heating and

In 2020, 63 articles were published in refereed journals

structuring of the chromosphere and the corona, and erup-

based on HINODE observations, resulting in a cumulative

tive phenomena. HINODE is a follow- up to the YOHKOH

total of 1,370 published papers to date (as of December

satellite, operated from 1991–2001, which revealed that the

2020). This publication record makes HINODE one ISAS’s

high-temperature corona is highly structured and dynamic,

most-productive missions.

and that rapid heating and mass acceleration are common.

A review article entitled “Achievements of Hinode in the

HINODE is designed to address the fundamental question

first eleven years” (Hinode Review Team, 2018, Publica-

of how magnetic fields interact with the ionized atmosphere

tions of the Astronomical Society of Japan, 71, R1) was

to produce dynamic behaviors. It will accurately measure

recognized as one of “the most read articles” in the articles

the magnetic fields at the photosphere with simultaneous X-

published in 2018-2019 by the publisher Oxford University

ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) measurements of coronal

Press.

behavior.

Based on a mission review in 2020 for the further exten-

HINODE was launched in September 2006 and has been

sion of the operations, JAXA has confirmed the continuation

operated as an on-orbit solar observatory continuously for

of HINODE operations until March 2024. HINODE opera-

over 14 years. The observatory can be used by the global

tions are supported by NASA (operation of onboard instru-

research community and 17 new observing proposals

ments and ground tracking support), ESA, the Norwegian

were delivered to the HINODE operations team in 2020. In

Space Center (ground tracking support at polar regions and

addition to regular closely coordinated observations with

data center in Europe) and the U.K. Space Agency (UKSA)

NASA’s Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) sat-

(operation of EUV imaging spectrometer).

ellite, the HINODE team has coordinated its observations

The HINODE mission on orbit.

A full-disk soft X-ray image from X-Ray Telescope onboard HINODE
taken in 31 December 2020, showing bright active regions belonging to the new solar cycle 25.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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d. Venus Meteorology Observations by AKATSUKI (PLANET-C)
AKATSUKI, in the Venus orbit since December 2015, has

Icarus 345, 113682, 2020). Since the 2.02-μm filter pass-

continued to conduct observations of the Venusian atmo-

band is within a strong CO2 absorption band, the intensity

sphere (its motions and conditions). One of the primary

of reflected sunlight is modulated by the path length to and

objectives of AKATSUKI is to understand the mechanism of

from the cloud top: the longer (shorter) the path length is,

super-rotation, a very rapid westward wind encircling Venus

the darker (brighter) the reflected sunlight is. For this analy-

at a speed of ~100 m/s. Recently, quantitative and statisti-

sis, the effect of PSF was minimized by deconvolving the

cal analysis of high-precision cloud-tracked wind measure-

2.02-μm data before they were compared with the radiative-

ments from AKATSUKI data revealed that the super-

transfer model computations. The obtained latitudinal varia-

rotation in the equator and the low-latitudes is maintained

tion of cloud-top altitude (Fig. 1) is consistent with previous

primarily by thermal tides in the atmosphere (described

studies, indicating its stability over decades.

in Scientific Highlights). As of this writing, the spacecraft

Another restoration method (RSS: Restoration by Simple

itself is in good condition, and on-board instruments (UVI,

Subtraction) has been developed for night-side data at

LIR and LAC as well as the ultra-stable oscillator for radio

1.735, 2.26, and 2.32 μm (T. Satoh, et al., Icarus 355,

science) are operating normally. IR1 and IR2, on the other

114134, 2021). With RSS-processed data, the physical

hand, have been non-operational since December 2016,

properties of Venus clouds were studied and interesting

though intense data analysis efforts are being made by the

regions, named CALM (Clouds Aligned Linearly in M3L

science members.

coordinates), were identified (Fig. 2). CALM regions were

Previously, IR2 data were mostly used in studies of

found to concentrate in moderately bright but “not too

atmospheric dynamics and cloud morphologies and were

bright” regions in the middle latitudes. Our interpretation

hardly used in studies that require good accuracy in

of CALM is that it is a relatively quiescent (less turbulent)

photometry. The reason being that IR2 images are affected

region where aerosol size parameters are governed by

by the point-spread function (PSF) with extended tails:

equilibrium processes (determined by the amount of sulfuric

pixels of brighter cloud features lose light (blurred) while

acid vapor, the temperature and the pressure of the atmo-

pixels of dark features gain light (contaminated). In the year

sphere). Interestingly, the mid-latitude streaks were NOT

2020, two prominent publications utilizing IR2 data have

included in CALM. High-resolution numerical simulation

overcome this problem and demonstrated successful resto-

(Kashimura et al. 2019) previously identified such streaks

ration of photometric quality so that the data can be used to

as regions of strong downwelling of atmosphere. Therefore,

investigate the cloud-top altitudes (2.02-μm day-side data)

the discovery of CALM may provide new means of distin-

and the physical properties of clouds (1.735-, 2.26- and

guishing dynamically “stable” and “disturbed” regions in the

2.32-μm night-side data).

atmosphere, possibly giving us (partial) 3-D perspectives in

The altimetry of the cloud-top was performed using the

2-D imaging data from AKATSUKI.

2.02-μm observations of day-side disk (T.M. Sato, et al.,

Fig. 1. Maps of the cloud-top altitudes (color coded from 60 to 72
km) for various solar illumination angles as retrieved from deconvolved IR2 2.02-μm images (Sato et al. 2020).

Fig. 2. Discovery of CALM in RSS-processed IR2 night-side data (Satoh
et al. 2021). Concentrated data points in the orange box of the lowerright panel plot correspond to CALM. In Venus images, CALM regions are
colored pinkish while non-CALM regions are yellowish. Purple regions are
suspected to be contamination still affected by the intense day crescent.
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e. Solar Power Sail Demonstration with IKAROS
IKAROS, a small solar power sail demonstrator launched

windows.

on May 21, 2010, fully succeeded in demonstrating solar

• In order to release the IKAROS data held by the ISAS

sail and solar power sail technology for the first time. Since

Orbit Determination Group, we have converted the data

2012, it has alternated between hibernation and recovery,

from the ISAS proprietary format to the international

as it has almost run out of fuel and cannot control its attitude. However, we continue the IKAROS operation to obtain data that is valuable for the development and operation
of new solar power sail spacecraft. In particular, camera
images of the sail membrane and data on power generation
by the thin-film solar cells will be useful for evaluating the
long-term performance of the solar power sail.

standard formats CCSDS OEM and CCSDS TDM.
• Doppler and range data during the normal operation
period (May 2010 - November 2011)
• Tracking data during the search phase (December 2011 September 2015)
• Trajectory history of the normal operation and search
phases

Achievements:

Outcomes:

• We established a mechanical model of the solar sail, in

• Academic journal published in FY2020: 1.

order to analyze its orbit and attitude dynamics. In this
model, the deflection and torsion of the membrane vary
according to the spin rate (Fig.). Applying this model,

Total number of papers: 110.
• The orbital data of the world’s first solar sail mission can
now be shared with researchers around the world.

we solved the sail attitude history and communication

Fig. Mechanical model of the solar sail.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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f. Extreme-Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Observation by HISAKI (SPRINT-A)
The extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) spectroscopic observatory

using three spacecraft: MIO, AKATSUKI, and HISAKI, and

HISAKI (formerly called SPRINT-A: Spectroscopic Planet

conducted an outreach activity that originated from this

Observatory for Recognition of Interaction of Atmosphere),

campaign.

which was launched on September 14, 2013, is a unique

A scientific article was published on the results of Mars

space telescope specializing in observations of planetary

observations from the launch year to last year. It was clari-

atmospheres, ionospheres, and magnetospheres from low

fied that the result of continuous observation of the emis-

Earth orbit. Its primary instrument is the EUV spectroscopic

sion of hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms correlated with

system, which has the highest time resolution and the

the dust storms generated in the Martian lower atmosphere

longest observation duration in history. The EUV system

(Masunaga et al., 2020). The obtained data set is also ap-

is especially useful for understanding energy and plasma

plied as an initial value for analysis of Mars observations in

transportation in Jupiter’s magnetosphere and the atmo-

Earth’s closest approach of this year.

spheric evolution of the terrestrial planets.

We will maintain our international collaborative research

HISAKI’s long-term planetary observations of the Jovian

on the studies of Jupiter magnetospheric physics and

magnetosphere and Venusian/Martian ionospheres are

atmospheric escape from the Earth-like planets. The

continuously performed to provide unique and important

international partnership will become a basis to participate

data sets of EUV spectra.

in the international scientific strategy of the actual Jupiter

In October, Mars made its closest approach to Earth.
HISAKI carried out continuous and periodical observation.
Further, in October, the BepiColombo Venus swing-by was

exploration to be promoted in the near future.
In FY2020, four peer-reviewed papers regarding HISAKI
data were published, bringing the cumulative total to 51.

operated. We conducted a Venus observation campaign

Emission of
Oxygen atoms

Emission of
Hydrogen atoms

In the emission of oxygen atoms (upper 2 figures) and hydrogen atoms (lower 2 figures) at the Mars upper atmosphere,
observed by HISAKI, the correlation with solar light intensity (left 2 figures) and hydrogen atomic abundance in the
Mars atmosphere (right 2 figures) are shown. The continuous observation of the emission line of hydrogen atoms and
oxygen atoms reveals that the emission of hydrogen atoms has high correlation with hydrogen atom quantity in the
Martian atmosphere, which seems to increase due to a dust storm (lower right figure), and that the emission of oxygen
atoms depends on solar irradiance (upper left figure). (Masunaga et al., 2020, Journal of Geophysical Research)
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g. Asteroid Explorer Hayabusa2

(Left) Landed reentry capsule and parachute of Hayabusa2, which were found in Woomera Prohibited Area (WPA), Australia on Dec. 6, 2020.
(Right) The recovered samples of C-type asteroid Ryugu in chamber A of the reentry capsule. The total mass of the samples measured 5.4g,
which was 50 times the target mass.

The asteroid explorer Hayabusa2, which was launched on
December 3, 2014, is the world’s second sample return mission from an asteroid. The target asteroid, (162173) Ryugu, is
a C-type near-Earth asteroid. Through the elucidation of the
interaction of minerals, water, and organic matter in the primitive solar system, we aim to approach the origin and evolution
of Earth, the sea, and life. It is also important to maintain and
develop the deep space round-trip exploration technology
demonstrated in HAYABUSA.
Hayabusa2 finally arrived at Ryugu on June 27, 2018.
Hayabusa2 stayed near the asteroid for about one year and
five months, and conducted observations with remote sensing
instruments, observations with a lander and rovers, artificial
crater generation, sample collection through two touchdowns,
and satellite experiments. Hayabusa2 left Ryugu on November
13, 2019 and returned to Earth at the end of 2020. The following is a summary of our achievements in 2020.
On September 17, 2020, the ion engine maneuver was completed as planned. The total operation time was 22,348 hours.
Perfect completion of the ion engine-propelled round-trip flight
has demonstrated the practicality of ISAS’s ion engine technology for deep space exploration.
The reentry terminal guidance phase operation started in October, and the first trajectory correction maneuver (TCM-1) was
performed on October 22, 2020. Four TCMs (TCM-1 through
TCM-4) using chemical thrusters put the spacecraft into an orbit that precisely intercepts Earth. Consequently, the spacecraft
was fine-guided to the target trajectory towards the landing
target point and the reentry capsule was separated from the
spacecraft at a distance of 220,000 km from Earth, 12 hours
before the reentry, on December 5, 2020. After the separation,
the spacecraft immediately performed the additional large
TCM-5 to divert from the reentry course, and successfully flewby Earth. Thereafter, the spacecraft started the new journey for
the extended mission.
The separated capsule made an atmospheric reentry and
landed in the Woomera Prohibited Area (WPA) in Australia in
the early morning on December 6, 2020. The reentry fireball
was successfully observed by the ground-based and airborne
optical observation teams. The reentry capsule automatically
jettisoned the heat shields at an altitude of about 10 km, which
was immediately followed by the parachute deployment and
beacon signal transmission. The descending reentry capsule

was traced in real time through the beacon signal tracked by
ground stations as well as a Marin radar system of JAXA and a
C-band radar system of the Department of Defense, Australia.
All of these tracking methods showed good agreement. Using
the tracking results, the visual search operation by the helicopter and drone (unmanned aerial vehicle) teams worked organically, and thus the landing point was immediately localized,
and the reentry capsule was smoothly recovered. At the on-site
quick analysis facility, the gas material was extracted from the
sample container of the reentry capsule and later confirmed to
originate from Ryugu, marking the world’s first successful collection of gas-state extraterrestrial material beyond the Moon.
The reentry capsule was then transported to the Extraterrestrial
Sample Curation Center of JAXA in Sagamihara, Japan on
December 8, 2020, only 57 hours from the atmospheric reentry. The sample container was carefully opened in the clean
chamber, and a plentiful amount of beautiful, deep black Ryugu
surface samples was found. The total yield was as large as 5.4g,
far exceeding our mission criterion of 0.1g.
The recovery operation was conducted with strong support
from Australia and the United States. The Australian Space
Agency (ASA) helped us to obtain the authorization for reentry
and recovery and to enable the recovery team to enter Australia smoothly amid the unpredictable COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, the Department of Defense (DOD) kindly supported
our operation in WPA. NASA supported the airborne fireball observation, as well as the shadow navigation of the spacecraft,
tracking the spacecraft with Deep Space Network (DSN).
Having completed the whole round trip and the sample return
mission in six years, many kinds of analyses will be conducted
in 2021. Exciting results are expected from the world’s first
analysis of the C-type asteroid material. Furthermore, the
spacecraft is continuing on to the next exciting journey towards
multiple asteroid visits as an extended mission.
In FY2020, 24 peer-reviewed papers were published, and
the total number of peer-reviewed papers to date has reached
157. A paper on the surface evolution of Ryugu was published
in Science, and other results were published in Nature, Icarus,
Astronomy & Astrophysics, and others. In addition, many
presentations were made at domestic and international conferences. In some international conferences, special sessions for
Hayabusa2 were set up. We received a total of 12 awards from
academic societies and external organizations in FY2020.
This document is provided by JAXA.
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h. Geospace Exploration with ARASE (ERG)
The geospace explorer ARASE (ERG: Exploration of Energiza-

science center. The processed data products are released

tion and Radiation in Geospace) was developed as the second

from the ERG science center via a web interface. The ERG sci-

small science satellite by ISAS/JAXA in collaboration with

ence center is managed through inter-institution collaboration

institutions in Japan and Taiwan. The ARASE satellite was suc-

between the Institute for Space-Earth Environmental Research

cessfully launched by the second Epsilon rocket on December

(ISEE) at Nagoya University and ISAS. Coordination of obser-

20, 2016, from the Uchinoura Space Center (USC) in the

vation planning and science data management by the ERG

southern part of Kyushu.

science center facilitates smoother and easier joint research

The ERG science program is intended to address the generation and loss mechanisms of high-energy electrons in Earth’s

with multiple data sets by providing a unified contact point for
all data resources.

radiation belts. This problem is a critical issue in understanding

After evaluation by the ERG science team, the processed

the dynamic variation of geospace. The essential task of this

science data products will be open to the public. The ERG sci-

program is the use of the ARASE satellite to conduct detailed

ence center developed relevant data analysis software. It was

in-situ measurements of particles and electromagnetic fields in

made available as a plug-in package for SPEDAS, which is the

the radiation belts while monitoring the global variation of geo-

standard data analysis software used in the solar-terrestrial

space by ground-based measurements. These ground-based

space-plasma physics community. Processed higher-level sci-

measurements involve a network of radar facilities, aurora

ence datasets will also be released to the research community.

cameras, and magnetometers, etc. We also prepared joint

Over 170 scientific papers have been published in interna-

strategic observations with the NASA Van Allen Probes. These

tional refereed journals since the start of the ARASE observa-

systematic observations shed light on the scientific mysteries of

tions, including articles in Nature, Nature Communication, Sci-

the radiation belts. The experimental results are also expected

entific Reports, and a special issue of Geophysical Research

to contribute to improvements in space-weather forecasting.

Letters, “Initial results of the ERG (ARASE) project and multi-

ARASE is designed as a spin-stabilized satellite with a spin

point observations in geospace.” These publications show that

rate of approximately 7.5 rpm. Given its perigee altitude of ap-

ARASE reveals a novel aspect of geospace and how wave-

proximately 400 km, apogee altitude of approximately 32,000

particle interactions contribute to the dynamic variation of the

km, and inclination of approximately 31 degrees, ARASE’s orbit

radiation belts. Based on this fact, the scientific review board

allows it to cover all of Earth’s outer radiation belt. Its orbital pe-

found that ARASE has almost completed its primary mission,

riod is about 570 minutes. The satellite system and all onboard

even though the results are only preliminary and interesting

mission instruments are in good condition even after over four

science subjects remain to be studied.

years in space. All mission instruments achieved their expected

The first extended mission will continue until the end of

performance as designed and have continued observations.

March 2022. It covers the period from the declining phase of

ARASE is providing data from comprehensive observations of

Solar Cycle 24 and the early stage of Solar Cycle 25. ARASE

the radiation belts.

can observe dynamical variations of the radiation belts and

The primary mission period began on March 24, 2017, and

geospace under various solar wind conditions. The extended

was completed on October 16, 2018. The primary mission

mission will also contribute to completing a survey of the

period corresponds to the declining phase of Solar Cycle 24.

radiation belts over the 11-year solar cycle period that began

ARASE successfully observed a dozen geospace storms. Most

in 2012 by taking over the role of in-situ measurements from

importantly, all instruments have provided scientific data from

the Van Allen Probes mission, which was terminated in October

both normal and burst observations of these storms.

2019. The collaboration with AFRL DSX (Demonstration and

We conducted joint strategic observations for the primary

Science Experiments) was begun in 2019, and 50 burst-mode

mission period with various ground-based measurements to

cooperative observations were performed for the DSX active

reveal the causes and consequences of wave-particle interac-

experiments.

tions and magnetosphere-ionosphere couplings. We have collaborated with radar facilities, aurora cameras, riometers, VLF
observations, standard radio networks, and magnetometers.
ARASE has proven itself as a member of the international fleet
of geospace satellites and has contributed to comprehensive
observations of geospace plasma dynamics. A total of 512
burst-mode observations of plasma waves have also been
completed simultaneously with the Van Allen Probes, providing
simultaneous waveform data at different magnetic latitudes
along the same field lines. Collaborative observations with
other satellites like THEMIS and MMS have also been carried
out.
The data pipeline processing of the acquired data and data
calibration are operated by each instrument team and the ERG

Contribution of wave-particle interactions to the radiation belts.
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i. Mercury Exploration with BepiColombo/MMO
Although the size of Mercury is between that of the Moon

their dedicated orbits. The main objectives of the MMO are

and Mars, it unexpectedly has an intrinsic magnetic field.

to study Mercury’s magnetic field and the plasma environ-

This was discovered by the Mariner 10 spacecraft during

ment around Mercury, including solar wind–magnetosphere

three flybys and was confirmed by NASA’s Mercury orbiter

interaction, mainly by using in-situ measurements, while the

MESSENGER, which completed its mission in May 2015 as

main objective of the MPO is to study planet Mercury itself,

planned by deorbiting into Mercury.

mainly by using remote sensing.

BepiColombo is an ESA–JAXA joint mission to Mercury

In FY2020, Earth flyby operations and the 1st Venus flyby

that aims to understand the process of planetary formation

operations were successfully performed in April 2020 and

and evolution and to identify the similarities and differences

October 2020, respectively. Science observations were

between the magnetospheres of Mercury and Earth. The

performed by the instruments onboard MIO during both

MESSENGER observations raised many new questions,

flybys. Especially for MIO’s Venus flyby, AKATSUKI and

and BepiColombo hopes to answer them.

HISAKI observed Venus simultaneously. The coordinated

The baseline mission consists of two spacecraft: the

observation succeeded in obtaining science data from Ve-

Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO) and the Mercury Mag-

nus’s cloud top to the induced magnetosphere. In addition

netospheric Orbiter (MMO), MIO. The two orbiters and

to the flybys, MIO measured solar wind electrons during the

the Mercury Transfer Module (MTM) will be combined in a

interplanetary cruise. In preparation for arrival at Mercury in

stacked configuration, which is called the Mercury Cruise

2025, we built a MIO spacecraft simulator and observation

System (MCS). JAXA is responsible for the development

planning/verification tool.

and operation of the MMO, while ESA is responsible for
the development and operation of the MPO, as well as the

44 peer-reviewed papers related to the BepiColombo
project were published in FY2020.

launch, cruising, and insertion of the two spacecraft into

Summary of results of 1st Venus flyby observation by BepiColombo/Mio

This document is provided by JAXA.
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3. Space Science Programs under Development
a. SLS CubeSats: OMOTENASHI and EQUULEUS
ing mission is the demonstration of the trajectory control
techniques within the Sun-Earth-Moon region by a nanospacecraft during the flight to the Earth—Moon Lagrange
point L2. A water resistojet propulsion system has been
newly developed for trajectory control. The other, scientific
missions are to observe Earth’s plasmasphere, lunar
impact flashes and the lunar dust environment. Those observations will be conducted by three instruments, namely,
Artist’s concept of OMOTENASHI deceleration maneuver and the separation with a solid-fuel motor.

PHOENIX, DELPHINUS and CLOTH.
We have completed the development of both spacecraft. Currently, we are conducting the preparation of the
handover to NASA and confirming in-orbit operations using
spacecraft simulators.
Small, light-weight and low-cost technologies developed
for both spacecraft will contribute to future space science
and human exploration, and will promote the participation of
universities, industry, and even individuals in future space
exploration.

Artist’s concept of EQUULEUS observation from L2.

OMOTENASH I (Outstanding MOon exploration TEchnologies demonstrated by NAno Semi-Hard Impactor) and
EQUULEUS (EQUilibriUm Lunar-Earth point 6U Spacecraft) are 6U, 14-kg CubeSats that will be launched by
NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) in 2021.

EQUULEUS during vibration tests.

OMOTENASHI demonstrates technologies for the world’s
smallest moon lander and observes the radiation environment. To achieve a moon landing by a CubeSat, a semihard landing scheme has been developed. The landing
speed is controlled to approximately 50 m/s using a small
solid rocket motor and gas jet propulsion units. To reduce
the deceleration mass, the surface probe and the rocket
motor will separate from the spacecraft bus. We have also
developed a shock absorption mechanism for the surface
probe, consisting of crushable material and epoxy filler.
The radiation environment will be measured by commercial
portable dose meters.
EQUULEUS has four missions. The primary, engineer-

Completed OMOTENASHI flight model.
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b. The Smart Lander for Investigating Moon (SLIM)
The Smart Lander for Investigating Moon (SLIM) is a

In FY2018, a preliminary design study (contemplating

project aimed at demonstrating the possibility of precise

some modifications in response to the launcher change)

“pinpoint” landings on the lunar surface using a small and

was conducted, followed by a preliminary design review.

lightweight spacecraft. Pinpoint landings with accuracies of

This last process included component vendors, system

100 m are required for future Moon exploration. Moreover,

design, and JAXA’s engineering peer reviews. Finally, at

since conventional ground-based navigation systems can-

the end of FY2018, approval was given for the SLIM project

not achieve this level of accuracy, it is necessary to develop

to start the detailed design phase (Phase-C).

an autonomous onboard navigation system. A novel image-

In FY2019-FY2020, a detailed design study and several

based onboard navigation system has been developed and

engineering model tests were conducted. The results of

will be demonstrated during the SLIM mission, together

these activities were reflected in the spacecraft system

with several other technologies.

design, which was reviewed in the critical design review

In April 2016, JAXA authorized the SLIM project and
the formation of a specific project team. As a continuous

process. Finally, approval was given to start system assembly, integration and the test phase (Phase-D).

investigation from FY2017, suitable system configuration

Pinpoint landing is a key technology for the next genera-

was discussed to adapt to the situation after the HITOMI

tion of lunar landers, since it will allow access to specific

(ASTRO-H) anomaly. Ultimately, JAXA and the SLIM

places on the Moon that are scientifically valuable as well

project team decided to launch SLIM using a H-IIA rocket,

as important exploration targets. Thus, SLIM is a precursor

together with an XRISM (X-Ray Imaging and Spectroscopy

for future national and international landing missions on the

Mission) satellite.

Moon, Mars, other planets as well as astronomical bodies.

Location of the target landing site (13.3 degS / 25.2 degE).

Appearance of the SLIM spacecraft.

Expected view of the SLIM on the landing site.
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c. X-Ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM)
The X-ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM) has

ture formation of the universe and the evolution of clusters

been proposed in order to reach the scientific objectives

of galaxies; (2) circulation history of baryonic matter in

targeted at the time of launching ASTRO-H (HITOMI). The

the universe; (3) transport and circulation of energy in

XRISM will recover scientific information in the shortest

the universe; (4) new science with unprecedented high

time possible by focusing the main scientific goal of “Re-

resolution X-ray spectroscopy. In order to achieve these

vealing material circulation and energy transfer in cosmic

scientific objectives, the XRISM will carry a 6×6 pixel X-ray

plasma and elucidating the evolution of cosmic structures

microcalorimeter (Resolve SXS) on the focal plane of an X-

and objects”.

ray mirror assembly, together with an aligned X-ray CCD

XRISM will perform the high- resolution X- ray spectroscopic observations of the hot gas plasma wind that blows

camera (Xtend SXI) covering the same energy band and a
wider field of view.

through the galaxies in the universe. These observations

Now the XRISM development is in Phase C/D and the

will enable us to determine flows of mass and energy,

Critical Design Review (CDR) was conducted for each

revealing the composition and evolution of celestial objects.

component/subsystem/system of the spacecraft/ground

The high spectral resolution realized by the XRISM will

systems. Now preparation of the integrated system CDR

not offer mere refinement; rather, it will enable qualitative

and the spacecraft integration and test are on-going.

leaps in astrophysics and plasma physics. Four scientific

The XRISM contemplates the collaboration of JAXA and

objectives required for XRISM are to investigate (1) struc-

NASA, with the contribution of the ESA.

Graphic rendering of the X-ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission on orbit.
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d. Demonstration and Experiment of Space Technology for Interplanetary Voyage
with Phaethon Flyby and Dust Science (DESTINY+)

In 2024, DESTINY+ will be launched into a highly elliptical orbit by Epsilon rocket and commence powered spaceflight for
asteroid 3200 Phaethon.

DESTINY+ (Demonstration and Experiment of Space Tech-

establishment of Implementation Arrangement (IA), DLR

nology for INterplanetary voYage with Phaethon fLyby and

and JAXA have been conducting joint feasibility studies.

dUst Science) is the ISAS M-Class small program mission.

An international observation campaign was conducted for

DESTINY+ is a joint proposal by engineering and science

Phaethon during its last close encounter with Earth in De-

communities. The mission has the following two engineer-

cember 2017. Photometric, spectroscopic and polarimetric

ing mission objectives: E1 Development of space transpor-

observations of Phaethon were successfully performed with

tation technology using electric propulsion and extension

ground-based and space telescopes. In 2019, occultation

of the range of applications of electric propulsion; and E2

observations were conducted in Japan and the US as well

Acquisition of advanced flyby exploration technology and

to determine its shape and size (see the highlight article).

expansion of opportunities for small body exploration in the

We have been developing conceptual designs of the

solar system. In addition, DESTINY has the following two

spacecraft system, light-weight solar array paddles, electric

scientific mission objectives: S1 Elucidation of the physical

propulsion, advanced thermal control, orbit determination

(velocity, direction of arrival and mass distribution) and

during orbit raising around Earth, orbit synthesis of all mis-

chemical properties of dust reaching Earth; and S2 Inves-

sion phases, mission and bus interface and the interface

tigation of asteroid (3200) Phaethon, which is the parent

between the spacecraft and the Epsilon S launch vehicle

body of the Geminids meteor shower, as a specific source

with a kick stage. Breadboard models of the reversible

of dust coming to Earth.

thermal panels and the mirror pointing mechanism for the

+

DESTINY+ will be put into an elliptical orbit around Earth

telescopic camera have been developed and tested.

by an Epsilon S launch vehicle, after which electric propul-

In 2020, we issued a request for proposal to select a

sion will be used to raise the orbit to reach the Moon. At

spacecraft system manufacturer in August, and selected

this point, it will escape Earth’s gravitational sphere of influ-

NEC through competitive processes in December. We

ence via multiple lunar gravity assists, approach asteroid

conducted concept studies and passed the system defini-

Phaethon after cruising in deep space using electric propul-

tion review (SDR) in February, aiming to move on to the

sion and conduct a flyby observation. After the Phaethon

preliminary design phase in FY2021. The spacecraft launch

flyby, DESTINY+ may head for a subsequent exploration

is scheduled for FY2024.

target as part of an extended mission.

Related organizations for this mission include Chiba Insti-

JAXA plans to develop scientific instruments to observe

tute of Technology Planetary Exploration Research Center

an active asteroid, Phaethon, during its flyby, whereas

(Chitech/PERC, Japan), Universität Stuttgart Institut für

DLR is going to provide the DESTINY Dust Analyzer

Raumfahrtsysteme (Uni Stuttgart/IRS, Germany) and DLR

(DDA), which belongs to a field in which Germany has had

(Germany).

+

the leading expertise in the world for decades. Since the
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e. Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE)

In 2034, JUICE will visit Ganymede, in order to answer the questions “How are planets formed?” “Where can we find extra-terrestrial liquid oceans?”
“What is the environmental change occurring in our solar system?”

JUICE is an ESA L-Class mission to explore Jupiter’s icy

Jupiter’s magnetosphere (PEP/JNA, RPWI, and J-MAG),

moons. The scientific objectives of JUICE are to understand

and the icy moons (GALA, J-MAG, and JANUS).

(1) the emergence of habitable worlds around gas giants

For RPWI-Japan, we shipped the flight model and

and (2) the Jupiter system as an archetype for gas giants.

flight spare [model of the preamplifier (RWI-pre) and high

The JUICE mission was adopted in November 2014, and

frequency receiver (HF) to Europe in 2019 and 2020,

JUICE will be launched in August 2022 by an Arian-5

respectively. For PEP/JNA-Japan, shipment of the flight

rocket. After 9 years of interplanetary transfer and Earth-

model and flight spare model to Europe was completed in

Earth-Venus-Earth-Earth gravity assists, JUICE will be

February 2020 and March 2021, respectively. For GALA-

inserted into an orbit around Jupiter in 2031, and make

Japan, we completed the shipment of the flight model in

observations of all three Jupiter icy moons that potentially

August 2020 and the fabrication of the flight spare model

have subsurface oceans under their icy crust. After insertion

is in progress. The two teams that participated as Science

into the Ganymede orbit in 2034, JUICE will make detailed

Co-I, JANUS-Japan and J-MAG-Japan, contributed to the

observation of the largest icy moon in the solar system.

development of the observation plan and the instrument

ISAS is participating in three science instruments— Radio

calibration method, respectively.

and Plasma Wave Investigations (RPWI), Ganymede Laser

JUICE is a long-term mission that will continue for ap-

Altimeter (GALA), and Particle Environment Package/ Jo-

proximately 20 years. To make Japan’s participation in

vian Neutral Analyzer (PEP/ JNA)—by providing hardware

JUICE successful, it is very important to plan for project

and two instrument groups— Jovis, Amorum ac Natorum

continuity as the project team makeup changes over time.

Undique Scrutator (JANUS) and JUICE magnetometer (J-

Related organizations for this mission include ESA (Eu-

MAG)—as science co- investigators (Co-Is). JUICE is the

rope), Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR,

first mission in which ISAS/JAXA is participating as a junior

Germany: GALA), Swedish National Space Agency (SNSA:

partner by providing part of the science instrument payload

RPWI, PEP/JNA), Institutet för Rymdfysik Uppsala (IRF

for a foreign large science mission. Considering all the data

Uppsala, Sweden: RPWI), IRF Kiruna (Sweden: PEP/JNA),

to be obtained by the five instruments through which Japan

Imperial College London (UK: J-MAG), and the National

will participate, the Japanese team will contribute to major

Institute for Astrophysics (INAF- OAC, Italy: JANUS).

scientific objectives related to the planet Jupiter (JANUS),
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f. Martian Moons eXploration (MMX)

Fig.1. [Image of the MMX spacecraft] One possible MMX spacecraft configuration with a launch
mass of 4,000 kg. The spacecraft consists of three main modules: return, exploration, and propulsion. The nominal mission duration will be five years.

The Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) mission is the

-

As development progressed, agreements with inter-

world’s first sample return mission from one of the Martian

national partners were concluded and revised (LOA

moons. In order to contribute to the elucidation of the

revision with NASA in October, IA revision with CNES

“migration of organic matter and water, and their supply

in November, MOU conclusion with ESA in February).

to celestial bodies” in the primitive solar system, MMX will

A joint press release with NHK regarding the installation of

analyze hydrous minerals, water, and organic matter, etc.

an 8K camera on the spacecraft and super high-definition

contained in the Martian satellite to clarify the existence of

imaging of Mars was issued in September.

water and organic matter, and to elucidate the origin of Mar-

Effects:

tian satellites. While inheriting the exploration technology

-

that Japan has cultivated, MMX will promote the investigation of Martian satellites as a candidate for the future base

Number of peer-reviewed papers in FY2020: 7
Total number of peer-reviewed papers: 39

-

It is evaluated that steady project operation was carried

of manned exploration on Mars itself. MMX is currently in

out for the realization of the world’s first sample return

the development phase as the first Strategic Large Mission

mission from the Mars environment.

(L Class), and will be launched in FY 2024.
Achievements:
-

Based on the results of the front-loading activity in FY
2019, basic design of the spacecraft system, mission
instruments, ground system, and operation design was
proceeded in FY 2020 toward the launch in FY 2024.
PDRs were accordingly conducted (43 sessions),
and based on the results of the series of PDRs, MMX
passed the JAXA Management Review and moved to
the detailed design phase.

-

In addition to the basic designing, the manufacturing
and testing of an engineering model (EM) were started.
Experiments and tests for derivation and identification
of design conditions, simulation analysis for verification
of design results, and verification tests using EM, etc.

Fig.2. [One example of front loading activities] The reaction force
and regolith scattering during landing on Phobos (image with highspeed camera). The landing motion under microgravity is simulated
by the dropping tower test, and the data of reaction force and regolith
scattering during landing are acquired and reflected in the numerical
simulation. Various types of simulated sand with the expected range of
characteristics are used.

were conducted.
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g. Lite (Light) Satellite for Studies of B-Mode Polarization and Inflation from Cosmic
Background Radiation Detection (LiteBIRD)
LiteBIRD aims to verify the inflation theory describing the

the uniformity of the magnetic field in the super-conducting

expansion of the universe before the “hot big bang.” It is

magnetic bearing, reduced the weight of the rotator, and

the second of a series of strategic large-class missions of

improved the PMU driver. With these improvements, we

JAXA, aiming at a launch in the late 2020s. According to

could significantly reduce the heat dissipation of the LFT

the inflation model of cosmology, the universe experienced

PMU. The fabrication method was further developed for the

an extremely accelerated expansion before becoming

anti-reflection structures on the surfaces of the half-wave

a “fireball.” The model further postulates that quantum

plate in the LFT PMU. We need a dedicated cryo-chamber

fluctuations associated with inflation generated primordial

for the ground tests of LFT and its calibration. Conceptual

gravitational waves. LiteBIRD aims to verify all representa-

design of the chamber was started at KEK.

tive inflation models through detailed analysis of primordial

LiteBIRD is based on international collaboration with

gravitational waves. For this purpose, an all-sky survey

Europe, Canada and possibly the US. European countries,

will be performed from Sun–Earth Lagrangian point L 2

led by CNES, are responsible for the MHFT, ADR (Adiabatic

to precisely observe the spiral polarization distribution (B-

demagnetization Refrigerator), and the pulse-tube cooler

mode polarization) produced by the primordial gravitational

for the shield cooler. Canada is responsible for the room-

waves in the cosmic microwave background (CMB). During

temperature electronics. The US is supposed to provide

observations, any B-mode polarization caused by sources

the focal plane detectors for both LFT and MHFT, and ADR.

other than CMB needs to be carefully eliminated. For this

Due to the complicated division of tasks, it is important to

purpose, LiteBIRD covers 34–448 GHz in 15 bands, which

have clear and clean interfaces. JAXA presented draft IRDs

are shared between low-frequency telescopes (LFT) and

(Interface Requirement Documents) and SOWs (Statement

medium/high-frequency telescopes (MHFT) with overlap.

of Works) to the international partners, and started discus-

The LFT adopts a single reflective telescope, while the

sion on the interfaces.

MHFT consists of two refractive telescopes. 1/f noise is

Whether NASA will participate in LiteBIRD is unclear due

reduced by using a polarization modulator with a rotating

to the unsuccessful proposal of MoO (Mission of Opportu-

half-wave plate at ~1 Hz (LFT) and ~3 Hz (MHFT). We

nity) in 2020. Preparing for the nonparticipation of NASA,

use transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers as detectors,

we started to work out the development plan without NASA.

which will be read with superconducting quantum interference devices. The LFT and MHFT, including detectors and
optical systems, are actively cooled down to 0.1–4 K.
LiteBIRD successfully passed the pre-phase A2 exit
review in May 2019, and was selected as the 2nd of the
strategic L-Class missions of JAXA. To prepare for the next
milestone, mission definition review, we proceeded with
the front-loading studies. The purpose of the studies is to
reduce risks associated with the spacecraft development.
Telescopes on board LiteBIRD need to be cooled down
to 5K. This means it is essential to optimize the structural
and thermal design of the very cold structure considering
the limited capability of the mechanical coolers. Based
on various trade-off studies, we found that the structural
interface should be set at 30K to obtain a design that is
compatible with both the structural and thermal requirements. It was also necessary to reduce the heat dissipation

Artist’s impression of LiteBIRD.

of the polarization modulator units (PMUs). We improved
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h. Solar Power Sail-Craft (OKEANOS)
To maintain Japan’s leadership in the exploration of the

Outcomes:

solar system, outer planet exploration via solar power sail

-

will be demonstrated.
Achievements:
-

Academic journals published in FY2020: 6 papers.
Total number of papers: 143.

-

The high-performance membrane system consists of

The future direction of the solar power sail missions

solar sails, thin-film solar cells, planar antennas, and

was discussed and the following strategies were

observation equipment attached to a lightweight mem-

agreed upon.

brane deployment structure. This system is expected

Disband the OKEANOS team and gather new

to bring about a paradigm shift in the space missions

members to study the next-generation sample

by realizing high functionality of the propulsion, power

return missions. We will discuss the target objects

supply, communication, observation, and navigation

(including comets and satellites) and the types of

guidance and control systems while reducing the

exploration to make a roadmap, and propose an

mass.

innovative mission to demonstrate the common
technology for a series of missions.
Propose a high-performance membrane system
based on solar power sail technology and concept
to contribute to various missions (propellant-free
orbit and attitude control, high-power generation,
high-capacity communication, high-resolution
observation, high-precision navigation guidance
and control, etc.).
-

As examples of the above, we have developed the HELIOS EM (Fig. 1) and the thin-film solar cell paddle for
small spacecraft (Fig. 2). Each of these paddles has a
1 m2 membrane structure that is deployed by booms.
By enlarging the size of the paddle, the world’s highest

Fig. 1. Helios membrane structure EM.

power generation performance (over 200W/kg) can be
achieved. We have also developed new target markers
that self-deploy the membrane or panel to which the
reflective sheets are attached. The storage size of
these target markers is the same as that of conventional target markers, and they can be identified one
by one from a greater distance after self-deployment.
In addition, we have studied the navigation technology
demonstration missions for the solar sail or the solar
power sail using the 6U CubeSat. The solar sail mission will maintain the SEL2 halo orbit for a long time by
changing sail shape and controlling orbit and attitude
simultaneously. The solar power sail mission aims to
reach Mars by hybrid propulsion combining solar sails
and ion engines.

Fig. 2. Thin-film solar cell paddles for small spacecraft.
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i. Next-Generation Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and
Astrophysics (SPICA)
The Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and Astro-

In May 2018, SPICA was selected as one of three candi-

physics (SPICA) is a next-generation infrared astronomy

date missions for the 5th M-Class mission (M5) of the ESA

mission expected to reveal the history behind star-

Cosmic Vision among 25 proposed missions. Following the

formation in the universe and the formation and evolution

selection, the SPICA team carried out an intensive study of

processes of planetary systems. SPICA will achieve these

its conceptual design through collaboration between ESA

goals with its 2.5 m telescope cryogenically cooled to below

and JAXA. In April-June 2020, SPICA went through ESA’s

8K (-265°C). The combination of the large aperture and low

Mission Consolidation Review (MCR), where the concep-

temperature is expected to enable unprecedented sensitiv-

tual design of the SPICA spacecraft system was confirmed

ity at mid- to far-infrared wavelengths, which is the essential

to be technically feasible. SPICA was recommended to

spectral range for studying the formation and revolution of

continue the intensive study toward the Mission Selection

galaxies, stars, planets and life.

Review planned for mid-2021.
In order to enhance the feasibility of the mission, the
Japanese SPICA team vigorously promoted the development of critical technologies for PLM, cryocoolers, and SMI.
The SPICA Science Promotion Committee worked actively
to maximize the scientific outcome from SPICA, linking
closely with ESA’s Science Study Team.
However, in July 2020, ESA gave notice that ESA’s cost
estimate for MCR configuration significantly exceeded
the M5 cost cap. ESA, JAXA and the SPICA consortium
discussed possible descope plans to reduce the cost. Even
with these enormous efforts, ESA, JAXA, and PI institute
SRON decided not to consider SPICA as an M5 candidate

Sensitivity of SPICA instruments (SAFARI and SMI) compared
with those of other missions.

in October 2020.

SPICA is an international collaboration led by ESA. ESA
is responsible for the entire satellite system, the service
module and the telescope, while JAXA, as a major partner,
is responsible for the integration of the payload module
(PLM) with a cryogenic system and the launch operation.
A series of cryocoolers, one of the key elements for the
success of the SPICA mission, has been developed by
JAXA, based on the technical heritage of previous JAXAled missions, including AKARI and ASTRO-H. SPICA has
three powerful focal-plane instruments: SPICA Far- Infrared
Instrument (SAFARI), SPICA Mid-Infrared Instrument (SMI),
and SPICA Far-Infrared Polarimeter (B-BOP). SAFARI is
being developed by an international consortium led by the
Netherlands Institute for Space Research (SRON), with the
participation of 10 European countries, the US, Canada,
Taiwan, and Japan. SMI is being developed by the SMI
Consortium led by Nagoya University, Japan. B-BOP is led

SPICA spacecraft (vertical configuration at MCR).

by CEA Saclay.
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4. Other Programs
a. GRound station for deep space Exploration And Telecommunication (GREAT)
The goal of this project is to develop a new ground station with a 54 m antenna that will replace the aged 64 m
antenna installed at the Usuda Deep Space Center (UDSC).
Despite its smaller dimensions, the new antenna will be
capable of obtaining more data from spacecraft in future
deep-space activities. The new station is located about 1.5
km away in a straight line from the 64 m antenna.
The achievements of the project in FY2020 are as follows:
1)

Following the successful reception of the X-band signals from Hayabusa2 last fiscal year, the station succeeded in receiving Ka-band signals from Hayabusa2
in April as scheduled.

2)

Completed new ground station

The SSPA, Solid State Power Amplifier, as the trans-

The new station must really play an important role in

mitter of the station, was installed and completed on-

international cooperation with NASA and ESA for deep-

site testing. Subsequently, we were able to transmit

space activities. Its geographic position is advantageous

test-commands to Hayabusa2 in October.

because no competing stations are present in East Asia
and because its location allows for combined operations
with NASA and ESA stations to form a very long baseline
for deep space navigation. The new station is also significant for conducting future JAXA missions and maintaining
ISAS’s and JAXA’s positions as international leaders in the
exploration of the solar system. The station can provide
opportunities to take part in highly advanced overseas
missions by participating in the international deep space
network. In particular, the newly added Ka-band receiver
is expected to enhance the station’s usefulness in international collaboration.

State of the SSPA on-site testing

3)

The characteristics of the new antenna, such as directional accuracy and main reflector surface accuracy,
were evaluated by using a 19-22 GHz receiver developed in collaboration with Osaka Prefecture University.

4)

Although there was a situation in which on-site work
had to be interrupted in April due to the outbreak of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the GREAT project had finally

Position of GREAT with respect to the global deep-space network.

achieved its goals, including VLBI observations with
NASA/DSN and reception from NASA/JUNO’s signals,
and was terminated successfully.
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b. Cryo-Chain Core Technology Program (CC-CTP)
The CC-CTP is an international project aimed at demon-

and “ATHENA X-IFU 300K-50mK cryochain test results”, T.

strating a detector cooling system, including a cryostat and

Prouve et al, Cryogenics 112 (2020), 103144.

active coolers, to reach temperatures as low as 50mK. The

In 2020, we collaborated with CNES/CEA for the next

European CC-CTP partners are financially supported by

step with a cryogenic radiation sensor, to confirm the

ESA, with CNES (France) and the French Alternative Ener-

performance of the cooling system. JAXA coolers were

gies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) leading the

confirmed to fulfill the requirements, and we designed the

effort.

I/F and discussed the assembly procedures. This system

The CC-CTP will establish the system step-by-step. JAXA
has provided 2K and 4K Joule-Thomson (JT) coolers,

also will be tested as the demonstration model for Athena
X-IFU (X-ray integral field unit).

Stirling coolers for pre-cooling, and driving electronics.

To improve the robustness of this system, we investigated

In 2017 and 2018, a combined test of JAXA coolers, a

and specified the cause of the aging effect inside cooler

European pulse-tube cooler, sorption cooler, and adiabatic

compressors, and updated designs and procedures to

demagnetization refrigerator (ADR) was performed, and

overcome the aging, which will allow us to design compres-

successfully achieved production of 50mK without cryogen.

sors with a 10-year lifetime. The mechanical design of new

It was the first cooling chain for space use that combined

generation compressors and fabrication were conducted

Japanese and European spacecraft cooling technology.

in 2020, and are under investigation. The Athena/ X-IFU

We have published papers that describe the performance

consortium is promoting their phase-B study, including the

and modeling of our JT coolers: “Cooling capability of JT

Japanese contribution, to supply JT coolers. These results

coolers during the cool-down phase for space science mis-

were utilized in other international missions such as SPICA

sion”, K. Shinozaki et al, Cryogenics 109 (2020), 103094,

and LiteBIRD.

c. Small Synthetic Aperture Radar (Small SAR)
JAXA and Synspective have developed a Small SAR
(Synthetic Aperture Radar) demonstration satellite called
StriX-α through collaboration and started the development
of Strix-β. Critical instruments for the 100kg class small
SAR satellite were developed by ImPACT program, which
is a technology development program under the Japanese
Cabinet Office budget that is bringing innovation to society.
Major specifications of StriX-α are listed in Table 1. An im-

Fig.1. StriX-α with the antenna deployed.

age of StriX-α with the antenna deployed and the electrical
tests of StriX-α are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
StriX-α was launched by Rocket Lab Electron rocket from
a launch site on Mahia Peninsula in New Zealand at 19:09
on December 15 (JST) and was put into a target orbit at an
altitude of 500 km in a Sun Synchronous Orbit (SSO). The
first SAR image was successfully acquired on February 8th
as shown in Fig.3.

Fig.2. Electrical tests of StriX-α.

Table 1. Specification of Strix-α
Frequency Band

X band

Observation mode

StripMap

Resolution

3m

Sliding SpotLight
1m

Swath

30 km

10 km

Polarimetry

VV

Revisit period

1 day in Asian big cities
(by 6 constellation in 2023)

Weight

100 kg class
Fig.3. First SAR image acquired
by StriX-α.
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5. R&D at Research Departments
a. Department of Space Astronomy and Astrophysics
1. Overview
The Department of Space Astronomy and Astrophysics is

2. Research Activities in FY2020
2.1. High-energy astrophysics

engaged in observational research in astrophysics from

In the area of observational research in high-energy astro-

space, including studies for future space missions and

physics, the Department conducted research using various

instrumentation. Our studies cover a variety of research

X-ray and gamma-ray satellites. We studied the metal

fields, from cosmology to exoplanets, including the cosmic

distribution and origin of peculiar non-equilibrium plasma

microwave background (CMB), clusters, active galactic

in supernova remnants using Chandra and XMM-Newton.

nuclei (AGNs), galaxies, stars, star-forming regions, super

Further, a study to investigate the properties of black-hole

nova remnant, compact objects, and interstellar medium

binaries discovered by MAXI by monitoring observations

(ISM), utilizing the data taken in various wavelengths rang-

was proceeded. Through international collaboration, we

ing from radio to gamma rays.

have also conducted the FOXI-4 sounding rocket experi-

In FY2020, the development of X-Ray Imaging and
Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM) was proceeded and it is ex-

ment for solar X-ray observations as well as development
for the XL-calibur balloon experiment for X-ray polarimetry.

pected to launch in FY2022. The development of LiteBIRD,

Development studies for more sensitive observations in

which was selected as the mission No. 2 in the series of

the future have also been carried out. For the TES micro

JAXA Strategic Large-Class science missions, and the

calorimeter, laboratory experiments, including with respect

development of Small JASMINE, which is JAXA’s Competi-

to its application in transmission microscopes, as well as

tive Middle-Class mission No. 3, were also proceeded. A

development to enable large-format sensors have been

study concerning HiZ-GUNDAM, which is a candidate for a

conducted.

Competitive Middle-Class mission, was proceeded and it is

For semiconductor sensor devices, R&D has been

expected that the concept development will enter the mis-

conducted to achieve lower background noise, a better

sion definition phase. Although the concept development

energy resolution, a better spatial resolution, and a larger

for the infrared space telescope mission SPICA, which was

format. In the area of gamma-ray detectors, a fundamental

a candidate for ESA Cosmic Vision M-5, was proceeded

study on a sensitive semiconductor Compton camera used

intensively in collaboration with the European researchers,

to detect the trajectory of electrons was conducted. For the

ESA and JAXA determined to cancel the SPICA study in

CdTe detector used in X-ray imaging spectroscopy, which

October 2020, unfortunately.

was established through the development of ASTRO-H,

Studies using the data from MAXI and CALET, which

studies on its application in other areas, such as medical

are science experiments on-board the International Space

imaging or negative muon beam experiments, have been

Station, were also conducted. As for Strategic International

carried out.

Cooperative projects, collaboration studies and develop-

A study concerning HiZ-GUNDAM, which is a mission con-

ment for Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (NASA),

cept utilizing both X-ray and infrared observations to study

Athena (ESA), and LISA (ESA) were actively conducted.
While many of the members of the Department engage in

very high-redshift Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and kilo-nova,
has been conducted. Polishment of scientific objectives as

these current/future mission projects, we also carry out sci-

well as concept developments for the science instruments

ence studies using the observational data taken by space/

and the satellite system was conducted in preparation for

sub-orbital and ground-based telescopes around the world,

the development in the mission definition phase.

as well as science instrumentation and engineering for

2.2. Infrared astrophysics

future space observations.

Very intensive efforts for concept development of SPICA, a

The Department has also worked on the development of

next generation large infrared space telescope, have been

more general future technology, including space cryogenic

made. Although ESA and JAXA made the decision to can-

systems, light-weighted X-ray and infrared telescopes,

cel SPICA in October 2020, the Department has obtained

infrared detectors, cryogenic X-ray spectrometer, X-ray

heritage of science and technical knowledge for the SPICA

and gamma-ray pixel detectors, analog and digital signal

satellite system and the instrument SMI as well as lessons

processing, millimeter and submillimeter ultra-low-noise

learned for various aspects in mission development, which

heterodyne receivers, next-generation Very Long-Baseline

can be utilized in our future activities. The process for the

Interferometry (VLBI) technology, and space applications of

termination of SPICA was discussed and summarized by

the optical lattice clock.

“Review Committee on mission definition study for international joint projects in space science”, and the report will be
made public. At ISAS, the closing review of SPICA was held
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and the activities related to SPICA have been summarized.

through collaboration with domestic institutes such as KEK

The concept definition phase of the infrared astrometry

and IPMU and international partners in the U.S., Europe, and

“small JASMINE” mission was conducted. The applicability

Canada. A 1/4 scale model of the low frequency telescope

and space qualification requirements of newly developed

(LFT) was developed to demonstrate and evaluate the optical

InGaAs near-infrared detectors have been investigated.

design, and a method for precise polarization angle measure-

We also conducted a study on the Japanese contributions

ment was newly developed. Optimization of the cryogenic

to the Roman (Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope)

system at the SE-L2 orbit as well as optimization of a data

mission, which is a NASA flagship mission after JWST. The

acquisition strategy that takes into account the effect of

development of polarimetry unit optical elements and mask

cosmic rays has been studied. Coordination for the interfaces

substrates for a coronagraph instrument, as well as the

with the international partners has also been conducted.

concept study for the ground system for data reception and
transportation, has been proceeded.

Another activity in fundamental physics is that for gravitational wave astronomy. In parallel with the continuing

In the field of optical and infrared astrophysics, we

contribution to KAGRA --- the Japanese ground-based

conducted various studies using data from AKARI and

gravitational wave detector --- through participation in

other infrared satellites, as well as data from ground-based

the interferometer commissioning experiments, feasibility

telescopes, including the Subaru Telescope and ALMA.

studies on future space-based gravitational wave detectors

Using the data obtained from AKARI, various studies on
galaxy formation and evolution were carried out.

have been carried out. A group of domestic scientists consisting of members from Univ. of Tokyo, NAOJ, Univ. Elec.

For the AKARI North Ecliptic Pole (NEP) Survey regions,

Comm. and our institute began to participate in the LISA

where deep infrared data were obtained, a multi-wave-

consortium, where the group initiated consideration regard-

length photometric catalog of galaxies was constructed with

ing the development of photoreceivers, an optoelectronic

the Subaru HSC imaging data. The photometric redshift

device for laser light detection onboard LISA.

catalog was developed and the properties of the very red

2.4 Radio astronomy

dusty objects were investigated. Other topics of the AKARI

Our radio astronomy group performed a wide variety

investigation include the consumption of protoplanetary

of observational research using large radio telescopes

disks and zodiacal light spectrum to understand the nature

around the world, including the Atacama Large Millimeter/

of interplanetary dust.

sub-millimeter Array (ALMA) in Chile and the Very Long

Studies using the ground-based telescopes and vari-

Baseline Array (VLBA) in the U.S. Our observation targets

ous archival data have also been conducted. For AGNs,

are mainly compact objects, such as active galactic nuclei

observations of near-infrared hydrogen recombination lines

(AGN), Galactic center, and maser objects. In FY2020, we

of radio galaxies, multi-wavelength analysis of radio galaxy

conducted studies of the mass of the region very close to

jets to reveal particle acceleration, and a multi-color deep

the Galactic center containing intermediate-mass black hole

variable AGN search with Subaru HSC were proceeded.

(BH) with ALMA, and molecular gas collision in the arc near

In parallel with the observational studies, the basic

the Galactic center with Nobeyama Radio Observatory.

development of future infrared technology was also carried

We also developed a balloon-borne Very Long Baseline

out. The development of an immersion grating for high-

Interferometry (VLBI) telescope and low-noise millimeter

dispersion spectroscopy was continued with a special

wave receiver for further satellite projects. We took part in

emphasis on the evaluation of transmission as a function

the discussions on the U.S. space VLBI satellite project. Fur-

of temperature. We also succeeded in fabricating a 32 x

thermore, we are participating in the construction project for

32-channel far-infrared sensor by combining a Ge blocked

the new ground-based antenna for deep space exploration,

impurity band detector with silicon support with the ROIC

GREAT, in the context of utilizing our radio astronomy tech-

for FD-SOI CMOS.

nology. In particular, we made Ka-band cryogenic low-noise

Additionally, we worked on the development of space

receiver in our laboratory and installed it in the antenna.

cryogenic technology, including the evaluation of a new

2.5 Cryogenic system for science missions

type of heat exchanger for Joule-Thomson coolers and

Bolometers/micro calorimeters have been proposed as

thermal conductivity measurements of thermal straps.

extremely sensitive low-noise detectors for various fields in

2.3 Fundamental physics

space astrophysics, including SPICA (infrared), LiteBIRD

With regard to fundamental physics, studies on cosmic

(microwave), and Athena (X-ray). The development of

inflation based on the precise measurement of the CMB, a

cryogenic systems, common in these projects, has been

space gravitational wave experiment, a direct and obser-

conducted in collaboration with these project teams and the

vational dark matter search, and a light lattice clock were

JAXA Research Division. In 2016, an ESA Core Technology

being conducted.

Program to develop cryogenic systems to achieve 50 mK

For CMB very high precision polarimetry observations, we
are conducting the development of the LiteBIRD mission

sensors in orbit was started in collaboration with ISAS. See
section II.-3.-b for more details.
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3. Research Topics
The following outline lists all the Department of Space

dio galaxies by mid- and far-infrared observations
3.2.1.5

Astronomy and Astrophysics research activities during
FY2020:
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Study of circumnuclear structure of AGNs using
AKARI data

3.2.1.6

High-resolution Infrared spectroscopic study of
molecular tori in AGNs.

3.1

Research in X-ray and gamma-ray regions

3.1.1

Observational research

3.1.1.1

Study of the charge-exchange soft X-ray emis-

3.2.1.8

Study of galaxy evolution for the Roman project

sion from the geocorona

3.2.1.9

Study of gas dissipation in proto-planetary disks

Study to establish the model of X-ray emission

3.2.1.10 Infrared and radio observations of inter-stellar mat-

3.1.1.2

3.2.1.7

at high redshift

mechanism from cataclysmic variables with
strong magnetic fields and application to the

ter in the Galactic massive star-forming regions
3.2.1.11 Study of diffuse emission by the Infrared Satellite

SUZAKU data to estimate the white-dwarf mass.
3.1.1.3

Study of emission mechanism of X-ray binary

3.1.1.4

Observational study for soft X-ray background ra-

Optical and near-infrared study of protoclusters

MIRIS
3.2.1.12 Study of star-formation region by the Infrared

pulsars and application to the SUZAKU data

Satellite MIRIS
3.2.1.13 Infrared and radio observations and radiation

diation

model study of mass ejection objects.

3.1.1.5

X-ray observations of supernova remnants

3.1.1.6

Study to search for “dark-matter feature” in cos-

3.1.1.7

X-ray studies of the super nova remnants

using Ge blocked-impurity band/fully depleted

3.1.1.8

Study of the X-ray emission region of the AGNs

silicon-on-insulator CMOS chips

3.1.1.9

Studies in high-energy gamma-ray astronomy

mic X-ray background radiation with SUZAKU

with the iron line
with the FERMI LAT (USA)
3.1.1.10 Studies of X-ray sources with the all-sky monitor

3.2.2

nology
3.2.2.1

3.2.2.2

Development of far-infrared imaging sensors

Development of monolithic multi-layer interferometric filters

3.2.2.3

Development of mid-infrared immersion gratings

3.2.2.4

Development of cryocoolers for space cryogenic

data from MAXI
3.1.1.11 Studies of cosmic rays, gamma-ray bursts, and

Developmental research for observational tech-

missions
3.2.2.5

space weather with the data from CALET

Material characterization at cryogenic temperature for space missions

3.1.2

Developmental research for observational tech-

3.2.2.6

3.1.2.1

Development of Si mirror substrates with high-

3.2.2.7

System study of the small JASMINE mission

temperature plastic deformation technique

3.3

Fundamental Physics

Development of high angular resolution X-ray op-

3.3.1

Promoting the LiteBIRD mission

tics

3.3.2

Promoting Japanese participation in the ESA

nology

3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3

Promoting Japanese participation in the NASA
Roman program

Development of TES X-ray microcalorimeters for

LISA mission

future space missions or ground applications

3.4

Research in the radio wavelength range

3.1.2.4

Development of X-ray CCD camera with extreme-

3.4.1

Observational research

ly low background

3.4.1.1

Promotion of radio astronomy observation using

3.1.2.5

Development of high-precision hard X-ray imag-

JAXA’s tracking antennas, including the 64-m an-

ing spectrometers

tenna at Usuda

3.1.2.6

Development of Compton camera and polarime-

3.4.1.2

ters for high- sensitivity gamma-ray observations
3.2

Research in the optical and infrared wavelength

Observational study of acceleration and collimation mechanisms in radio jets of AGNs using VLBI

3.4.1.3

Observational study of molecular clouds and star

range

formation mechanisms in the Galactic Center re-

3.2.1

Observational research

gion using ALMA

3.2.1.1

Study of the galaxy formation and evolution at the

3.4.2

Developments for Observation Technique

peak of the star-formation history in the universe

3.4.2.1

Development of a balloon-bone VLBI telescope

using multiwavelength observations at the NEP

3.4.2.2

Development of low-noise millimeter wave receiv-

survey region

ers

3.2.1.2

Variability survey of AGN using with Subaru HSC

3.2.1.3

Study of infrared absorption-feature distribution

ground-based antenna for deep space explora-

and their relations with star-formation activity.

tion, GREAT.

3.2.1.4

3.4.2.3

Participation in the construct project of the new

Study of particle acceleration at the hot spot of ra-
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b. Department of Solar System Sciences
1. Overview

framework necessary to implement missions that will fly

The research activities by members of the Department

instruments. In the final report delivered to JAXA/NASA/

of Solar System Sciences cover planetary science and

ESA in July 2017, three of the highest priority instrument

interplanetary space physics, including planetary magne-

packages (a high-resolution coronal/transition-region spec-

tospheres and the Sun. The underlying disciplines include

troscopic telescope, high-resolution coronal imager, and

space plasma physics, solar physics, magnetospheric

large telescope for diagnosing the magnetic field and the

and ionospheric physics, atmospheric science, planetary

dynamics of the chromosphere and photosphere, in order

geology, astromaterial science, and theories governing the

of priority) were identified along with their scientific rationale

formation and evolution of planetary systems. Data from

and the recommendations for mission architecture used to

existing missions such as ARASE and GEOTAIL (magneto-

fly the instruments. In 2018, discussions and information

spheric physics), HINODE (solar physics), HISAKI (extreme

exchanges toward realizing the recommendations in the

ultraviolet spectroscopy for planetary science), AKATSUKI

NGSPN-SOT report were conducted, including community-

(Venus atmospheric dynamics) BepiColombo/Mio (Mercury

based science meetings and agency-based conversations.

magnetospheric physics), and Hayabusa2 (asteroid ex-

As a conclusion, based on a series of discussions within

plorer) have been studied extensively, and samples brought

the solar physics community and the NGSPM-SOT report,

back by HAYABUSA from asteroid Itokawa have been ana-

the community has given its highest priority to the mission

lyzed. Missions under preparation, including MMX (Martian

concept of flying a high-resolution coronal/transition-region

Moons eXploration: Phobos sample return mission), JUICE

spectroscopic telescope (called EUVST) for diagnos-

(Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer), Solar-C EUVST (EUV High-

ing EUV/VUV spectral lines emitted by plasma within a

Throughput Spectroscopic Telescope), WSO-UV (World

seamless temperature range from the chromosphere to

Space Observatory-Ultraviolet), Hera (planetary defence

the transition region and corona and by super-hot plasma

mission), and Dragonfly (astrobiology mission to Titan) are

created by solar flares. The scientific objectives are to un-

also being handled by members of the Department. In addi-

derstand how fundamental processes lead to the formation

tion, we are engaged in basic research on the development

of the solar atmosphere and solar wind and to understand

of new onboard instruments for future missions and small-

how the solar atmosphere becomes unstable, releasing the

scale projects using sub-orbital opportunities.

energy that drives solar flares and eruptions, by investigating the energy and mass transfer from the solar surface to

2. Research Activities in FY2020
2.1 Solar physics

the solar corona and interplanetary space. This mission is

HINODE, which has been in orbit for 14 years, has made

Japan and has strong support from the US and European

significant contributions to our understanding of observa-

communities. As a result of a selection review led by the

tional solar plasma physics as well as fundamental prob-

Advisory Committee for Space Science and Engineering,

lems, including coronal heating and flare triggering mecha-

Solar-C_EUVST was selected in July 2018 to proceed to

nisms. Some of our results that were published this year

the next study phase. After completing an international

include the 3D magnetic structures of a flare-productive

science review in December 2018, and a review to select a

active region, chromospheric magnetic fields revealed by

pre-project candidate in March 2019, the team has started

a quantitative comparison between observations and non-

study activities in the mission definition phase (PrePhase

linear force-free field extrapolation, and line formation of

A2). Along with negotiating an international collaboration

Lyman beta and nearby OI lines.

scheme for EUVST development, NASA officially an-

positioned at the center of the solar research roadmap in

In addition to new instrument development through

nounced its participation in EUVST. Design efforts were

sounding rockets and balloon experiments, the solar

also accelerated in some European countries. In January-

physics community has worked on a new solar mission

February 2020, ISAS held a review for confirming the

for launch during the 2020s. The Next Generation Solar

achievement in the mission definition phase before pre-

Physics Mission (NGSPM) Science Objectives Team

project candidate downselection. With the review results,

(SOT), an international advisory team supported by JAXA,

Solar-C_EUVST was downselected as the 4th in the series

NASA, and ESA to discuss the different aspects of space

of competitively chosen M-Class missions in April 2020,

missions, led by T. Shimizu, Project Manager of HINODE,

now called Solar-C (EUVST).

conducted studies and discussions aimed at (1) listing the
high-priority scientific objectives and tasks that need to be

The solar physics community has started discussions to
define a space research roadmap for the 2030s.

addressed in relation to next-generation solar physics, (2)

Magnetic reconnection is one of the most fundamentally

listing the high-priority instruments required for high-priority

important processes in space plasma, and the solar corona

science items, and (3) developing ideas for an international

is the best place to conduct X-ray imaging observations
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to help us to learn more about its physical processes.

at ISAS this year include the completion of flight-model de-

Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

velopment of scanning mirror mechanisms and polarization

detectors with fast readouts and low-scattering mirrors are

modulator mechanisms.

key components that are expected to enable a new high

2.2 Space plasma physics

time resolution spectroscopic imaging mission in this direc-

The Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission is a NASA

tion. Indeed, we have already succeeded in prototyping a

Heliophysics flagship project conducting 3D high-resolution

Wolter-type mirror, demonstrating an extremely high level of

formation flying observations of space plasma dynamics

performance. A possible Epsilon mission, PhoENiX, which

using four closely situated spacecraft. The objective of

aims to understand particle acceleration and the creation

the MMS mission, launched on March 12, 2015 from the

of high-temperature plasma under the framework of a

US Kennedy Space Center onboard an Atlas-V rocket,

magnetic reconnection, is currently under study with the

is to unveil the microphysics driving magnetic reconnec-

participation of multiple disciplines. The projected launch of

tion, which is considered to be one of the most important

PhoENiX will be in the 2030’s.

processes in space plasma physics. Since magnetic recon-

As a follow-up to the Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha

nections occur frequently on the surface of the boundary

Spectro-Polarimeter (CLASP) mission, a sounding rocket

of Earth’s magnetosphere and in Earth’s magnetotail,

experiment designated as CLASP-2 was launched in

these are the regions where the MMS spacecraft will visit

April 2019. While the first CLASP mission succeeded

to conduct unprecedented in situ observations. Members

in detecting polarization in the Lyman alpha line, which

of the Department participated in developing the onboard

is a sign of the Hanle effect in the solar chromosphere,

Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) instruments, which include

CLASP-2 is expected to detect polarization in the Mg line to

four dual electron spectrometers (DES) and four dual ion

obtain magnetic field information on the chromosphere. A

spectrometers (DIS) per spacecraft. The data obtained

continuous rotating polarizer, a key technology for accurate

thus far have proven to be excellent and are being made

measurements of polarization, was originally developed

available to global research communities. Collaboration

in this Department. Following the success of CLASP and

between Magnetospheric Observation Satellite GEOTAIL

CLASP-2, another sounding rocket flight (CLASP-2.1),

and MMS is ongoing. In FY2020, all 16 FPI-DIS analyzers

which will obtain 2-D maps by the pointing control of a

continued observation of the magnetic reconnection region

rocket with the same equipment as CLASP-2, is scheduled

in the magnetotail without any problems.

for launch in September 2021.

BepiColombo is an ESA–JAXA joint mission to Mercury

The development of the readout and data-recording

that aims to understand the process of planetary formation

electronics for a focal-plane X-ray CMOS pixel detector

and evolution and to identify the similarities and differences

was carried out for Focusing Optics X-Ray Solar Imager 3

between the magnetospheres of Mercury and Earth. The

(FOXSI-3), which is another NASA sounding rocket experi-

baseline mission consists of two spacecraft: the Mercury

ment. FOXSI-3 was launched in September 2018 and suc-

Planetary Orbiter (MPO) and Mio the Mercury Magneto-

cessfully delivered imaging-spectroscopic data of the soft

spheric Orbiter (MMO). The two orbiters and the Mercury

X-ray corona using this new instrumentation. A subsequent

Transfer Module (MTM) will be combined in a stacked

sounding rocket program, FOXSI-4, which plans to observe

configuration, which is called the Mercury Cruise System

solar flares, was proposed to NASA by a joint US-Japan

(MCS). The Mio spacecraft is a JAXA contribution to the

team and was selected for launch in 2024.

BepiColombo Mercury exploration program. After the suc-

The CLASP-2 sounding rocket experiment has been

cessful launch of BepiColombo on 20 October 2018 (UTC)

defined jointly with the SUNRISE-3 balloon-borne experi-

from Guiana Space Center (CSG) by the Ariane-5 rocket,

ment as one of ISAS’s small science programs, i.e., “small

the initial checks of the spacecraft and instruments were

solar observations” programs, which will acquire new

completed. In FY2020, Earth flyby operations and the 1st

diagnostic capabilities for magnetic fields in the upper solar

Venus flyby operations were successfully performed in April

atmosphere.

2020 and October 2020, respectively. Science observations

A Japanese group consisting of scientists from NAOJ,

were also performed during both flybys by the instruments

ISAS, and Kyoto University are preparing a focal plane

onboard Mio. Especially for Mio’s Venus flyby, AKATSUKI

instrument, called Sunrise Chromospheric Infrared spec-

and HISAKI observed Venus simultaneously. The coordi-

troPolarimeter (SCIP), for the third flight of the upgraded

nated observation succeeded in obtaining science data

SUNRISE (1 m telescope) observatory on a stratospheric

from Venus’s cloud top to the induced magnetosphere. In

balloon (SUNRISE-3, scheduled for 2022). SUNRISE is

addition to the flybys, Mio measured solar wind electrons

dedicated to the investigation of the processes governing

during the interplanetary cruise. In preparation for arrival at

the physics of the lower solar atmosphere, and SCIP will

Mercury in 2025, we built a Mio spacecraft simulator and

measure the polarization of infrared spectral lines emerging

observation planning/verification tool.

from the chromosphere and photosphere. The major efforts

In parallel, the Science Working Group worked on science
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operation planning. We held international Science Working

empirical and quantitative elucidation of the basic mechani-

Team meetings as virtual conferences every month. We

cal and electromagnetic mechanisms that compose and

also made progress on preparations for a special issue of

control the Space-Earth coupled system. In FY2020, we

BepiColombo to be published in Space Science Review.

studied the orbit control necessary to maintain formation

SS-520-3 is a sounding rocket that will be launched

flight, taking aerodynamics into consideration. In addition to

from Spitsbergen, Norway. The scientific purpose of SS-

the development of onboard scientific instruments, we also

520-3 is to understand the ion up-flow phenomena in the

studied satellite systems and configurations for launching

dayside polar cusp region. Although the SS-520-3 launch

multiple satellites simultaneously.

was scheduled to take place between December 6 and

2.3 Atmospheric science

19, 2017, a malfunction of the timer equipment was found

The HISAKI satellite (Spectroscopic Planet Observatory

during the final stage of the integration test. As the problem

for Recognition of Interaction of Atmosphere, SPRINT-A)

could not be resolved by the deadline for transport of SS-

was launched in September 2013 and has been observing

520-3 to the launch site, the launch was postponed. The

the plasma distribution in the magnetosphere and/or iono-

timer equipment problem was completely fixed at the be-

sphere of planets in the solar system, such as Jupiter, Ve-

ginning of FY2018. However, it was not possible to launch

nus, and Mars, since December 2013. HISAKI succeeded

SS-520-3 due to the extremely poor budgetary situation at

in simultaneously observing Jupiter’s inner magnetosphere

ISAS in FY2018 and FY2019. Since conducting the launch

when NASA’s Jupiter orbiter, Juno, passed through the

in 2020 also was not possible due to COVID-19, we made

peri-Jove. The scientific results originating from HISAKI’s

the necessary preparations for a 2021 launch.

continuous observation have shown HISAKI’s potential

We are also participating in two sounding rocket missions

importance and also the important presence of Japan in the

(RockSat-XN and LAMP) operated by NASA to reveal the

full-scale exploration of Jupiter’s magnetosphere. HISASKI

relationship between the pulsating aurora and microburst

also continuously and periodically observed Mars in Oc-

precipitation of MeV-range electrons. RockSat-XN was

tober during the closest approach to Earth, revealing the

successfully launched on January 13, 2019 from Andoya,

seasonal change of the Mars upper atmosphere. The note-

Norway. The onboard instruments successfully observed

worthy results for 2020 include the comprehensive study on

precipitating high-energy electrons. The original launch

the correlation between dust storm generation in the Mar-

schedule for LAMP was in FY2020, but it was postponed

tian lower atmosphere and hydrogen atom quantity in the

until FY2021 due to COVID-19. We are developing the

Martian upper atmosphere. It is expected that we will obtain

onboard instruments and ground-based supporting instru-

a new view through comparative analysis of the Martian

ments (high-speed auroral cameras, etc.).

atmosphere during the closest approach of Mars to Earth

We have an opportunity to install a high-energy electron

this year. HISAKI continues collaborative observations of

detector on a CubeSat, nicknamed BIRDS-5, developed

Jupiter with Juno at the time of Juno’s peri-Jove passage

by Kyushu Institute of Technology with the support of JSPS

in order to study the transport of energy and materials in

Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research. Currently, we are

Jupiter’s magnetosphere. Collaborative observations of

developing Particle Instrument for NanO-satellite (PINO)

Venus with the Venus climate orbiter, AKATSUKI, will also

in collaboration with Kyushu Institute of Technology. The

be made in order to study the evolution of its atmosphere.

objectives of the PINO mission are 1) to demonstrate a

AKATSUKI, also known as the Venus Climate Orbiter

compact high-energy electron detector using Si/CdTe

and PLANET-C, was launched in 2010 from Tanegashima

semiconductors and 2) to measure high-energy electron

Space Center. It failed to be inserted into orbit around

fluxes precipitating from Earth’s radiation belt. BIRDS-5 is

Venus in December 2010, but after five years of wandering

scheduled to be released from the International Space Sta-

around the Sun, it arrived at Venus in December 2015.

tion in the spring of 2022. We will also endeavor to conduct

The spacecraft was designed to observe the Venusian

simultaneous observations with the ARASE satellite in a

atmosphere, especially its motion, revealing the meteo-

region where the geomagnetic latitude is above 60 degrees

rological structure of Venus, which is extremely different

in the northern hemisphere.

from that of Earth. The spacecraft was equipped with five

The FACTORS WG was established under the Advisory

cameras, an IR1 camera observing 1-μm infrared light, an

Committee for Space Science in December 2018 in order

IR2 camera observing 2-μm infrared light, an LIR camera

to study the polar formation flight satellite mission FAC-

observing 8–12-μm infrared light, a UV imager observing

TORS, which is a Japanese space physics community

283- and 365-nm UV light, and an LAC camera observing

mission following the ARASE satellite. FACTORS will real-

the lightning on Venus. These cameras take motion pic-

ize spatiotemporal separation by observing space plasma

tures of clouds and minor components at different altitudes

and Earth’s upper atmosphere on multiple time and space

to reveal the 3D structure of the Venusian atmospheric

scales by formation flight satellites and the latest observa-

motion. Furthermore, an ultra-stable oscillator, which is

tion technology. The scientific purpose of FACTORS is

identical to the one onboard Venus Express, was installed
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for radio occultation measurements to understand the verti-

ion velocity analyzer. A basic performance of the vacuum

cal structure of the Venusian atmosphere. The IR1 and IR2

gauge was also verified using a space science chamber.

cameras operated for more than one Earth year and other
cameras are still observing Venus.

As one of the milestones for the next 20 years of strategic
Mars exploration, we promoted a scientific study on Mars

We report two important findings revealed by UVI and LIR

atmospheric dissipation research in the Mars Atmospheric

in 2019. One is the long-term trend of UV albedo observed

Dissipation Observation Program “Strategic Mars Explora-

by AKATSUKI and Venus Express from 2006 to 2018, and

tion: Mars Space Weather, Climate and Water Environment

STIS of the HST in 2011. This long-term variation of albedo

(MACO) Project by Orbiter and Exploration Technology

can directly control the solar heating rate, and this may af-

Demonstrator” WG, which was established in 2020. We

fect zonal wind speed. Is there ongoing climate change on

reorganized the scientific objectives and strategies to fit the

Venus? To answer this question, continuous observations

international study of the next international Mars Ice Mapper

by AKATSUKI are crucial. Simultaneous Venus observa-

(MIM) mission, in which JAXA has expressed its intention

tions with BepiColombo are planned for a couple of weeks

to participate, and aimed to integrate the understanding of

in 2020-2021, during its cruise towards Mercury. This will

the origin and distribution of ice and changes in the Martian

provide valuable comparison data.

environment as scientific objectives with the understanding

The second topic is the thermal tide excited by solar

of water resources for future human exploration of Mars. In

absorption in the upper part of the Venusian cloud layer

parallel, we participated in the Mars Science Sub-Science

observed by LIR onboard AKATSUKI. The global structure

Team (Mars Science SST) of the Mars Molecular Orbiter

of the thermal tide has been revealed for the first time in

Mission (MMX) to study Mars atmospheric observations.

the world. Previously, only the viewable hemisphere had

We are working to refine and specify the science goals

been analyzed, while this time the thermal infrared radiation

related to the Martian atmosphere, and are providing feed-

from the cloud tops has been detected in both the day and

back on the observation plan.

night hemisphere. This allows us to determine the detailed

World Space Observatory Ultraviolet (WSO-UV) is a

structure of the diurnal and semi-diurnal tide components.

Russian large space telescope with a 1.7 m primary mirror

The vertical structure of the semi-diurnal tide suggests that

designed for observations in the ultraviolet region (115-320

this wave may accelerate the atmosphere and contribute to

nm). The scientific goals of this mission are as follows.

the generation of super-rotation.

(1) The determination of the diffuse baryonic content in

Furthermore, it is understood from the analysis of wind

the Universe and its chemical evolution. (2) The formation

velocity based on UVI and LIR data that the thermal tide in

and evolution of the Milky Way. (3) The physics of accre-

the equatorial region mainly contributes to the maintenance

tion and outflows: the astronomical engines. (4) Extrasolar

mechanism of super-rotation.

planetary atmospheres and astrochemistry in the presence

AKATSUKI revealed much of the dynamics in the cloud

of strong UV radiation fields. JAXA will develop and provide

regions of the upper atmosphere but did not reveal the

one of the instruments: UV spectrograph for Exoplanets

bottom of the deeper atmosphere or the ground surface.

(UVSPEX).

AKATSUKI’s research results have revealed the importance

Many Earth-sized planets have been discovered and

of the composition and dynamics of this part of the atmo-

some appear to lie in the habitable zone. Moreover, several

sphere. It is important for us to understand Venus more

Earth-sized planets were recently detected around low tem-

deeply if international Venus probes and Japan’s successor

perature stars near the solar system. However, it is difficult

spacecraft approach this region after AKATSUKI.

to characterize them as Earth-like or Venus-like because

Characteristic processes such as the ionospheric

we have no information on their atmospheres. The habit-

dynamo current and polarization electric field are known

able zone of a low-temperature star is close to the star be-

to exist in the lower ionosphere where the coexistence of

cause of the star’s low luminosity. Stellar extreme ultraviolet

charged particles and neutral particles is believed to play

(EUV) radiation plays an important role in the ionization,

an important role. The charged particles tend to move in a

dissociation, and heating of planetary upper atmospheres.

direction different from neutral particles, because of a differ-

On these planets, EUV irradiation is estimated to be > 10

ence in their behaviors against the electromagnetic force.

times higher around the habitable zone than that of Earth,

The momentum transfer between these particles affects

which causes significant exospheric expansion. Based on

the dynamics in this region although little observational

the simulations of the oxygen column density on an Earth

evidence of this process has been reported. It is desirable

twin, Venus twin, and Mars twin in the habitable zone of

to make a direct measurement of charged and neutral par-

a low-temperature star, only an Earth twin has significant

ticles by using instruments on the sounding rocket. We are

exospheric expansion. When an Earth twin in the habitable

developing an ion drift velocity analyzer and vacuum gauge

zone of a low-temperature star transits its host star, the

to measure the neutral atmosphere. In 2020, we worked on

transit depth of the OI emission line at 130 nm becomes

the development of a low energy ion source to calibrate the

much deeper than that of a Venus or Mars twin. Since low
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temperature stars in a vacuum are dark in the UV range,

and the artificial impact experiment suggests the surface is

including the OI emission line, a large space telescope and

covered with cohesionless sediments (gravity regime).

spectrograph with high efficiency are required to characterize these planetary atmospheres.

The MMX (Martian Moons eXploration) project, which is
the Phobos sample return mission, is preparing for launch

We are developing the UVSPEX for WSO-UV. The

in 2024. Its scientific observation plans and instrumentation

UVSPEX is composed of a toroidal grating and an MCP

are under development, with international collaboration on

detector, which enables photon counting and is better for

a near-infrared spectrometer and gamma-ray and neutron

dark objects than a CCD detector. In FY2020, we passed

spectrometers. Japanese participation in JUICE and the

the mission definition review (MDR). We performed some

Demonstration and Experiment of Space Technology for

fundamental experiments on a detector and a grating,

INterplanetary voYage (DESTINY+) project, an M-Class

discussed the interface information between WSO-UV and

planetary mission driven by a dust science theme, is

UVSPEX with the Russian team, and started a preliminary

expected to ramp up soon. In addition, a solar powered

design of UVSPEX.

sail mission (OKEANOS) to rendezvous with and land on

A WG named Life-environmentology, Astronomy, and

a Jupiter Trojan has been studied for scientific objectives

PlanetarY Ultraviolet Telescope Assembly (LAPUTA) has

and its instrumentation is being enabled through interna-

been established, which aims to understand the most

tional collaboration. A study on the Comet Astrobiology

fundamental questions in space science, including why

Exploration Sample Return (CAESAR) mission, a finalist for

only Earth has habitats that nurture life, from ultraviolet ob-

NASA’s New Frontier mission to bring back samples from

servation. The purpose of this WG is to understand the life

comet 67P/Churymov-Gerasimenko, is ongoing. A study

environment of planets and moons in the solar system from

on the thermal imager TIRI onboard the ESA Hera mission,

a universal viewpoint in order to investigate the habitable

an exploration of the S-type Didymos binary asteroid, has

environment in the solar system, by setting the observation

been started for planetary science and planetary defense

targets to the interaction between icy satellites (including

purposes.

solid surface, atmosphere and plume) of giant planets and

Each of these exploration missions is targeting small bod-

their magnetospheric plasma, and atmospheric expansion

ies born “outside the snowline”, which refers to the distance

and escape of the Earth-like planets. We also examine how

from the Sun at which water becomes solid ice. We have

the knowledge to be acquired by LAPUTA applies to the

formulated a roadmap that describes how these multiple

unsolved problems in astronomy, such as galaxy formation

missions are linked together and why such a systematic

theory and time domain astronomy, after the Hubble space

approach is required. Without a supply of water and other

telescope era.

volatiles (including organic compounds) delivered by small

2.4 Planetary science

bodies from outside the snow line, our planet would never

The Hayabusa2 mission explored the C-type asteroid

have become habitable. However, there are still some

162173 Ryugu from June 2018 to November 2019,

fundamental questions remaining: When and how did this

including global and local observations by remote sensing

process occur? Furthermore, is it possible for habitability to

instruments such as a multi-band camera ONC, a near-

be established on worlds outside the snow line?

infrared spectrometer NIRS3, a laser altimeter LIDAR, and

The SLIM spacecraft will be landed on a site in the

a thermal imager TIR, in situ surface experiments using

vicinity of a small crater named ‘SHIOLI’ on the Moon’s

Minerva-II and MASCOT landers, an artificial impact crater

nearside and a multiband camera (MBC) will observe

experiment using a small carry-on impactor SCI and a

various types of rock fragments, possibly from the deep

deployable camera DCAM3, and two times of surface sam-

interior. Both environmental and optical-performance tests

pling. Hayabusa2 successfully returned the reentry capsule

for an engineering model of MBC were completed and

to Earth in December 2020, and the collected samples (5.4

instrument CDR passed through successfully. Currently, the

gram in total) are now in the process of pickups and initial

flight model of MBC has been manufactured and tested at

description at the Curation Facility at JAXA Sagamihara

the ground facility. Our Department contributes to the im-

Campus, where a set of clean chambers was newly

age data analysis of MBC, as well as the coordination with

prepared and a new technology was developed to pick up

spacecraft interface items and operational planning after

samples in a vacuum environment.

pin-point landing.

The Hayabusa2 mission has made many discoveries

A penetrator hard landing system, which enables us to

by characterizing the asteroid as a spinning top-shape

investigate the internal structure and to make in-situ obser-

structure with low average density of ~1.2 g/cm3, low al-

vations on the surface of the Moon and planets, is under

bedo of ~2%, a rugged surface covered with boulders, and

development. As a synergy of this technology, we are de-

uniformly distributed 2.7µm absorption (hydrous minerals,

veloping, manufacturing, and testing penetrators for Earth

or a sign of water-bearing rock). Thermal imaging shows

to be used in volcanic eruptions and disaster areas, along

very low thermal inertia, indicating highly porous materials,

with developing new technologies for future exploration.
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We have started to study the use of penetrator-mounted

landing and/or sample return missions, and the Martian

seismometers for NASA’s Titan landing mission (Dragonfly),

Moons Exploration (MMX) that is being promoted by the

and we are also studying the application of penetrators

JAXA International Space Exploration Center.

to Antarctica, where glacial earthquakes on Earth can be
observed.

In association with these activities, we have published a
paper for research on radiation dose and protection against

Dragonfly is a relocatable lander with dual-quad rotors to

it on the lunar surface and in lunar lava tubes with the Na-

explore Saturn’s Moon ‘Titan’ and will be launched in 2027.

tional Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and

The Geophysical and Meteorological package (“DraGMet”)

Technology and Waseda University.

onboard Dragonfly is a suite of sensors to monitor the Titan

Furthermore, the Department of Solar System Sciences

surface/subsurface environment. Our Department contrib-

has been involved in various planetary protection activities:

utes to the development of a single-axis seismometer, in-

reviews of the MMX, SLIM, and Hayabusa2, the revision

volved in “DraGMet”, to investigate the internal structure of

of planetary protection standards and the drafting of the

Titan. Additionally, Science Working Group has been newly

Planetary Protection Handbook for exploration, including

established by Japanese researchers and includes experts

future Mars sample returns.

in planetary seismology, icy satellite study and astrobiology.
Manufacturing of a breadboard model of a seismometer

3. Research Topics

has already started and a pressurized cryogenic chamber

The following outline lists all the Department of Solar Sys-

was designed for an ultra-low temperature test to simulate

tem Sciences research activities during FY2020:

the Titan’s environment.
In line with the international trend for Mars exploration

3.1

Solar physics

and potential significance for understanding the current and

3.1.1 Solar observations: HINODE, HINODE-IRIS

past surface/subsurface aqueous environments, JAXA is

3.1.2 Instrument development (photon-counting X-ray

planning a strategic Mars exploration program (JSMEP).

telescope, photon sensor driver, high-speed CMOS-

JSMEP will start with MMX mission in 2024-2029, followed

based sensor, mechanisms), and future mission

by a Mars orbiter (MO) later in the 2020s and a Mars

planning

lander/rover (ML/R) mission in the early 2030s. JSMEP’s

3.1.3 CLASP, CLASP II

goals are 1) to address questions of water on Mars [origin

3.1.4 International balloon experiment SUNRISE-3

and delivery (MMX), distribution and inventory (MO), and

3.2

chemical evolution (ML/R)], 2) to ensure the expansion of

3.2.1 In situ and remote sensing observations: AKEBONO,

the areas of human activities by exploring the habitable

GEOTAIL, REIMEI, MMS, KAGUYA, HISAKI,

subsurface world, and 3) to acquire key technologies

ARASE (ERG), BepiColombo/Mio (Earth, Venus,

including EDL (entry-descent-landing) with aerodynamic

and solar wind during cruise) and magnetosphere of

control, drilling and sampling on the surface, deep space

outer planets

Space plasma physics

telecommunication, transportation to/from the Mars orbit,

3.2.2 Sounding rocket: SS-520-3, RockSat-XN, and LAMP

and planetary protection.

3.2.3 Development of a high-energy electron detector

SELENE (KAGUYA) discovered huge vertical holes on

(PINO) for CubeSats

the Moon, which were possibly formed on underground

3.2.4 Numerical simulations: PIC simulation for space

volcanic caves. These caves and vertical holes of the Moon

plasma research and physics of proto-planetary

are very important for lunar science and future lunar utilization. The Department of Solar System Sciences, with many

disks
3.2.5 Instrument development: High contrast vane pro-

scientists and engineers from within and outside of ISAS, is

tected from the stray light

studying a mission to enter a lunar cave through its vertical

3.2.6 Future missions: JUICE(Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer),

hole entrance and directly explore it. In FY2020, the Advi-

Mission planning of a formation flying satellite FAC-

sory Committee for Space Science approved the establish-

TORS

ment of a Working Group (WG) for the mission, which was

3.3

named UZUME (Unprecedented Zipang. Underworld of the

3.3.1 Venus: AKATSUKI

Moon Exploration) WG.

3.3.2 Mars:Scientific objectives for the physics on near-

The Department of Solar System Sciences is also

Atmospheric science

Mars space and Martin atmosphere (MMX)

involved in international activities pursuant to its motto “in-

3.3.3 Earth’s lower thermosphere and ionosphere: Obser-

termingle science investigation with crewed space activity

vation of anomalous phenomena in the Sq current

for solar system exploration.” As a part of this, collaborating

focus by sounding rocket, Observational study of the

with universities and other national research organizations,

ionospheric electron density irregularity, Observa-

we are discussing and supporting the scientific aspect of

tional study of thermal electron energy distribution in

lunar polar exploration with India (LUPEX), mid-sized lunar

the lower ionosphere.
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3.3.4 Instrument development: Ion drift velocity analyzer,
Vacuum gauge to measure neutral atmospheric
density and neutral wind direction

to the C-type asteroid 162173 Ryugu
3.4.3 Future missions: SLIM, DESTINY + , penetrator
technology, landing mission to the Moon and Mars,

3.3.5 Future missions: Mission planning of satellite obser-

MMX (Phobos sample return), OKEANOS mission

vation of exoplanets’ atmosphere by UV (WSO-UV),

to Jupiter Trojan asteroid, CAESAR (comet sample

space telescope for planets by UV (LAPYUTA)

return), the lunar and Mars cave missions, Hera to

Planetary science

explore the double asteroid with a thermal imager

3.4

3.4.1 Lunar science using KAGUYA data
3.4.2 Asteroids: curation and analysis of Itokawa samples

TIRI.
3.4.4 Instrument development

and initial description for Ryugu sample, Hayabusa2

c. Department of Interdisciplinary Space Science
1. Overview
The Department of Interdisciplinary Space Science

2. Research Activities in FY2020
2.1 Space utilization science

performs research and development for onboard devices

In the field of materials science, the physics of high tem-

and information systems deployed with flight vehicles and

perature melts are studied using electrostatic levitation.

space platforms (e.g., balloons, rockets, satellites, and the

Using the electrostatic levitator in the International Space

ISS). The Department contributes to novel interdisciplinary

Station, the thermophysical properties of molten lanthanoid

studies in space science and peripheral fields through

sesquioxides whose melting temperatures are over 2,400°C

fundamental research in the following areas:

were measured. Combined with the microscopic structural

• Space utilization. The Department aims to use the

data obtained by diffraction experiments, the fragility of

unique characteristics of space, such as microgravity and

these liquids is discussed. The ISAS Small Science Pro-

radiation, to understand phenomena that are difficult to

gram DUST is being promoted with the aim of elucidating

measure and observe on the ground. The Department

entire processes of material evolution from molecules, dust,

conducts materials-science studies to yield materials with

and planet to organics in a history of the universe based on

novel functions. We also study space biology—that is,

the fundamental physical and chemical properties of cos-

the effects of the space environment on behavior, devel-

mic dust. The microgravity experiment using NASA’s Black

opment, and evolution—and astrobiology, including the

Brant IX sounding rocket was successfully conducted, and

search for the precursors of life and extraterrestrial life.

the attachment probability and surface free energy of SiO

• Information systems. The Department studies basic com-

were calculated.

puting technologies, such as data processing, computer

In life science activities, we continue to study the role of

networking, distributed processing, and high-capacity

gravity in the biological activities of life on Earth. Starfish

databases that will enable the high-speed processing,

show a rising behavior as a response behavior to gravi-

transmission, and storage of the large amounts of ob-

tational stimuli. In order to understand the localization of

servation data generated by scientific satellites. We also

gravity sensors in starfish, we designed and prepared an

perform space-engineering research about the visualiza-

experimental system using electrophysiological techniques.

tion of space science data, monitoring for spacecraft mal-

In the ISS exposure experiment, detailed sample analy-

functions, numerical simulations, and data assimilation.

ses of these Tanpopo-series samples allowed us to identify

• Scientific balloons. The Department is engaged in

an asteroidal meteoroid, to elucidate temporal variation of

R&D for balloons used for space science research.

microparticulate environments in the low Earth orbit and

This includes work on balloon operating systems and

proved that some terrestrial extremophiles could survive in

experimental systems used in scientific observations and

space for more than three years, which is a long enough

engineering demonstrations.

duration for mass transfer between the Earth and Mars. We

• Micro/nano-satellites for deep space exploration. In order

made progress in the research and development of cosmic

to apply the technology of micro satellites that can be

dust detectors and collectors for near-future flight opportu-

developed at low cost in a short period of time to space

nities such as EQUULEUS, OPENS and Gateway. Based

science and exploration, and to develop and establish

on the space-proven technology of IKAROS, a PVDF film

them as a new space science and exploration tool, the

sensor sandwiched in MLI (CLOTH) was delivered as a

Department members are conducting research and

part of the EQUULEUS spacecraft to be launched in 2021.

development centering on activities for proposing future
missions.

As a part of our astrobiology research, we carried out genome analysis of microorganisms supported by rock-water
reactions on Earth to answer the question, “What kind of
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life is possibly supported by rock-water reactions in space?”

seismic analysis tool: ObsPy.

In collaboration with the Space Exploration Innovation Hub,

2.3 Research on scientific balloons

the development of fundamental technologies for efficient

A super-pressure balloon was developed to expand the

sterilization and decontamination of microbes is in progress

possibilities for scientific observations with balloons. This

for space exploration in compliance with the Planetary

balloon can achieve long-duration flights by maintaining lift

Protection Policy.

and volume against differential pressure due to solar irra-

2.2 Research in information science and information technology

diation. Since 2010, intensive efforts have been underway

The Department performed basic research on large-scale

increase resistance to pressure during the daytime. This

computation applied to spacecraft development and opera-

balloon has the advantage of being lighter than the con-

tions. In the development of the hierarchical equally spaced

ventional lobed-pumpkin design. This year, a flight test of a

cartesian structured grid solver, the modeling of the object

2,000 m3 balloon was performed. Its ascending speed was

surface, which is a key technical issue, is verified. The

decreased just after launch. The analysis of the obtained

effectiveness of this method was assured by confirming

data and the recovered balloon indicates a possibility to

the calculation accuracy of the force acting on the object

make many slits on the balloon films at the time of the

and the physical quantity distribution on the surface of the

spooler release due to the impact destruction by the accel-

object for two-dimensional basic geometries (flat plate,

erated net pulled by the balloon films ascended ahead. This

cylinder, prism, airfoil, etc.). In the Supercomputer “Fugaku”

possibility and others were checked, and countermeasures

achievement creation acceleration program that started last

were considered. A 200 m3 balloon was developed for the

year, trial calculations for basic geometry were performed

LODEWAVE (Long-Duration balloon Experiment of gravity

using a method that combines the above method with the

WAVE over Antarctica) project. Its pressure resistance was

layer grid method.

confirmed through the ground inflation test up to 2,000 Pa,

The Department investigated methods of visualization
and studies related to visualization. (1) We developed

to cover the balloon’s film with a diamond-shaped net to

which corresponds to 1.7 times the required pressure. The
launch procedure was also tested using a 100 m3 balloon.

methods to visualize the behavior of the asteroid probe

In space science research using balloons, detailed analy-

Hayabusa2 with Super Hi-Vision quality in collaboration

ses of cosmic-ray data obtained during balloon flights over

with NHK. The purpose of the collaboration is to assist the

Antarctica in the Balloon-borne Experiment using a Super-

operation of space probes by visualizing the behavior of

conducting Spectrometer were continued. Highly charged

the probes. With the results, high-definition 3D computer

nuclei components, especially hitherto rarely reported

graphics were provided during the Hayabusa2 re-entry

beryllium isotopes, are newly being investigated.

capsule recovery operation. (2) Based on the methods to

In addition, the Department continued the operation

visualize virtual asteroids, we visualized a variety of simula-

of CALET on the ISS to observe high-energy electrons,

tion data to contribute to the analysis of the observation

gamma-rays, and other components of cosmic radiation

data of Hayabusa2. We also worked on the application of

such as carbon and oxygen nuclei.

visualization methods in relevant fields. (3) We worked on

Furthermore, studies were promoted to continue the

3D computer graphics of the observation data of scientific

development of the General Anti-Particle Spectrometer

satellite “REIMEI” and visualization of the observation data

(GAPS), which was selected as a Small Science Program

of past scientific satellites. (4) As a part of the Hayabusa2

in 2017, to address the dark-matter enigma through highly

re-entry capsule recovery operation, we contributed to the

sensitive observations of cosmic-ray antiparticles, including

prediction of the touchdown position of the capsule with

the undiscovered antideuterons. The Department also car-

high accuracy.

ried out research to investigate the cosmic-ray propagation

The data archive study is also handled by this Depart-

mechanisms by combining data taken in-flight and on the

ment. For data archives, we defined ten tasks: Definition,

ground. In addition, detailed data analysis of the MeV

Production, Documentation, Integration, Evaluation,

gamma ray telescope SMILE-2+, which had a balloon-flight

Preservation, Publication, Identification, Utilization, and

in Australia in 2018, and preparations for the next balloon

Collaboration. These tasks are supported by projects, data

observation plan, SMILE-3, were also carried out.

centers, and communities. For planetary exploration, PDS
and SPICE are used as global standards, and HAYABUSA,

2.4 Research on micro/nano-satellites for deep
space exploration

KAGUYA, AKATSUKI, and Hayabusa2 are also archived

Low-cost micro/nano-satellite technology has been devel-

using these standards. With the remarkable improvement in

oped and actively used mainly by universities and venture

analysis environments in recent years, we have started to

companies. In order to apply this technology to space sci-

develop an interface that has strong affinity with recent en-

ence and exploration, and to establish and maintain it as a

vironments. For one of them, we have provided a readable

new tool for space science and exploration, we have been

module of Apollo seismic experiments for python-based

conducting research activities on micro/nano-spacecraft
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technology since FY2019.

sures for a life signature detection mission

In this fiscal year, regarding the comet exploration mis-

3.1.3.6 Study on research and development to explore the

sion (Comet Interceptor mission) that is being jointly studied

survival of life in extreme environments such as

with ESA for launch in around 2029, an ISAS-internal study

Moon and Mars

team was set up. The team has been conducting concep-

3.2

Information science and information technology

tual design and is preparing a proposal to ISAS to initiate

3.2.1

Numerical simulation

the spacecraft development project.

3.2.1.1 Hierarchical equally spaced Cartesian-structured

3. Research Topics

3.2.2

The following outline lists all the Department of Interdisci-

3.2.2.1 Development of international standard protocols

grid solver

plinary Space Science research activities during FY2020:

Data archiving
for sharing Moon and planetary science data

3.2.2.2 High speed access to very large science data
3.1

Space utilization science

3.1.1

Materials science

3.2.2

Application of machine learning to space science
data

3.1.1.1 High-temperature melt and metastable phase us-

3.2.3

ing levitation method

Visualization and sonification of space science
data

3.1.1.2 Research on crystal growth

3.2.3.1 Visualization and sonification

3.1.2

3.3

Life sciences

3.1.2.1 Response behavior to gravitational force
3.1.2.2 Response behavior to gravitational force
3.1.3

Scientific balloons and space science using balloons

3.3.1

Astrobiology

Research on super-pressure balloons covered by
net

3.1.3.1 ‘Tanpopo’ and ‘Tanpopo2’ experiments onboard

3.3.2

Space science using balloons

ISS to capture cosmic dust and expose organics

3.3.2.1 Cosmic ray antiparticles using exotic atoms

and terrestrial microbes

3.3.2.2 Cosmic ray observations using superconducting

3.1.3.2 Research and development of instrumentation for
cosmic dust detection and capture

spectrometer
3.3.2.3 Observation of high-energy cosmic-ray electrons

3.1.3.3 Research and development of single microparticle

and gamma rays

acceleration experiment facilities at slow to hyper-

3.3.2.4 Observation of MeV gamma rays

velocity impact ranges

3.4

3.1.3.4 Feasibility studies on ocean world sample return
missions

exploration
3.4.1

3.1.3.5 Research on planetary protection countermea-

Research on micro/nano-satellites for deep space
Research on the CubeSat-type mini-probe for
Comet Interceptor mission

d. Department of Space Flight Systems
1. Overview

We also perform mission planning and analysis, orbit

The Department of Space Flight Systems is engaged in

design, and system design and testing using experimental

fundamental and applied academic research on space flight

spacecraft and computer simulations.

systems to contribute to space science projects. The main

2.2 Space transportation engineering

fields of research are systems engineering (SE) related to

Space transportation engineering research covers a variety

space exploration, space transportation engineering, and

of areas, such as propulsion systems and aerodynamics

discipline engineering.

for the propulsion and navigation of space flight vehicles.
The Department is involved in developing solid, liquid, and

2. Research Activities in FY2020
2.1 Space navigation SE

hybrid rockets for the following projects: A reusable rocket

Space navigation SE research in the Department plays

assisted propulsion system for new sounding rockets;

a role in pioneering projects and includes applied flight

advanced space propulsion systems, such as electric

dynamics, control systems theory, and transport system

propulsion used for interplanetary transfers; and a system

design for spacecraft and flight vehicles. The Department

for re-entry/recovery and orbit control using the atmosphere

focuses on research for spacecraft, such as interplanetary

as well as its component technologies. Furthermore, the

probes and advanced scientific satellites, as well as their

Department is evaluating and optimizing the aerodynamic

navigation, guidance, and control. In addition, space flight

characteristics of flight vehicles, in addition to conducting

systems, such as those for rockets, are being developed.

fundamental research on chemical reactions, flow, heat,

to realize future space transportation; an advanced aero-
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and electromagnetism, from the perspectives of mechanical

3.3.3

Safety of hybrid rockets

engineering, fuel engineering, chemical reaction engineer-

3.3.4

LOX vaporizing system

ing, magneto fluid dynamics, heat transfer engineering, gas

3.3.5

Demonstration of A-SOFT hybrid rocket engine

dynamics, and high-speed fluid dynamics.

3.4

Technology demonstration system for space planes

2.3 Discipline engineering

3.5

Innovations for aerodynamic performance

The Department is involved in applied and fundamental

3.6

Acoustic analysis for forecasting rocket plume

3.7

Problems with the aerodynamics of space trans-

research for space structures and materials for systems
for various flight vehicles and other structures used

noise

on the ground, in low Earth orbit, and in geostationary
orbits around planets and in deep space. We conduct

porters and other space vehicles
3.8

investigations into structural dynamics, structure design

satellites and new thermal control technologies for

and analysis, and mechanical environmental testing for
rockets and artificial satellites. The Department also works

Thermal design, analysis, and testing of scientific
future scientific satellites

3.9

on deployment structures, materials, and mechanisms,

Structural systems for existing scientific satellite
projects

such as extendable booms and deployable antennas, as

3.9.1

Structural systems for SLIM

well as nozzles. We also conduct research on the strength

3.9.2

Structural systems for XRISM

and workability of structural materials for spacecraft, heat-

3.9.3

Structural systems for MMX

resistant materials for propulsion systems, and materials

3.10

Structure, function, and dynamics of rockets for

for membranes and cables. For future space structures, the

launching scientific satellites

Department is helping to create and analyze new structures

3.11

for precise shape control systems, ultra-lightweight struc-

3.11.1 Anti-environment ceramic coatings

tures (such as sails), and adaptive structures using high-

3.11.2 Use of heat-resistant composites in various engine

performance materials and multi-materials.

Heat-resistant composite

components
3.11.3 Damage accumulation and performance degrada-

3. Research Topics
The following outline lists all the Department of Space

tion mechanism
3.11.4 Weight and cost reduction of heat-resistant material

Flight Systems research activities during FY2020:

used in solid rocket nozzles
3.12

3.1

Polymers and polymer matrix composites

Reusable space transportation system for frequent

3.12.1 Development of CFRP disks for high-speed rotation

flights

3.12.2 High-precision composite material for large space

3.1.1

Reusable rocket system

3.1.2

Reusable rocket engine and propulsion system

3.12.3 Carbon nanotube-reinforced composites

structures

3.1.3

Aerodynamics and guidance and control system for

3.13

reusable rockets

3.13.1 Creep fatigue of combustion chambers of rocket

3.1.4

Fault-tolerant systems for reusable rockets

3.1.5

Development of cryogenic composite tank with

Strength and destruction of metallic materials
engines

3.13.2 In-situ observation of superplastic grain boundary

electrocast line

sliding

3.2

Solid-fuel rockets

3.13.3 Performance improvement of shape-memory alloy

3.2.1

Solid propellant using high-energy materials

3.14

Joining of ceramics and metal

3.2.2

Solid propellant for a new gas generator used for

3.15

In-situ observation of hypervelocity impact damage

auxiliary propulsion systems

3.16

Activities to establish international standards for
Liquid propulsion systems

3.2.3

Debris-less solid propellant

3.2.4

Solid propellant using thermoplastic materials

3.17

materials and processes

3.2.5

Solid propellant kneading system with artificial

3.17.1 Combustion of bio-alcohol fuel

muscle actuators

3.17.2 R&D of thruster that uses hydroxyl ammonium

3.2.6

Non-destructive reliability evaluation of solid rocket

nitrate-based liquid monopropellant

motor

3.17.3 R&D for ceramic thrusters

3.2.7

R&D of deployable nozzles

3.17.4 N2O/ethanol propulsion system

3.2.8

Solid-fuel launch vehicle system

3.17.5 High-energy ionic liquid propellants

3.3

Hybrid rockets

3.18

3.3.1

Independent control of thrust and mixture ratio in A-

3.18.1 Ion Thruster

SOFT hybrid rocket

3.18.2 DC Arcjet

3.3.2

Numerical analyses of boundary layer combustion

3.18.3 Pulsed Plasma Thruster

instability in axial-injection hybrid rockets

3.18.4 Magneto-plasma Sail

Electric Propulsion
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3.18.5 Thrust Stand for micro thrusters

3.25.1 Planning and system design

3.18.6 Hall Thruster

3.25.2 Prototyping of spacecraft sails

3.19

Re-entry and planetary entry

3.25.3 Prototyping of sail deployment mechanism

3.20

Development of re-entry vehicle with deployable

3.25.4 Thin-film solar cell

flexible structure

3.25.5 Deployment motion and deployed form of film

3.21

Mars exploration airplane

structure

3.22

Guidance system for astronomical object landing

3.25.6 Sampling

navigation

3.25.7 Rendezvous and docking

3.23

Analysis of astrodynamics (applied spacecraft flight

3.26

Power control system based on supply and demand

3.24

Research for Hayabusa2

3.27

Ultralightweight thin film solar array structure de-

3.28

Research and development on liquid hydrogen

dynamics) and deep space exploration missions

conditions

3.24.1 Analysis of the orbiting, guidance, navigation, and
control of Hayabusa2

ployed by booms

3.24.2 Astrodynamics research for Hayabusa2

utilization technology

3.24.3 Landing dynamics of asteroid lander/rover

3.29

3.24.4 Trajectory estimation of target marker

3.29.1 System design and observation mission

3.24.5 Behavior of objects by thruster injection

3.29.2 Attitude and orbit control using solar radiation pres-

3.25

Plan for exploration in the outer planetary region
with solar power sail-craft

Research for transformable spacecraft

sure
3.29.3 Non-holonomic attitude motion

e. Department of Spacecraft Engineering
1. Overview

optical navigation and large-scale information integration

The Department of Spacecraft Engineering performs

for spacecraft operation systems. Furthermore, we are

research on rockets, artificial satellites, planetary probes,

researching the system architecture of small scientific

exploration robots and spacecraft ground systems, as well

satellites and cosmic energy systems, such as solar power

as on basic technologies in the fields of electrical and elec-

satellites.

tronics engineering, measurement and control engineering,
and energy engineering.
In the field of electronic materials and devices, we are

2. Research Activities in FY2020
2.1 Technology for power supply systems

conducting fundamental research and development on

For small missions, we developed a small SUS laminate

space semiconductor devices and materials used for a

battery with high energy density. The battery will be in-

range of devices. These devices include pulse radars for

stalled in the Smart Lander for Investigating Moon (SLIM),

detecting the altitude and speed of a lunar or planetary

which was selected as the third small satellite. In addition,

lander, lasers and radars, communication devices, anten-

we developed a solar cell for future exploration of the

nas, and integrated systems installed on spacecraft. We

surface of Mars. Owing to their multijunction structure, solar

are also investigating ways to improve the performance

cells must be optimized for the solar spectrum on Mars.

of lithium-ion secondary cell power supply systems for

We improved the conversion efficiency by approximately

spacecraft, power storage capacitors, and the use of fuel

9% compared with solar cells for the AM0 solar spectrum.

cells in spacecraft. In the fields of navigation, guidance, and

We are also conducting a project on battery designs for low

control, we are developing sensors for detecting attitude,

temperatures and electrochemical reduction electrolysis.

relative position, and obstacles. Further, we are investigat-

We confirmed the drastic degradation of the charge/dis-

ing high-precision attitude and alignment control technol-

charge cycling performance of lithium-ion secondary cells

ogy, autonomous navigation using images, algorithms for

with the lithium metal deposition inside the cells at tempera-

detection and circumvention of obstacles, and guidance

tures lower than 10 °C. We will understand the relationship

and control rules for landing on the Moon and planets, in

of the safety aspects of the lithium-ion secondary cells,

addition to developing high-performance control actuators.

which are operated at low temperatures.

Our research also encompasses intelligent and autono-

Linked with the phenomena we observed through the

mous space probes and technology for the autonomous

experiments on lithium-ion secondary cells at low tempera-

exploration of the Moon and planets using mobile robots

ture, we will understand the lithium metal creation after

(rovers). In the area of ground systems, we are studying

the long-term operation of the spacecraft. Targeting deep

high-precision orbit determination methods such as the

space missions, we started R&D for a lithium-ion secondary

combination of differential one-way ranging (DDOR) and

battery using commercially available cells for micro satellite
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began by investigating a simplified scheme that avoids uplink beacon signals for onboard tracking by shedding light
on the similarity to radio-wave.

used a lithium-ion secondary battery. We will identify the

We have completed the development of the world’s small-

lithium metal deposition inside the battery cells after long-

est X-band digital transponder, which is even smaller and

term operation. This understanding will be reflected in the

lighter than the ultra-small deep-space onboard transpon-

passivation of the spacecraft before the termination of the

der developed for the PROCYON mission. The new X-band

operation. Furthermore, the understanding of the internal

transponder will be used for 6U-CubeSats onboard the

condition of the battery cells is simulated through the efforts

SLS rocket. By actively making multiple uses of commercial

of DLR under a collaboration contract.

off-the-shelf (COTS) components the new transponder is

We are continuing work on an energy carrier that uses re-

significantly smaller and lighter, weighing only 0.48 kg (80

newable energy, based on previous research on fuel cells/

mm x 80 mm x 54 mm) even when including the transmitter

renewable fuel cells, and are currently attempting to apply

amplifier, and consuming 13.3 W of power, enabling com-

the technology to the oxygen generator and CO2 reduction

munication coverage from the near-Earth to the deep space

devices for future manned operations.

region.

2.2 Communication technology

For the SLIM mission, we are developing the world’s first

The transponder that will support future missions, including

small transponder based on the S-band direct-input-output

DESTINY+, has been under development. While inheriting

software defined radio technology, and we have evaluated

well-established compatibility with domestic and oversea

telecommunication performance, which is necessary for

stations from the current model, the new transponder will

scientific missions.

also cover more missions, including future lunar and Lpoint activities. Since the new transponder’s application

2.3 Information and data processing
technology

to DESTINY+ was determined, the current model is to be

In the field of information and data processing, we are de-

replaced by 2024 at the earliest. The new transponder is

veloping standard components and interfaces that can be

capable of being utilized for S-band and X-band transmis-

used in various spacecraft based on standard architecture

sion and reception as well as Ka-band transmission while

(system construction principle), as well as their simulation

maintaining the qualities and properties that meet the

technology. For the simulation of spacecraft components,

requirements of radio-science and regenerative ranging.

we demonstrated a method that adopted a standard inter-

Given the limited opportunity for the development of

face between simulation components, combined them, and

ground stations, which arises only about once every two

operated them. In the simulation of spacecraft components,

decades, application of the knowledge on development

we demonstrated that the adoption of a standard interface

implementation is strongly called for to protect future mis-

between the simulation components is functional. In addi-

sions from misconduct in the development stage and to

tion, we have formulated detailed specifications for mutual

secure reliability through operations. Based on our experi-

conversion between the international standard XTCE (XML

ence gained from our recently completed 54 m stations,

Telemetric and Command Exchange) for SIB, which is a

the necessary knowledge and know-how in such specific

notation unique to ISAS.

circumstances were investigated for future development of

2.4 Navigation, guidance, and control
technology

ground stations.
X-band radio-wave propagation data during solar occulta-

We conducted research on safe landing methods; for

tion has been obtained and analyzed by using spacecraft

example, the interaction between landing legs and surface

in flight. The data has been well accumulated through

soil, the sloshing effect of the fuel tank at touchdown, etc.

AKATSUKI and Hayabusa2 missions for improving opera-

Especially, we have started research on the effect of cryo-

tions in conjunction and developing the robustness of the

genic propellant sloshing.

acquisition and tracking of heavily jittered signals.

We performed research on the application to spacecraft

Ka-band telecommunication data of Hayabusa2 obtained

of a magnetic levitation mechanism by magnetic f lux

by overseas stations has been analyzed. Statistical ap-

pinning effects. The aim of this research is to shut out mi-

proach to the data revealed numerous quantitative results

croscopic vibration disturbances and thermal transmission.

regarding the deep space Ka-band operations for the first

In FY2021, an experimental study revealed that the levita-

time in our country. Our results led to a proposal for our

tion distance can be controlled with additional magnetic

own retransmission scheme proving to be effective for Ka-

coil. The results also suggested that the damping on the

band operations for MMX and successive missions.

microscopic vibration was enhanced. As related research,

An optical telecommunication scheme for ISAS missions

a novel theory was developed to apply an electro-magnetic

has been studied for the purpose of realizing it in a hybrid

formation flight technique to swarm formation and attitude

system with, or in a system assisted by, radio-wave. We

control.
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We are researching and developing a flyby tracking and

ions. We developed LIDARX and Flash LIDAR. LIDARX,

guidance system using a periscope and attitude control for

a light pulse detection integrated circuit, is a readout circuit

small body exploration (asteroids and comets). DESTINY+

for avalanche photodiode (APD) output of long-distance

and Comet Interceptor will demonstrate this flyby guidance

LIDAR receivers. It measures the timing and height of the

and control system in the coming years.

pulse output from the APD. LIDARX has been adopted as

2.5 Autonomous control and robot technology

the core device of MMX’s LIDAR, and the development of

In order to sophisticate the autonomy of rovers that explore

its EM has started. Flash LIDAR is a sensor that acquires

the surface of the Moon, we developed technologies for (i)

a range image, which is used to detect obstacles during

environment recognition using Flash LIDAR and cameras,

the landing process and measure the relative distance for

(ii) path planning based on wide area images taken from

rendezvous in orbit. In FY2020, a 128 x 128 pixel 3D image

satellites and detailed surface images obtained by rovers,

sensor using Si-MPPC will be adopted as the core device

(iii) reconfigurable robot systems, (iv) behavior planning

for the HTV-X rendezvous sensor, and EM manufacturing

for heterogeneous multi-robot systems, (v) path planning

has started. Furthermore, we are developing a 3D image

in consideration of slip and power consumption, (vi) path

sensor using highly radiation-resistant InGaAs.

planning with a concurrent localization, and (vii) behavior

MEMS devices are highly resistant to heat and radiation

planning for small drone type robots in sink holes and

due to their mechanical structure. Therefore, they are ex-

caves on Mars.

pected to contribute not only to the miniaturization of space

In order to improve the traversability of rovers over natu-

equipment but also to the improvement of environmental

ral terrain, hopping mechanisms were simulated using the

resistance. Currently, we are researching sensors and elec-

Resistive Force Theory (RFT). We optimized the shape of

trostatically driven MEMS devices. In FY2020, we developed

the hopping pads, and made some Ground-based experi-

an IRU (Inertial Reference Unit) for attitude control with a

ments using the proposed hopping system. The behavior of

MEMS gyroscope, and we also developed an electrostati-

regolith simulant under micro-gravity was measured using a

cally driven MEMS mechanical oscillation device.

drop tower on the Ground and an artificial gravity generator

2.7 Orbit determination and design

installed in the International Space Station. As a result, we

The orbit determination group determines the orbit of

reproduced the behavior of regolith simulant through the

operational satellites and spacecraft to prevent problems

numerical calculation by assuming velocity-dependent force

during missions.

between adhesive granular materials and the machine.

For the proximity operation of Hayabusa2 around the

We estimated the hopping trajectory of MINERVA-II twin

asteroid Ryugu, we estimated the non-spherical gravity

rovers by the obtained images on Ryugu. We could esti-

terms of Ryugu through the combination of the OP-NAV

mate the path of the hopping rovers on Ryugu.

(Optical Navigation with on-board optical telescope) data

A small probe called LEV which will be deployed onto lu-

and radiometric tracking data obtained through the orbit

nar surface made great progress in installing it to the SLIM

insertion experiments of target markers and Rover 2 near

landing spacecraft.

Ryugu. For the Hayabusa2 flyby operation to the Earth, we

Mobile system, mechanical configuration, and onboard

determined the precise trajectory of the spacecraft near

electrical components of LEV were developed and tested.

the Earth. Our result was compared with other estimation

The acquired technical details were provided to the SLIM

made in abroad and was authorized as the official solution.

team for critical design review.

It greatly contributed to the successful Earth re-entry of

2.6 Device technology

Hayabusa2’s capsule.

In the field of electronic materials and devices, we

As for activities related to NEO (Near Earth Object), we

performed fundamental research on semiconductor

participated in UN COPUOS activities and international

devices that will be installed in spacecraft, developed an

conferences related to planetary defense. In addition, we

environment-resistant device, and researched semiconduc-

have continued the observational research work of NEO

tor materials.

in cooperation with Kiso Observatory of the University of

We developed a soft error analysis system in a laboratory

Tokyo and the Japan Spaceguard Association.

as an alternative to a conventional heavy ion irradiation

As for the orbit design, we have established a multiple

experiment using a femtosecond pulsed laser that enables

revolution trajectory design method by low-thrust propul-

a two-photon absorption process in Si devices. This year,

sion and a trajectory design method utilizing multiple lunar

we constructed a new optical system to form the laser

swing-bys. The research contributes to the DESTINY+ mis-

beam into a Bessel beam. We found that the transient

sion to be launched in the coming years.

current waveform generated when oxygen ions irradiate

2.8 Small satellite systems

the PiN diode can be reproduced with a logarithmic scale

We are conducting research to develop an X-band

by setting the laser power to be equal to the amount of

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) that can be installed in a

charge generated in the PiN diode by low-energy oxygen

100 kg class satellite. This was adopted as an ImPACT
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program promoted by the Japanese government and its

and discharge suppression of high power RF systems for

ultimate goal was to develop a small SAR spacecraft with

spacecraft.

a resolution of 1 m by FY2018. A new venture company,

As one of the wireless power transmission studies, we

Synspective, was established in 2018 to commercialize

proposed and demonstrated an array antenna configura-

technological products. JAXA and Synspective developed

tion method with step-shaped power density distribution in

the first demonstration satellite called “Strix-alpha”, which

order to construct a huge power transmission antenna with

was launched it in December 2020.

a diameter of 1 km in orbit. It is expected that this method

We have also been working on satellite architecture,

will allow us to reduce the cost of the construction, because

components, and implementation technology while aiming

the manufacturing cost of the elements of antennas and

to reduce the size, weight, power consumption, and pro-

amplifiers can be reduced by limiting the specification of the

duction time for the satellite bus. In 2020, we made an EM-

elements.

level prototype of MEMS IRU within the framework of ISAS

2.11 Sounding Rocket Support Technologies

technology front loading. The developed IRU using COTS

We have conducted research and development of two

technology had equivalent performance to conventional

devices to provide functions highly requested by users as

products. Nevertheless, the mass was halved and the

standard options for the mission equipment onboard the

power consumption was reduced by a third.

sounding rocket, which cannot be provided by the current

2.9 Signal processing technology

sounding rocket alone. The first one is the inertial platform,

We are conducting research to apply advanced signal and

which is a high-precision attitude control support sub-

image processing technology to on-board systems and

system using a multi-link mechanism. The second is the

ground data processing. In the onboard system, for the

small probe bus technology experiment, which provides

post-SLIM era, we investigated image-based navigation

data communication and power transmission services for

and sensor fusion in the polar region where the solar condi-

instruments that are separated from the launch vehicle

tions are very severe. Furthermore, we are carrying out

for observation. The demonstration experiments for the

innovative studies to apply neuromorphic processors and

two devices were performed in space using the S-310-45

sensors for executing complex navigation computation un-

sounding rocket, and the result was successful. A follow-up

der the condition of severely low resources. We proposed

experiment is now under planning using the S-520 sound-

not only a scheme for converting an artificial neural network

ing rocket, which is bigger than S-310, to further confirm

(ANN) represented by deep learning into a spiking neural

the experimental results.

network (SNN) that can be executed on neuromorphic
processors, but also a method for learning SNN directly.

3. Research Topics

For the data processing on the ground, we considered a

The following outline lists all the Department of Spacecraft

registration technique of multi-temporal synthetic aperture

Engineering research activities during FY2020:

radar images over distributed targets without artificial
features (e.g., forests), which is essential for interference

3.1

Technology for power supply systems

processing, etc.

3.1.1

Characteristic evaluation for a space solar cell

For space solar power satellites, we are continuing with a

3.1.2

Power storage device for space

conceptual study on the major structure of the tethered SPS

3.2

Communication technology

called the power generation and transmission panel, and

3.2.1

Wireless sensor and high-efficiency circuit t echnol-

3.2.2

Deep space RF communication technology for

3.2.3

Near-Earth communication technology for installa-

3.2.4

Wireless communication technology for inside

2.10 Space energy systems

under extreme conditions

the development of a high efficiency system. Environmental
tests were performed using a trial model of the phase

ogy

control and amplifier module. High efficiency amplifier
modules using GaN HEMT devices are being developed.

installation on satellites

Beamforming experiments were carried out using a digital
retrodirective system for long-distance and high-accuracy

tion on satellites

wireless power transmission (WPT). We are evaluating the

spacecraft

effect of antenna deformation on the direction detection

3.3

Information and data processing technology

system for the software retrodirective system.

3.3.1

Satellite data processing architecture

3.3.2

Application of modeling technology to satellite

3.3.3

. 3 Software technology components for an autono-

model of the antenna was made and evaluated.

3.4

Navigation, guidance, and control technology

We are conducting studies on the discharge mechanism

3.4.1

Posture determination and control for spacecraft

We are developing carbon nanotube actuators (CNAs)
to compensate for the deformation of the antenna. UV and
electron irradiation tests were performed. We have also

development

begun to develop a solar array with an array antenna. A trial

mous remote system
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3.4.2

Navigation, guidance, and control of lunar and

3.4.3

Navigation sensor for planetary probes

3.5

Autonomous control and robot technology

3.5.1

Lunar and planetary probe robotics

3.5.2

planetary probes

lites
3.8.3

Microwave synthetic aperture radar for small satellites

3.8.4

Miniaturization and electric power reduction of

Rover for exploration of small celestial bodies

3.9

Navigation signal processing

3.6

Device technology

3.9.1

Image-based navigation for lunar and planetary

3.6.1

Research and development of analog integrated
circuits

3.9.2

Sensor fusion for landing navigation

3.6.2

Environment-resistant electronics

3.10

Space energy systems

3.6.3

Micromachines for space

3.10.1 Solar power satellite systems

3.7

Orbit determination

3.10.2 Thin-film power-generating systems

3.7.1

DDOR technology

3.10.3 Interaction between high power system and space

3.7.2

Orbit determination using an open-loop receiver

3.8

Small satellite systems

3.11

3.8.1

Small scientific satellites

3.11.1 On-board 6 DOF motion stage

3.8.2

High-speed communication system for small satel-

3.11.2 Separative rocket bus function service system

onboard avionics

lander

environment
Sounding rocket support technologies

f. International Top Young Fellowship
Since FY2009, ISAS has offered the JAXA International Top

tion as “highly effective in promoting ISAS’s presence and

Young Fellowship (ITYF) program as part of its initiatives

in contributing to the advancement of space science.”

to make Japan a leading member of the most advanced

A total of 19 fellows have participated in the program so

space science community. The program calls for the partici-

far. ITYF fellows are encouraged to become involved in

pation of young and promising researchers from across the

other projects as well as to pursue their own studies. These

world, and successful applicants are invited to Japan for a

opportunities are expected to have a synergistic effect

predetermined assignment term. It is a popular program,

through interactions between the fellows and Japanese

with the open call applicants significantly outnumbering the

researchers at ISAS. Much as previous fellows have

available places every year. Fellows invited through this

contributed to remarkable outcomes in the projects in which

program stay Japan on a three-year term, which can be

they were involved, our current fellows are not only making

extended to five years after review. The program was rec-

proactive contributions to ongoing projects but are also

ognized in the FY2012 JAXA international external evalua-

actively engaged in forming future projects.

ITYF Fellows (as of March 31, 2021)
Name

Former Affiliation

Research Theme

Term

California Institute of
Technology

Observational gravitational wave astronomy

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Self-reconfigurable modular robots for space
exploration: design and control

October
2017-

LAU Ryan Masami

California Institute of
Technology

Exploring the Dusty and Dynamic Universe with
SOFIA, Spitzer, JWST and Beyond

September
2018-

TORIUMI Shin

National Astronomical
Observatory of Japan

From the Sun to the Stars: Establishing the
Universal Picture of Spot Formation and Flare
Eruptions

April 2019-

James O’DONOGHUE

NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center

Ground-based observations of Gas Giant ionospheres

May 2019-

Tokyo Institute of
Technology

Formation of small bodies, planetesimals, and
planets: Bridging theoretical studies and JAXA’s
planetary explorations

October 2019-

IZUMI Kiwamu
Stéphane BONARDI

HYODO Ryuki

September
2017-

The following shows research highlights in FY2020, introduced by each ITYF fellow.
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IZUMI Kiwamu
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B. P. Abbott et al., Living Reviews in Relativity, Vol.
23(1), 3 (2020)

In this fiscal year of 2020, my research effort was mainly

https://doi.org/10.1007/s41114-020-00026-9

split into two projects. One is the development of an optoelectronic device called photoreceiver for LISA. The other is
for the design of various mission instruments for SILVIA.

Stéphane BONARDI

The photoreceiver is one of the most critical devices for

My research focus on developing novel robotic solutions for

LISA to attain the design sensitivity to the incoming gravi-

space exploration and colonization. This past year I have

tational waves. I have lead the experimental design activity

been focusing on the novel concept of robotic exoskeletons

for it and succeeded in obtaining an improved design ca-

to create highly adaptable robotic swarms for planetary

pable of meeting the stringent requirements on the readout

exploration, mainly targeting harsh environments.

noise, response bandwidth and power consumption. The

Robotic Exoskeletons (REs) can be defined as special-

new design was built upon the previous transistor-based

ized suits that a robot can equip in order to boost its per-

design as reported in Progress of Theoretical and Experi-

formance along certain axes or to gain new functionalities.

mental Physics. The new design has been built on a printed

I have been working on developing such exoskeletons to

circuit board and currently being tested. A breadboard

equip a new type of flexible modular robot (base unit) to

model in the laboratory has shown improved readout noise

perform exploration and exploitation tasks. The overall

smaller than the requirement input-referred current noise

system will be controlled using an advanced AI framework

of 2 pA/Hz

optimized using a technique similar to competitive learning

1/2

in 5-25 MHz. Some other tests are recently

underway.

with auto-curricula. I have been focusing on the develop-

SILVIA is a mission concept proposed by the Formation

ment of the first prototypes of the base unit together with

Flying Working Group under the ISAS Engineering Advisory

the first foldable origami-based exoskeleton for locomotion.

Committee as a JAXA’s M-class mission with the goal of

The production of the exoskeletons uses multi-material 3D

demonstrating the relevant technologies for high-precision

printing (mixing hard and soft materials) with the ultimate

formation flying. After multiple review processes, SILVIA

goal of being able to produce them on-site using in-situ

was selected to be the one which can proceed to the next

material. The base unit borrows characteristics from the

development phase “Pre-Phase A1b.” I have been leading

CLARA platform from JAXA. I have also been working on

the design activities for a number of instruments which will

designing REs that can accommodate multiple base units

be on board SILVIA. The design activity includes that for

to create an almost scale free system. The target scenarios

the prestabilized laser source, laser interferometer, drag-

that I am working on are the exploration of Martian and

free test mass and satellite-to-satellite precision ranging

Lunar caves (in collaboration with the UZUME team) and

systems.

long-range sampling on Mars.

Published Research in FY2020:

Published Research in FY2020:

-

-

T. Akutsu et al., Classical and Quantum Gravity, Vol.
38(6), 65011 (2021)

ters, Vol. 5(4), pp.6662-6669 (2020)

https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6382/abd922
-

https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6382/abe9f3

impact of massive and evolved stars on their enrichment of
the interstellar medium (ISM). This work utilized infrared (IR)
observations from ground- and space-based observatories

T. Akutsu et al., Progress of Theoretical and Experimen-

such as the Subaru Telescope and the Spitzer Space Tele-

tal Physics, Vol. 2021(5), 05A102 (2021)

scope. The investigation of the enrichment of the ISM and
the role of massive, evolved stars will be one of the key top-

T. Akutsu et al., Progress of Theoretical and Experimen-

ics probed by the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope

tal Physics, Vol. 2021(5), 05A103 (2020)

(JWST). In pursuit of this research topic, I am leading an

https://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/ptaa120
-

My research over FY2020 has focused on revisiting the

tal Physics, Vol. 2021(5), 05A101 (2020)

https://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/ptab018
-

LAU Ryan Masami

T. Akutsu et al., Progress of Theoretical and Experimenhttps://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/ptaa125

-

https://doi.org/10.1109/LRA.2020.3016285

T. Ushiba et al., Classical and Quantum Gravity, Vol.
38(8), 85013 (2021)

-

T. Sakamoto et al., IEEE Robotics and Automation Let-

S. Kawamura et al., Progress of Theoretical and Experi-

Early Release Science (ERS) and General Observer (GO)
program with JWST during Cycle 1 in 2022.

mental Physics, Vol. 2021(5), 05A105 (2021)
https://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/ptab019
-

K. Izumi et al., Progress of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Vol. 2021(5), 05A106 (2020)
https://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/ptaa124

Published Research in FY2020:
-

Ryan M. Lau et al., The Astrophysical Journal, Vol.
898(1), 74 (2020)
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab9cb5
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-

Ryan M. Lau et al., The Astrophysical Journal, Vol.

FY2020, along with planning the data usage and science

900(2), 190 (2020)

operation, I led several PR activities including the creation

https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/abaab8
-

Ryan M. Lau et al., The Astrophysical Journal, Vol.

of interview movies (Solar-C Relay Talks), which are now
available on ISAS YouTube channel.

909(2), 113 (2021)
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/abd8cd
-

Matthew J. Hankins et al., The Astrophysical Journal,

Published Research in FY2020:
-

Vol. 894(1), 55 (2020)
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab7c5d
-

Yinuo Han et al., Monthly Notices, Vol. 498(4), 5604

https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/staa2529
-

(2020)

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11207-020-01617-z
-

TORIUMI Shin

https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/ab961e
-

due to the COVID-19. Nevertheless, thanks to the strong

of transiting sunspots (Toriumi et al. 2020: see p.14 of

S. Toriumi et al., The Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 902(1),
36 (2020)

support from my collaborators, I was able to publish several
One of the highlights is the Sun-as-a-star observation

A. Y. Duan et al., The Astrophysical Journal Letters, Vol.
896(1), L9 (2020)

FY2020, the second year as an ITYF in ISAS, will be

papers.

R. T. Ishikawa et al., Solar Physics, Vol. 295(4), 53
(2020)

https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/staa2349

remembered as one the most difficult periods in my career

H. Hotta et al., Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Vol. 498(2), pp.2925-2935 (2020)

https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/abadf9
-

C. W. Jiang et al., The Astrophysical Journal, Vol.
903(1), 11 (2020)
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/abb5ac

this Annual Report for the detailed account with figures).
Recent observations have revealed that solar-like stars can

James O’DONOGHUE

produce massive “superflares”, which may cause severe

At Jupiter, the upper atmosphere is measured to be around

influence on circumstances and habitability of exoplanets.

700 Kelvin at the equator and mid-latitudes, but based on

To understand the cause and evolution of stellar flares,

the amount of sunlight received at Jupiter it should only be

it is important to monitor the stars not only in visible to

160 K. This observation / model discrepancy is not unique

study the starspots in the photosphere but also in ultra-

to Jupiter, it also occurs for Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

violet (UV) and X-rays to investigate the coronal evolution.

In fact, at least for Jupiter, this has persisted for nearly 50

In this study, we tested this concept by performing multi-

years and the situation (overall) is referred to as the “Giant

wavelength irradiance monitoring of transiting solar active

Planet energy crisis”. My last 2 years has been focused at

regions (ARs) by full-disk observational (i.e. Sun-as-a-star)

providing a solution to this very large problem, and I am

data from Hinode and other satellites. As a result, we ob-

pleased to report that during FY 2021 this work was com-

tained several “tools” to scope out the properties of stellar

pleted and that the missing energy of the “energy crisis”

ARs. By further establishing this methodology, we may ob-

was isolated for Jupiter – heat was found to be coming

tain information on AR magnetic fields on far distant stars,

from the auroral region and spreading around the planet via

even though spatially resolved observation is not feasible.

winds. This long-term high-reward project was completed

In the near future, monitoring of stellar ARs in UV may be

during FY 2020 (January 2021) and ultimately published

possible with new space telescopes such as ESCAPE

in Nature in August 2021. Our observations were from the

and WSO-UV, which may be directly compared with solar

10-meter diameter Keck telescope in Hawaii (the largest

observations by Solar-C (EUVST). The press release on

infrared telescope on Earth) and took place in 2016 and

this result was issued from NASA, ISAS/JAXA and NAOJ in

2017. Our global temperature maps comprise over ~12,000

October 2020.

data points of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere at resolutions

Another major topic is the kick off of Japan-US collabora-

of around 1000 kilometers per pixel, with all uncertainties

tion project on the solar atmospheric heating using world’s

below 5%. The most recent published maps of Jupiter’s up-

largest solar telescope DKIST. Our proposal for JSPS Fund

per atmosphere were made from just ~100 data points and

for the Promotion of Joint International Research (Foster-

used 3.8-meter infrared telescope observations from 1993:

ing Joint International Research (B)) was successfully

these observations had resolutions of >10,000 kilometer

approved in FY2020. I am leading the project as PI and,

per pixel, with >10% uncertainty. Thus, our new observa-

in FY2020, we submitted several observation proposals

tions were a highly significant and revealing advance for

and discussed how to interpret the observations by using

the field.

numerical modeling.

In FY2020, I was successful in getting telescope time on

Also, I continued Pre-Phase A2 study of JAXA’s next-

Keck and the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) to

generation solar-observing satellite Solar-C (EUVST). In

perform experimental observations. The Keck time was to
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observe an exoplanet ionosphere for the first time, while

unprecedented detail. Based on the current planet forma-

the IRTF time was to observe water product (H3O ) in Sat-

tion scenario, we aimed to quantify the degree of Mercury’s

urn’s ionosphere, also a first. Due to COVID-19 however,

surface erosion by numerous small asteroidal impacts so

these observations were cancelled by the telescope/instru-

that our results can be directly compared with the future

ment staff (in April 2020 for Keck and September 2020

observations by BepiColombo (Hyodo & Genda 2020 ApJ;

for IRTF), delaying these key projects. Details: the upper

Hyodo et al. 2021a, Icarus). We also reviewed the current

atmospheres of exoplanets are the most extended (and

understanding of Mercury’s surface (Rothery et al. 2020,

highest) layer we can see from Earth and understanding

SSR).

+

them is a key component in the search of exoplanetary life.

Planetesimals, about 100~1,000 km in size, are the

Our Saturn goals were to observe the electrically charged

fundamental building blocks of planets and small bodies

water product H3O+ in the Saturn ionosphere for the first

such as asteroids and comets. Planetesimals are thought

time: to estimate the amount of water leaving Saturn’s rings

to be formed from small particles (e.g., micron-sized dust

and entering the planet, helping to constrain the lifetime of

or centimeter-sized pebbles) in a protoplanetary disk. How-

the rings (currently we estimate 300 million years). I applied

ever, formation of planetesimals is very poorly understood

for both of these observing campaigns and was successful

in the current planet formation study. This year, by studying

in getting the telescope time for both in FY2021.

the gas-pebble interaction within a protoplanetary disk, we

At the end of FY2020 (early 2021) I have been looking

proposed that planetesimals could be formed by runaway

at archive data for Saturn from 1990-2020 in order to see

accumulation of pebbles around the snow line (Hyodo et al.

how the upper atmosphere varies over long periods of

2021b, A&A; Ida et al. 2021, A&A) or by a newly discovered

time. Temperatures seems to increase near Saturn equinox

mechanism, called the “no-drift” mechanism (Hyodo et al.

in 2010 and begin to decrease strongly until 2020 for un-

2021c, A&A).

known reasons: I plan to report this long-term result paper
during FY2021.

Published Research in FY2020:
-

Published Research in FY2020:
-

(2021)

L. Moore et al., Philos Trans A Math Phys Eng Sci,
378(2187), (2020)

https://doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361/202040031
-

https://doi.org/10.1098/rsta.2020.0100
-

https://doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361/202039705
-

trobiology Decadal Survey 2023-2032. ffhal-03017582,

https://doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361/202039894
-

R. Hyodo et al., ICARUS, Vol. 354, 114064 (2021)

-

R. Hyodo & H. Genda., The Astrophysical Journal, Vol.

HYODO Ryuki

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2020.114064

and evolution of Mercury and planetesimal formation. Brief

898(1), 30 (2020)

descriptions are as follows.
Mercury is the innermost planet in the solar system and
BepiColombo, the joint European-Japanese mission to
Mercury, was launched in 2018 and will enter Mercury

R. Hyodo et al., Astronomy & Astrophysics, Vol. 646,
A14 (2021)

(2020)

For the FY2020, I focused on the two main themes: origin

S. Ida et al., Astronomy & Astrophysics, Vol. 646, A13
(2021)

Hsu et al., Ice Giants – The Return of the Rings: A
Science White Paper for the Planetary Science and As-

R. Hyodo et al., Astronomy & Astrophysics, Vol. 645, L9

https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab9897
-

D. Rothery, M. Massironi, G. Alemanno, et al. (inc. R.
Hyodo), Space Science Reviews, 216, 66 (2020)
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11214-020-00694-7

orbit in 2025. The mission will study Mercury’s surface in
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6. R&D at Groups of Fundamental Technology for Space Science
a. Inter-University Research and Facility Management Group
To promote space science activities in Japan, JAXA main-

ratory. Opportunities to use these facilities are announced

tains and operates the facilities that constitute the Inter-

annually, and the proposals are reviewed and approved by

University Research System. Researchers at public and

the program advisory committees as shown in the table,

private universities are able to utilize these facilities, such

“Domestic Joint Research”, on p.108. The Inter-University

as the Space Chamber Laboratory, Hypervelocity Impact

Research and Facility Management Group collaborates

Facility, and Supersonic and Subsonic Wind Tunnel Labo-

with researchers to maximize their scientific achievements.

b. Test and Operation Technology Group
The Test and Operation Technology Group is responsible

• Support for RV-X testing.

for the development of testing technologies and the opera-

• Support for Scientific Balloons.

tion of the testing facilities for spacecraft assembly test

• Upgrade of the testing technologies and the operations

equipment (mechanical environmental testing, structural
testing, thermal vacuum testing, anechoic chamber testing,
attitude control testing, magnetic shield testing, side-jet

of the test facilities.
• Support for improvement of the scientific satellite development environment.

reaction control subsystem testing, and clean rooms). The
Group members also participate in the projects, the pre-

2. Effects and Impacts

projects, and the working groups (WG) of ISAS.

The Group contributed to:
• The standardization of the management and operation of

1. Achievements

the spacecraft assembly test equipment and streamlining

• Completion of operational system reform of spacecraft
assembly test equipment.

of the system.
• The solid development of the projects with the upgraded

• H3 rocket SRB-3 load test support.
• Epsilon-5 mechanical environment / structural function
test support.

testing technologies and the highly efficient operations of
the test facilities.
• The modification of the flight environmental test building

• Test support in RV-X ground combustion test (design
and manufacture of diffusion cylinder / thrust calibration

to improve the development environment of scientific
satellites.

equipment, repair of stand, etc.).

c. Advanced Machining Technology Group
JAXA has inaugurated the Advanced Machining Technology

improvement and accumulations of JAXA.

Group to improve front-load iterations of product development for planned aerospace missions and projects. The

1. Achievements

researchers and technical staff will team up to do as much

• We have completed the Installation of and begun using a

in-house manufacturing as possible, from experimental

machining center, NC composite turning centers, a wire

jigs to flight models, to take fullest advantage of the limited

electric discharge machine, and a contact-type three-

funding. In addition to a new numerical control (NC) ma-

dimensional measuring machine.

chine shop, we have integrated an existing machine shop,

• Introduction of a brand-new large NC turning center for

an electronics shop, and a space nano-electronics group,

larger workpieces and an NC milling machine equipped

which was a part of the Department of Spacecraft Engineer-

with a high-speed spindle.

ing, into the Advanced Machining Technology Group. The

• Improvement of the efficiency of new and old machine

restructuring has brought synergy among these groups and

shops, which feature a new layout, and improved job

has sped up the R&D process. The group participates in

safety with well-routed working traffic lines.

the development of devices incorporating nano-electronics,

• Specialist staff who work in the nano-electronics clean-

designs circuits, and performs top-quality machining with

room are completely trained in maintenance manage-

its NC machines. The group is making effective use of its

ment and safety.

R&D funding and will greatly contribute to the technological

This document is provided by JAXA.
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2. Effects and Impacts
• Maintaining the quick pace of setting up our production
equipment and have begun test manufacturing components already placed on order.
• Expanding the size of allowed workpieces with the intro-

New machine shop.

｜ 73

duction of our large NC turning center.
• Improving the environment that our expert staff to provide
the highest quality manufacturing services.
• We will continue training our users on safety and maintaining our record of zero accidents.

Nano-electronics cleanroom.

d. Scientific Ballooning Research and Operation Group
The Scientific Ballooning Research and Operation Group

2. Effects and Impacts

develops stratospheric balloon systems and provides flight

• Though only two out of the five originally planned experi-

opportunities for scientific observations and engineering

ments could be carried out due to the COVID-19 pan-

demonstrations. It also studies next-generation balloon

demic, those two achieved new insights and academic

systems for use in future space science.

results were presented.
• In parallel with our best efforts to secure a sufficient

1. Achievements

amount of helium gas, risk analyses in using alterna-

• The domestic balloon campaign for FY2020 was

tive hydrogen gas for ballooning were discussed. We

conducted from June 22, 2020. Originally, two scientific

confirmed that the density of the helium gas remaining

observations and three engineering demonstrations

in the balloon envelope on its recovery is non-negligible

were planned, and the campaign was scheduled to take

and found that the hydrogen gas remaining in the balloon

place from May 18. However, due to the COVID-19

envelope on its recovery is a major risk to be addressed.

pandemic, preparations had to be severely delayed, and

• Studies to increase balloon flight opportunities were

consequently, only 2 experiments, “Estimation of ‘Age of

started to compensate for the decrease in opportunities

Air’ from Multi-Clock-Tracers” and “Flight Test of Super-

due to recent climatic anomalies such as the meandering

Pressure Balloon Covered with a Diamond-Shaped Net”,
were conducted.

of the tropopause jet stream.
• Since we established a good relationship with Australian

• Since the supply of helium gas in Japan is still uncertain,

partners through the 2018 balloon campaign in Australia,

a sufficiently long lead time was given for delivery and

we carried out preparations for the next campaign in Aus-

the helium gas necessary for the FY2020 campaign was

tralia. Technical support was provided to three candidates

obtained.

selected by the Scientific Balloon Committee.

• Preparations and coordination for the next balloon

• The coordination of the balloon campaign in Australia

campaign in Australia were performed. The flight target

was continued with the contacts in Australia. The fun-

was shifted from 2021 to 2022 due to the COVID-19

damental agreement between Japan and Australia was

pandemic.

revised to postpone the campaign for a year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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Scientific Balloon experiments in FY2020
Experiment ID

Balloon Type

Science Objective

Science Principal Investigator

B20-01

B100A

Mars Airplane Balloon
Experiment (MABE)

Result

OYAMA Akira,
ISAS/JAXA

Cancelled due to the delay in
preparation caused by COVID-19.

B30B

Balloon-borne Very
Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI)
Experiment

KONO Yusuke,
NINS/NAOJ

Cancelled because no flight
opportunity was obtained due to
both climatic anomalies of
high-altitude winds and limited
campaign period shortened due
to COVID-19.

B20-03

NPB2-3

Flight Test of SuperPressure Balloon
Covered with a
Diamond-Shaped Net

SAITO Yoshitaka,
ISAS/JAXA

Launched on July 14
Highest altitude: 9.8 km
Flight duration: 40 min

B20-04

B100A

Estimation of ‘Age of Air’
from Multi-Clock-Tracers

SUGAWARA Satoshi,
Miyagi University of
Education

Launched on July 25
Highest altitude: 35.4 km
Flight duration: 2 h 55 min

FUKE Hideyuki,
ISAS/JAXA

Cancelled because dates of
compatibility tests were delayed
due to COVID-19 and a malfunction of a science instrument was
found in the late phase of the
campaign.

B20-02

BS20-02

Rubber
Balloon

Balloon Flight Test of
Thin-film-type Perovskite
Solar Cell

e. Sounding Rocket Research and Operation Group
ISAS operates three types of sounding rockets (S-310,

S-520-31 was tested successfully on the ground and the

S-520 and SS-520) and generally conducts space science

system checkout for this rocket, including RATS, was

and engineering experiments every year. The Sounding

conducted completely.

Rocket Research and Operation Group will contribute to

2. Effects and Impacts

the design and analysis for the manufacture and launch of

• A subcommittee established under the Advisory Com-

the sounding rockets in the coming fiscal year and beyond.

mittee for Space Science and the Advisory Committee

With the sounding rockets, the Group provides experimen-

for Space Engineering evaluated our sounding rocket

tal opportunities for researchers, such as opportunities for

activities. The subcommittee concluded that the Group’s

engineering verification tests and scientific observations.

publications and other scientific results in relation to
sounding rocket and balloon experiments were in line

1. Achievements

with the allocated resources.

• The payload of the detonation engine, the new space
propulsion system, developed by Nagoya University for

Future Plan
Flight Number

Experiment

Proposer

S-520-31
(Summer 2021)

Space Flight Demonstration of Detonation Engines for
Deep Space Exploration

KASAHARA Jiro,
Nagoya University

SS-520-3
(Winter 2021)

Study of the ionised atmospheric outflow process that
occurs over the polar cusp.

SAITO Yoshifumi and
ABE Takumi,
ISAS/JAXA

S-520-32
(Summer 2022)

Study of Medium Scale Traveling Ionospheric
Disturbance (MS-TID)

ASHIHARA Yuki,
National Institute of Technology
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f. Noshiro Rocket Testing Center
The Noshiro Rocket Testing Center (NTC) is one of ISAS’s

two flight campaigns are planned for a flight demonstra-

research facilities. Since 1962, different kinds of ground

tion study. In the first flight test campaign, we aim to

firing tests for solid-propellant rocket motors have been

demonstrate the pump-fed capability of a deep throttling

carried out in order to verify their performance prior to

engine, attitude control characteristics using main engine

launch. The Center has also conducted basic research on

gimbaling during lift-off and landing with powered flight,

cryogenic engines and Air Turbo Ramjet engines.

quick turnaround, etc. In 2019 and 2020, several rounds

In order to conduct the above verification studies, several

of static firing tests with a stage configuration were ex-

kinds of experimental facilities have been developed. One

amined to verify the total performance of the engine with

of these is a large-scale, sea-level static firing test stand for

LH2/LOX tanks.

one of the largest solid propellant rocket motors, the first-

• Safety technology for liquid hydrogen utilization

stage motor (M-14) for the M-V satellite launch vehicle.

Based on the New Energy and Industrial Technology De-

The maximum thrust to be tested on the stand is 450 tonf.

velopment Organization’s (NEDO) supporting research

For the purpose of testing the upper stage motors, a large-

program, the actual behavior and risk assessment of very

volume vacuum firing test chamber was built to achieve

highly pressurized hydrogen were studied to improve

a low-pressure environment during solid motor firing. The

safety regulations for fuel cell vehicles and hydrogen

second- and third-stage motors for the M-V (M-24, M-25,

infrastructures, such as supply stands. Cryo-compressed

M-34, and M-35) together with various sizes of kick mo-

hydrogen leakage diffusion was also investigated.

tors, such as the KM-P, KM-M, KM- V1, KM-V2, etc., were

• The experimental apparatus was able to supply hydrogen

repeatedly tested in the vacuum environment. The volume

at 90 MPa and various temperatures. The measurement

of the chamber is approximately 475 m3 with a maximum

criteria included hydrogen concentration distribution,

thrust capability of 150 tonf.

blast pressure, flame length, and radiant heat. In addi-

NTC also has cryogenic test facilities, primarily for the

tion, high-speed camera observation was carried out to

development of liquid propellant engines and Air Turbo

investigate the near-field cryogenic hydrogen jet at su-

Ramjet engines. Recently, the Center developed very

percritical pressure. Based on the above considerations,

highly pressurized liquid hydrogen test facilities, which sup-

an extinguisher mechanism was simulated, and risk

plied more than 90 MPa of pressure. Using these facilities,
the Center examined the characteristics of high-pressure

assessment of hydrogen treatment was performed.
• Liquid hydrogen loading system

liquid hydrogen in order to perform a risk assessment of

As a research program of the Cross-ministerial Strategic

hydrogen treatment for fuel cell vehicles and their supply

Innovation Promotion Program (SIP by JST), swivel joints

stands.

and emergency release systems for liquid hydrogen
were developed and demonstrated. In 2019 and 2020,

1. Achievements

explosive phenomena were carefully observed in gases

• Advanced rocket engines

leaking from emergency release mechanisms, and

In order to meet the progressive requirements of future
and near-future transportation systems, the Center has
actively tested advanced rocket engine systems with new

further investigations of sealing materials for the swivel
joints were successively conducted.
• Liquid hydrogen cooled HTC superconductors

propellants to better understand performance levels. An

High Tc (HTC) superconductors, including MgB2, have

N2O/ethanol liquid engine with a ceramic-based nozzle

been tested with the support of the Advanced Low Car-

composite was developed for storable and non-toxic

bon Technology Research and Development Program

propulsion of small satellites. A hybrid rocket motor has

(ALCA by JST) and showed excellent properties below

also been examined to reduce safety requirements at the

the temperature of liquid hydrogen. The liquid hydrogen

launch site. In the experiment of FWT (Filament Winding

showed high latent heat and low viscosity coefficient.

Test), inexpensive rocket motors with carbon fibers that

The Center also investigated the thermal properties of a

are manufactured using general purpose materials have

prototype generator using HTC materials.

been tested to grasp its basic performance. In FWT-3
and FWT-4, different sizes of solid propellant motors, with

2. Effects and Impacts

propellant mass of 300 kg and 1,000 kg, respectively,

NTC has many unique facilities for experimental verification

were successfully examined.

of transportation technologies and cryogenic properties.

• Lift-off and landing tests of reusable vehicles

The static firing test stand has a maximum thrust capability

The design and development of the reusable rocket vehi-

of more than 450 tonf, making it the largest facility in Japan.

cle RV-X is in progress based on the technical outcomes

The vacuum firing test chamber has a volume of more

obtained from ISAS RV-X-related studies. Currently,

than 450 m3, also making it the biggest facility of its kind in

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Japan. Moreover, NTC has the only very highly pressurized

NTC and borne fruitful results. In 2020, at least one of the

liquid hydrogen supply facility in Japan. As a result, a large

NTC facilities was in operation for more than 160 days in

number of experimental studies have been conducted at

total without one human accident being reported.

g. Akiruno Research Center
The Akiruno Research Center aims to carry out vari-

of the experimental facilities were conducted to maintain

ous basic and educational experiments to develop key

their conditions.

components of rocket and/or satellite systems. Its unique
experimental facilities support ISAS’s basic research activi-

2 Effects and Impacts

ties and projects.

• An electric and chemical hybrid propulsion system for
deep space exploration was successfully demonstrated

1. Achievements

and basic data to achieve design methodology for the

• An electric and chemical hybrid thruster was demonstrated in a vacuum and air at High-Altitude Testing
Stand (HATS).

thruster system was acquired.
• The basic combustion characteristic of solid propellant
for Epsilon S satellite launcher at low pressure was suc-

• Low pressure combustion experiments for the rocket
motor design of Epsilon S satellite launcher. The combustion speed of solid propellant at low pressure was
measured by an X-ray imaging device.

cessfully acquired. The measured data will be used in
the basic design of Epsilon S satellite launcher.
• For future space debris regulation, combustion experiments of three kinds of newly designed solid propellants

• Research on reducing the size of slug in the exhaust

were tested in a vacuum. The combustion velocities and

gas of a solid propellant rocket motor was carried out.

size of expelled slug particles were measured by high

The combustion speed and size of expelled slug during

speed camera images.

combustion experiments were measured at various pres-

• Combustion experiments of φ250 solid rocket motor

sures by high speed video camera imaging. Three kinds

were conducted in a vacuum at HATS to examine the

of solid propellants for lower slug size were tested.

validity of the design concept of three kinds of solid

• Combustion experiments of φ250 solid rocket motor

propellant for lower space debris. Three types of solid

were conducted in a vacuum at HATS to elucidate thrust

propellants and two types of nozzle shapes were tested.

performance and slug size. Three kinds of solid propel-

A total of six rocket motors were combusted in a vacuum.

lants and two types of nozzles were tested. A total of

The sizes of expelled slug particles and slug particles

six Φ250 size rocket motors were combusted under low

that remained in the rocket motors were examined for the

pressure environments at HATS

design of the lower debris solid propellant rocket motors.

• To support basic research activities, reliable inspections

h. Science Satellite Operation and Data Archive Unit
The Science Satellite Operation and Data Archive Unit (C-

named Automatic Telemetry MOnitor Software (ATOMS),

SODA) is in charge of the development and operation of

was delivered to Sprint-A, ERG, MMO and Hayabusa2.

the ground infrastructure for science spacecraft operation

1.2 Effects and Impacts

and data archives. C-SODA also makes space science data

• All spacecraft in orbit or transit—ARASE, Hayabusa2,

available to the public to enhance the scientific outcome of

HISAKI, AKATSUKI, HINODE and GEOTAIL—have been

JAXA programs.

operating safely.
• The new grand station, Misasa 54 m deep space antenna, had been evaluated for the start of the operation

1. Science Satellite Operation
1.1 Achievements

of Hayabesa2 and MMO.

• We supported Hayabusa2’s Earth return operation in the

2. Accumulation and Provision of Space Science Data
2.1 Achievements

spacecraft control room and the operation for the recov-

• C-SODA developed, maintained and operated the

• C-SODA provided ground systems for ISAS scientific
space missions and supported their mission operations.

ery of samples acquired on asteroid Ryugu.
• New spacecraft warning system software, which is

space science Data ARchive and Transmission System
(DARTS) to maximize scientific outcomes from archival
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science missions that are open to the public in a systematic manner and common data format, which helps to
maximize the scientific outcome from the data, expands

2.2 Effects and Impacts

the scope of use and contributes to third-party verification

• DARTS maintains a large number of datasets from space

of observation results.

i. Lunar and Planetary Exploration Data Analysis Group

Figure 1. A screen shot of the Hayabusa2 ONC data search system “JADE”.
It consists of three panels (search condition, search result, and celestial object display from left to right).

Our Group is conducting high-level processing and
analyses dealing with a large amount of observation data

developing a technique for producing a DEM using stereo
photogrammetry with low solar altitude.

obtained by lunar and planetary explorations. We aim to

• We have developed a web service, called JADE, that en-

maximize the results of lunar and planetary explorations by

ables easy search/retrieval of Hayabusa2 ONC data on

providing data analyses that support the mission planning

a browser (see Figure 1). Additionally, the Kaguya data

and planetary exploration strategies, and by providing high-

integrated analysis system (KADIAS), which enables

level processing products that contribute to research into

easy viewing, acquisition, and analysis of the SELENE

planetary origins and evolution.

exploration data, has been opened to the public and
operated. The development of the next version, which

1. Achievements
• In response to individual requests from JAXA’s lunar

has more functions than the current version, was started
and a prototype was completed.

landing exploration study teams (LUPEX, manned pres-

• We are accumulating knowledge and skills to support

surized rover, lunar take-off and landing demonstration,

the archiving of the observation data acquired by various

etc.), we analyze existing remote sensing data to support

planetary exploration missions.

the development of mission scenarios.
• We have been developing new analysis techniques for

2. Effects and Impacts

exploration data in collaboration with the University of

• The analysis results presented to each lunar landing

Aizu and the University of Tokyo. The development of

exploration study team are used as important information

a shadow completion algorithm for SELENE MI images

for each exploration study to determine the exploration

with the University of Aizu has succeeded in harmonic

strategy.

completion with pixels around shadows, enabling us to

• The development of new data processing technology

analyze the lunar polar region with higher accuracy. The

has improved the accuracy of reflectance maps and

development of a terrain model (DEM) of the lunar polar

topographic data, and has enabled us to produce data

region in collaboration with the University of Tokyo has

products and analyze landing sites at a world-class level.

succeeded in producing a very high-definition DEM by

• The operation of KADIAS has enabled comprehensive
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analysis of a wide variety of lunar exploration data

private companies.

without the need for specialized knowledge of image

• From the viewpoint of higher-order data processing

processing or high performance computers, and has ex-

for scientific research, we will be able to support the

panded the range of data users, which includes domestic

telemetry configuration planning from the early stage of

and foreign students, researchers outside the field, and

instrument development.

j. Astromaterials Science Research Group
The Astromaterials Science Research Group operates the
curation facility at JAXA. The Group acquires knowledge
about planetary materials based on non-destructive and
uncontaminated analysis of extraterrestrial materials.

1. Achievements
• The Group performed the curatorial work of collecting,
describing, and storing the samples brought back by
HAYABUSA from asteroid Itokawa.
• The Group publishes a periodical special paper online
with an initial description of the Itokawa samples (i.e.,
sample catalog information). A total of 1296 samples are
included in the most recent catalog (JAXA-SP-20-004E).
• The Group made an international Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for the Itokawa samples and samples were

New clean chambers installed in a new clean room for
Hayabusa2 samples.

allocated to researchers selected by an international
AO committee. By the end of FY2020, 68 proposals had

From this consideration, it was shown that the irradiation

been accepted and 252 samples were distributed.

of charged particles may have played a major role in

• The Group conducted multiple rehearsals for accepting

the chemical evolution of sulfur and iron in the universe.

the “Hayabusa2” return samples, and successfully exe-

(T. Matsumoto, et al. “Iron whiskers on asteroid Itokawa

cuted the acceptance of the sample container containing

indicate sulfide destruction by space weathering”, Nature

the Ryugu samples.

communications, doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-14758-3,

• The initial description work for the Ryugu samples has
started.

published online on 28 Feb. 2020.)
• By analyzing the samples distributed in the international

• Technical support for future sample return missions was

AO, we detected organic matter and water on the fine

provided through the development of sampling equipment

particles brought back from asteroid Itokawa by HAYA-

and the examination of sample-receiving equipment.

BUSA. The surface material of S-type asteroid Itokawa

• Maintenance and operation of the Group’s associated
facilities and equipment.

is usually considered to correspond to LL chondrite in
chondrites, but a substance corresponding to carbona-

• Project researchers, postdoctoral fellows, and young

ceous meteorite, which is considered to be the surface

researchers were hosted, and they performed extrater-

material of C-type asteroids, is mixed in the surface.

restrial sample analysis and other studies.

In addition, the detected water content was equal to or
slightly lower than the water content generally detected in

2. Effects and Impacts

ordinary chondrites. This discovery supports the view that

The Itokawa sample analysis results obtained thus far are

asteroid Itokawa recorded the dynamic history of small

summarized as follows:

solar system bodies through material mixing between

• We found a whisker-shaped metal iron crystal on the sur-

S-type and C-type asteroids (DeMeo and Carry 2014).

face of the fine particles that HAYABUSA brought back

(Q. H. S. Chan, et al. “First Identification of Indigenous

from asteroid Itokawa, which has never been seen before

Organic Matter Alongside Water in Itokawa Particle Re-

in extraterrestrial materials. It is considered that the

turned by the Hayabusa Mission”, 51st Lunar and Plane-

whisker-like crystals of metallic iron grew due to the im-

tary Science Conference, https://ui.adsabs.harvard.

pact of the solar wind, which is a charged particle blown

edu/#abs/2020LPI....51.2230C/abstract, published online

out from the Sun, by decomposing iron sulfide (FeS).

in March 2020.)
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k. Deep Space Tracking Technology Group
1. Tracking support for the current deep space
missions

tions, we supported the operation of Usuda station and

As for the tracking support for the current deep space

deep space stations at JAXA.

missions, we have continued to work on Hayabusa2, AKAT-

• We carried out various tasks related to the 64 m antenna

SUKI, GEOTAIL, and BepiColombo.
• For Hayabusa2, tracking and orbit determination were
performed for the Earth return operation and the extended mission.
• Regarding the tracking of Hayabusa2 by NASA/DSN,

Misasa station, and we studied some possibilities for future

at the Usuda station and supported the operation of
spacecraft such as Hayabusa2.
• We supported the start-up and maintenance work of
the 54 m antenna (GREAT) at the Misasa station, and
contributed to the start of the operation of Hayabusa2.

from the Earth return phase to the extended mission

• We examined the future development of deep space

phase, we coordinated the use of DSN stations with the

stations, including the successor station to Uchinoura,

person in charge on the DSN side. Regarding the opera-

and summarized user requests. We also proceeded with

tion of the Hayabusa2 extended mission in 2021, we
adjusted the basic policy regarding how to use the DSN
station during particularly important events.

discussions with ESA on the Malargüe station.
• We proceeded with an experiment on antenna arraying
with 64 m and 54 m antennas. Signal synthesis and

• Regarding the tracking of Hayabusa2 by ESA/ESTRACK,

demodulation were successfully conducted off-line. We

we made technical adjustments with the ESA staff in

also examined a new processing device that added a

charge of ESTRACK’s Malargüe station (in Argentina)

real-time array function and reduced the price of using

and Cebreros station (in Spain).

commercial hardware in the demodulator currently used

• We carried out orbit determinations for AKATSUKI, and

in actual operation.

the orbit estimation accuracy has been improved by

We contributed to the operation of spacecraft such as

evaluating the attitude disturbance estimation and the

Hayabusa2 at the Usuda and Misasa stations. In addition,

Venus gravity model.

we were able to present specific information that will be

• We carried out orbit determinations for GEOTAIL.

helpful for the construction of deep space stations in the

• As for the BepiColombo mission, we collaborated with

future.

ESA and created antenna prediction files. In addition,
DDOR testing was performed for MPO.

4. Other issues

Regarding the operations of Hayabusa2, the Earth return,

The following works related to the tracking of the deep

reentry, and extended mission operations took place. All of

space missions were performed.

these operations were conducted successfully by carrying

• A system that converts tracking data into text format TDM

out tracking operations and orbit determination in Japan

has started operation in an actual operation environment.

and overseas. Thus, we were able to contribute to the

• Discussions on the generic cross-support agreement with

success of the Hayabusa2 mission. We also contributed to

NASA were held with the tracking network, and coordina-

other existing missions in terms of the spacecraft opera-

tion within JAXA was completed.

tions.

These tasks will make the data more versatile and make
it easier to obtain tracking support for small missions.

2. Support for future deep space missions
We performed orbit determination and communication

In addition, the following projects related to deep space

related work for future missions.

probe tracking were performed.

• We proceeded with studies related to orbit determination

• We created a system that converts tracking data into

for future missions such as SLIM, MMX, and DESTINY+.
• We conducted some tests of FM-equipped communica-

TDM in text format.
• We discussed a generic cross-support agreement with

tion systems and analysis of orbit determination for

NASA.

OMOTENASHI and EQUULEUS.

These projects may increase the versatility of the data

• Regarding NASA’s EM-1, we established an interface
for tracking support at the JAXA station and prepared for

and make it easier to obtain tracking support for small missions.

tracking support using LRO.
We contributed to the studies and experiments for future
missions.

3. Work for deep space tracking stations
Regarding the work related to domestic deep space sta-
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1. History and Mission of ISAS
As a part of JAXA, Institute of Space and Astronautical
Science (ISAS) cooperates with external research organizations, such as universities, to promote space science
research. Space science research is defined as comprising
fields of scientific research on the upper atmosphere or
beyond, as well as work in related fields that facilitates
this research. This integrated research approach includes
physical science and engineering research conducted both
in space and on the ground. Since before its integration
with JAXA, ISAS has maintained and developed an interuniversity research institute system. By utilizing this collaborative framework, ISAS has been developing and fostering
space research and launching new space science projects,
as well as conducting academic space science research as
an education resource.
The roots of ISAS can be found in the Aeronautical
Research Institute, which was first established at Tokyo
Imperial University in 1918 and was then reorganized in
1946 as the Institute of Science and Technology at the University of Tokyo. Space Research and Development (R&D)
began in 1955, with the launch of a pencil rocket by the
Avionics and Supersonic Aerodynamics research group at
the Institute of Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo.
In 1964, ISAS was established at the University of Tokyo
by integrating the Institute of Aeronautics with the sounding
rocket research group in the Institute of Industrial Science. The goal of the institute was “to carry out integrated
research on theory and application in the fields of space
science, space engineering, and aviation.”
Aeronautical space engineering and space science research was carried out mainly under the lead of ISAS, with
collaboration from researchers at various organizations,
such as other national, public, and private universities. This
collaboration, and the intellectual freedom that it promoted,
led to major achievements, such as the successful launch
of Japan’s first artificial satellite, Ohsumi, by an advanced
Lambda sounding rocket in 1970. The 1970s saw the

development of ever more sophisticated and powerful
vehicles, the Mu rockets, designed for satellite orbital insertion.
In 1981, ISAS was separated from Tokyo University and
reorganized as an inter-university research institute under
the Ministry of Education. Its objectives were “to carry out
research on theory and application in the fields of space
science and engineering, as well as serving the educational
staff of national, public, and private universities engaged in
research. Furthermore, it is to provide cooperation in graduate education at the request of national, public, and private
universities.” In 2003, JAXA was founded as an independent administrative agency by integrating three separate
institutes—ISAS, the National Space Development Agency
of Japan, and the National Aerospace Laboratory—to establish an organization that more efficiently and effectively
performs and promotes space science research, space
development, and aerospace technology R&D. The mission
of ISAS under JAXA is inter-university research, facilitation
of space science development, and graduate education.
On April 1, 2015, JAXA’s status was redefined as a national
R&D agency. To accommodate the new policy framework
and implement the new emphasis on R&D, JAXA has
been reorganized into seven directorates or Departments.
Furthermore, in July 2018, JAXA Space Exploration Center
(JSEC) was established (see the JAXA organization chart).
Following medium-term goals provided by the Minister of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, ISAS
concentrates on promoting “highly original space science
research with a respect for the autonomy of research
participants” and “space science projects using flying
objects such as satellites.” The former is of an exploratory
nature with research conducted by individuals or groups of
researchers. A representative example of the latter is scientific satellite projects, which include satellite development,
data analysis, and publication of the results.

2. Organization
As of March 31, 2021, JAXA has six Directorates, Institute
of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), Space Exploration Innovation Hub Center, JAXA Space Exploration
Center (JSEC), and other administrative departments.
ISAS has five research departments:
- Space Astronomy and Astrophysics
- Solar System Sciences
- Interdisciplinary Space Science
- Space Flight Systems
- Spacecraft Engineering
Other organizations within ISAS are the Management
and Integration Department, the ISAS Program Office,
the Center for Science Satellite Operation and Data Unit,
9 project teams, 8 groups, the Noshiro Rocket Testing
Center, and the Akiruno Experimental Facility. In addition,

the following officers and directors report to the ISAS Director General: Deputy Director General, Research Director,
Program Director of Space Science, Senior Chief Officer of
Fundamental Technology for Space Science, Director for
International Strategy and Coordination, and Director for
Education and Public Outreach (see the ISAS organization
chart).
At JAXA, a Board of Councilors advises the President
regarding space science and the nomination and selection
of candidates for Director General of ISAS. The Advisory
Council for Research and Management was established
within ISAS to select and nominate candidates for the
faculty members, as well as to efficiently operate the interuniversity research system.
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a. JAXA Organization Chart (as of March 31, 2021)
Strategic Planning and Management
Department
Evaluation and Audit Department

Work-Life Support and Diversity Office

General Affairs Department

Human Resources Department

Finance Department

Procurement Department

Public Affairs Department

President
Senior Vice President
Vice President

Space Technology Directorate I

Space Technology Directorate II

Human Spaceflight Technology Directorate

JAXA Space Exploration Center (JSEC)
International Relations and Research
Department
Business Development and Industrial
Relations Department

General Auditor

Space Transportation Technology Directorate

Chief Engineer Office
Security and Information Systems
Department

General Auditor Office

Space Exploration Innovation Hub Center
Institute of Space and Astronautical Science
(ISAS)
Aeronautical Technology Directorate

Research and Development Directorate

Safety and Mission Assurance
Department
Ground Facilities Department

Spectrum Management Office
Space Tracking and Communications
Center
Environmental Test Technology Unit

Space Education Office
Tsukuba Space Center Administration
Department
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Management and Integration
Department

Director of Management and Integration
Department
MIYOSHI Hiroshi

Associate Director General
SATO Akio
NAKASHIMA Akihiko
GOMI Jun
HISATSUNE Tatsuhiro
IZUMI Tatsushi

Board of Councilors

President, JAXA
YAMAKAWA Hiroshi
Advisory Council for Research and Management

Department of Spacecraft
Engineering
HIROSE Kazuyuki

Department of Space Flight
Systems
SHIMADA Toru

Department of Interdisciplinary
Space Science
INATOMI Yuko

Department of Solar System
Sciences
SAITO Yoshifumi

Science Satellite Operation and Data Unit
KAGAWA Hideshi

GREAT Project Team (Ground Station for Deep Space
Exploration and Telecommunication Project)
NUMATA Kenji

DESTINY+ Pre-Project Team (Demonstration and
Experiment of Space Technology for Interplanetary
Voyage with Phaethon Flyby and Dust Science
Pre-Project Team)
TAKASHIMA Takashi

XRISM Project Team (X-Ray Imaging and
Spectroscopy Mission Project Team)
MAEJIMA Hironori

Deep Space Tracking Technology Group
YOSHIKAWA Makoto

Astromaterials Science Research Group
USUI Tomohiro

Lunar and Planetary Exploration Data Analysis Group
SATO Hiroyuki

Akiruno Experimental Facility
GOTO Ken

Hayabusa 2 Project Team
TSUDA Yuichi

SLIM Project Team (Smart Lander for Investigating
Moon Project Team)
SAKAI Shinichiro

Noshiro Rocket Testing Center
ISHII Nobuaki

Sounding Rocket Research and Operation Group
HABU Hiroto

Scientific Ballooning Research and Operation Group
FUKE Hideyuki

Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroscope for Exospheric
Dynamics Project Team
YAMAZAKI Atsushi

Bepi Colombo Project Team
OGAWA Hiroyuki

SOLAR-B Project Team
SHIMIZU Toshifumi

Advanced Machining Technology Group
OKADA Norio

Test and Operation Technology Group
MORITA Yasuhiro

GEOTAIL Project Team
SAITO Yoshifumi
ASTRO-EII Project Team
ISHIDA Manabu

Inter-University Research and Facility Management Group
NONAKA Satoshi

Senior Chief Officer of Satellite Navigation Technology
MORITA Yasuhiro

ISAS Program Office
MOKUNO Masaaki

Program Director of Space Science
SATO Eiichi

Director for Education and Public
Outreach
FUJIMOTO Masaki

Director for International
Strategy and Coordination
TOKAKU Yoshio

Department of Space Astronomy
and Astrophysics
YAMADA Toru

Research Director
YOSHIDA Tetsuya

Deputy Director General,
Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science
FUJIMOTO Masaki

Director General, Institute of
Space and Astronautical Science
KUNINAKA Hitoshi
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b. ISAS Organization Chart (as of March 31, 2021)
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3. Operation
The Advisory Council for Research and Management and

ISAS. Upon the advice of the director general, an evalua-

the Board of Councilors were established to oversee the

tion committee was established for evaluation of the plans

interuniversity research system and obtain advice from ex-

for Competitive Middle-Class missions, and SILVIA (Space

ternal scholars on ISAS business plans and other important

interferometer laboratory voyaging towards innovative ap-

issues regarding space science research at ISAS. In addi-

plications) was recommended as a candidate. Furthermore,

tion, various in-house and research committees composed

to make proposals for future space science projects more

of researchers from all over Japan have been established

effectively, a Mission Category Task Force was established

to review, for example, collaborative research plans.

in collaboration between both Committees, which will make
proposals for requirements, cost caps, and frequency for

Advisory Committees

four categories: Strategic Large-Class missions, Competi-

ISAS has two advisory committees: the Advisory Com-

tive Middle-Class missions, Strategic International Collabo-

mittee for Space Science and the Advisory Committee for

ration Projects, and Small Projects.

Space Engineering. Its main responsibility is to oversee the
conduct of academic research and related work on space

1.2 Strategic R&D

science in cooperation with universities and in consultation

For new initiatives (i.e., “pre-project”), WGs conduct R&D

with the ISAS Director General.

to address technical issues that may obstruct the path to

The Sounding Rocket Technical Committee, Committee

achieving mission goals. Research proposals are consid-

for Space Biology and Microgravity Science, Committee

ered by open application, and research funds are allocated

on Scientific Ballooning, and Committee for International

after review. Progress reports are shared within the ISAS

Space Exploration were also organized under the Advisory

community and confirmed by the Committee members, and

Committee for Space Science and the Advisory Committee

feedback is provided as necessary.

for Space Engineering. The Curation Technical Committee
was organized under the Advisory Committee for Space

Working group activities and status are summarized below.

Science, while the Space Transportation System Committee was established under the Advisory Committee for

Ongoing Working Groups (WGs):

Space Engineering.

[Competitive Middle-class Projects]
-

1. Advisory Committee for Space Science
The Advisory Committee for Space Science formulates research plans and reviews technical issues related to space

search System (FACTORS)
-

science. The ninth fiscal period for the Committee started in
FY2019 and continued in FY2020.

Frontiers of Formation, Acceleration, Coupling, and
Transport Mechanisms Observed by Outer Space RePhysics of Energetic and Non-thermal plasmas in the X
(=magnetic reconnection) region (PhoENiX)

-

Broadband X-ray High-sensitivity Imaging Spectrometer
(FORCE) WG

1.1 Developing Missions on the Roadmap for
Space Science and Exploration

-

To enhance mission development, the Committee promoted

-

working group (WG) activities and research group (RG)
activities and urged the relevant parties to proceed with

Superconducting Submillimeter-Wave Limb Emission
Sounder (SMILES-2) WG
High-z Gamma-ray Bursts for Unraveling the Dark Ages
Mission (HiZ-GUNDAM) WG

-

Orbiter and EDL demonstration mission for space

necessary research and development activities. In FY2020,

weather, climate, and aquatic environment (MACO:

the committee held a WG chief meeting, confirmed the

Mars Aqueous-environment and Space Climate Orbiter)

progress of mission proposals through a year-end evalu-

WG

ation, gave feedback about such WG activities, and sup-

-

ported activities around the development of new missions.
The Advisory Committee for Space Science, in collabora-

Life-environmentology,Astronomy,and PlanetarY Ultraviolet Telescope Assembly (LAPYUTA) WG

-

tion with the Advisory Committee for Space Engineering,

Unprecedented Zipangu Underworld of the Moon Exploration (UZUME) WG

asked each community to update the goals, strategies,
and process tables of the research area, and compiled

[Small Projects]

the information in May 2020. In response to consultation

-

GEOspace X-ray imager (GEO-X) WG

from the Program Director of Space Science, the Commit-

-

Circumpolar Stratospheric Telescope(FUJIN) WG

tee has established a task force to strengthen university

-

collaboration and discuss the role and enhancement of
the space science communities, including universities and

Klypve-EUSO working group onboard International
Space Station WG

-

STORM WG
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[Strategic International Projects]

requires proof-of-principle prior to acquiring external funds,

-

such as a Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (KAKENHI).

Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)

In FY2020, 15 proposals were accepted out of 31
[Equipment Development Working Groups]

candidates in the areas of X-ray technology (6 proposals),

-

Life Detection Microscope (LDM) WG was completed at

ultraviolet technology (3), infrared technology (4), mass

the end of FY2020 due to its category change.

spectrometry technology (1), and acceleration detection
technology (1). Each of these has proceeded in coop-

Working groups whose status changed in FY2020:

eration with academic researchers outside ISAS. There

-

Hera, WSO-UV and Comet Intercepter WG was ap-

were excellent proposals common to all fields, such as

proved for Pre-phase A1b.

sensor development using CMOS and lightweight optics.

-

Life Detection Microscope (LDM) was completed as a

An achievement report was submitted prior to the end of

WG after achieving pre-defined goals.

FY2021, evaluating the plan and achievements, and the
relationship with the domestic space science community.

Notable results are listed below.

With the development of basic technologies, such as a

-

FORCE WG continued to study systems such as

lightweight X-ray telescope with thin glass attached to

satellite configuration designs, reflecting the results

CFRP and improved reflectance of extreme ultraviolet light

from satellite system examination, and aims for an

with a multilayer film, which will create innovative develop-

established solution for satellite systems, responding to

ments in space exploration, steady progress has been

the issues pointed out at the time of proposal in 2019.

made with limited financial resources.

As a key technology development, the Group completed

-

the prototype design of a small digital X-ray (SOIPIX,

2. Advisory Committee for Space Engineering

Silicon-On-Insulator pixel) detector with a built-in ADC,

The Advisory Committee for Space Engineering is a re-

started the prototype manufacturing of the device, and

search committee established to formulate research plans,

soon reached the stage where an operation test could

plan research projects, and review other technical issues

be started.

related to the engineering of hardware used to reach, travel

PhoENiX WG created a structural mathematical model

in, and perform experiments in space.

of the mission section as part of the study of the feasibility of the entire satellite, and conducted coupling

2.1 Strategic R&D

analysis with the bus section, as well as sensitivity

The objective of strategic R&D is to propose future engi-

analysis of the thermal strain of the mission section. The

neering missions involving scientific satellites and space-

group also engaged in a study to identify the thermal

craft and to conduct research in element technologies for

constraints of the high-precision optical system. As part

innovative scientific satellites, spacecraft, and rockets.

of the improvement of the accuracy of the hard-X-ray
mirrors and development of a holding mechanism, the

Working Groups:

group continued verification work through prototype

-

Transformer Spacecraft

processing of mirrors and has advanced to the point

-

Detonation Engine Kick Motor Sounding Rocket Dem-

where imaging performance can be evaluated next fis-

onstration of Putting into Orbit

cal year. For the mirror holding mechanism, the design

-

Formation Flying WG

and analysis were carried out in consideration of the

-

OPENS WG

processing method of mechanical parts and assembly

-

Study of Advanced Aero-assisted Reusable Space

with the base plate.
-

Transportation System

MACO WG has extracted issues related to planetary
protection for the onboard observation equipment, and

Operations:

listed the parts that directly influence the performance

-

Engineering research using the REIMEI satellite

and/or deterioration of the equipment after dry heat
sterilization. Issues in the development process were

Studies on Basic Hardware Technologies:

also extracted and were classified into items that should

-

be managed by the entire project and those that could

In FY2020, a total of 29 research themes advanced
their studies. Notable achievements are listed below.

not be managed by the project alone.
The achievements that have been publicly released include

1.3 Basic R&D on Onboard Equipment

66 papers, 59 presentations at international academic con-

The objective of basic R&D is to develop onboard equip-

ferences, 283 presentations at domestic academic confer-

ment for space science observation and space experi-

ences, five Awards, five invited speeches, six patents, and

ments. These initiatives have an exploratory nature that

15 other reports (including press releases).
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Notable Achievements are listed below.
-

ment of the experimental model.

The working group for Detonation Engine Kick Motor

-

Thermal Control Device designed and prototyped a

completed the flight model of the detonation engine and

cryogenic loop heat pipe, built a thermomath model, and

the pulse detonation engine for attitude control for a

acquired technology to predict steady heat transport

flight demonstration experiment scheduled for next year.

performance. The Group also advanced the design of a

The Group confirmed that the target thrust and angular

cryogenic chamber that can maintain a low temperature

velocity change were achieved through the environ-

with no refrigerant and can be used for environmental

mental test and the ground combustion test, and further

testing of 50 cm-class satellites automatically and con-

confirmed the soundness of the system for demonstration in space and the technical feasibility of long-second
-

tinuously for 24 hours.
-

The research group for Guidance and Navigation

combustion by cooling the entire surface of the film.

Technologies for Rendezvous and Landing to Far-

The working group for Study of Advanced Aero-Assisted

Distant Celestial Bodies devised two plans (for distant

Reusable Space Transportation System proposed a

and near) suitable for on-boarding an asteroid-relative-

unique new sounding rocket centered on ISAS’s air

image-navigation algorithm that made great progress in

breather and reusable rocket technology, and carried

algorithm verification, and the FPGA prototype circuit for

out four major tasks: system research, engine prototype

the VCC algorithm manufactured in the previous year

research, engine combustion testing, and aerodynamic
element research. The Group also prepared for the

-

The research group for the Development of Cryogenic

Sounding Rocket Demonstration of Putting into Orbit

has been improved.
-

The examination of sublimable propellants for electric

engine ground combustion test planned for next fiscal

propulsion RG succeeded in operating an ion engine

year and completed the in-house production of the 10

with multiple sublimation propellants (adamantane,

kN-class air turbo rocket (ATR) engine.

camphor, and menthol) by improving the sublimation

Transformer Spacecraft WG identified a control policy

apparatus and ion source.

for maintaining orbit for a long period of time using solar
radiation pressure, derived an analytical approximate

2.2 Technical Committees

solution for one of the non-holonomic attitude control

-

tee for Space Biology and Microgravity Science, and

method. A device for an experiment on the demonstra-

Committee on Scientific Ballooning deliberated about

tion of non-holonomic attitude control was also constructed and evaluated.
-

The Sounding Rocket Technical Committee, Commit-

methods, and constructed an attitude change planning

application screening and research plans.
-

The research group for Technical Demonstration of

proceeded with discussions on science in the Artemis

Atmospheric Entry System with Deployable Flexible
Aeroshell has completed the verification test of each

The Committee for International Space Exploration
program.

-

The Space Transportation System Committee devel-

function using engineering models and the design and

oped a research plan for a space transport system for

manufacture of the flight model for the microsatellite

the space science community.

BEAK, which is scheduled to be launched next fiscal

Other issues such as how to proceed with future space

year. For the sounding rocket recovery module called

science more than 10 years from now, and what the

RATS, the Group also conducted experiments required

framework should be, were examined by the Committee for

for the design and functional verification, acquired vari-

space science future framework.

ous data, and reflected them in the design and develop-

4. ISAS Program Office
a. Overview
ISAS projects and experiments are executed by relatively

provides effective support to Working Groups (WGs) in the

small teams with highly skilled members who are undertak-

early phases of projects.

ing challenging missions. Shared support and strategic

The following are some specific activities of the ISAS Pro-

program activities that take a bottom-up approach are

gram Office:

crucial for the reliable implementation of these projects.

(1) Support for projects and experiments:

The ISAS Program Office was thus established to

Consultation services and interfacing with related de-

provide interdepartmental support for various project teams
while utilizing limited human resources. The Office also

partments.
-

Collaboration in planning and preparation for manage-
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science projects.

Other activities related to project implementation and

(4) Support for the selection of competitive missions.

specific technical challenges.

(5) Secretarial services for technical reviews and evalua-

(2) Sharing information related to projects and experiments
and providing risk-management services.

tions of space science projects.
(6) Support for the Chief Engineer Office.

(3) Developing implementation methods suitable for space

b. Summary of Work in FY2020
1. Support for Space Science Projects

ment. Various experts were also involved in these meetings

Project Support by the Program Office

and detailed discussions about technical topics were

WGs include many members who are not part of JAXA

conducted from the perspective of project management.

and have little experience in space science projects. Thus,

The Office also held another monthly meeting to confirm

providing support during the early phase of project planning

the status of projects in on-orbit operations and to coordi-

is essential to minimize problems that may arise in the

nate technical demonstration activities at ISAS.

development phase. Therefore, the Office mainly supports
scientific goals, setting mission requirements that support

3. Implementation Procedures for Space Science Projects

those goals, verifying the adequate selection of system

Reflecting the project management reform of JAXA fol-

requirements, identifying issues and risks, and developing

lowing the Astro-H incident, the Program Office developed

risk-management measures.

implementation procedures for space science projects,

the initial phases of project activities, such as clarifying

In FY2020, we supported the LiteBIRD, OKEANOS (Solar

especially for initial phases.

Power Sail), SPICA, small-JASMINE, Solar- C(EUVST),

The reformed project management protocol has adopted

HiZ-GUNDAM, OMOTENASHI, Destiny+, SLIM, and XRISM

the Concept Maturity Level (CML) as a yardstick for mis-

projects.

sion concept development in addition to the Technology

Solar-C(EUVST) was selected as the Competitive MiddleClass mission #4.

Readiness Level (TRL). Implementation for Space Science
Projects also uses both yardsticks.

ISAS made significant effort to establish the Strategic
the Strategic L-Class and Competitive M-Class missions.

4. Support for the selection of Competitive MClass Missions

We supported Hera/TIRI, WSO-UV/UVSPEX, Roman-J,

The Program Office plays two roles in mission selection.

Comet Interceptor-J, Dragonfly-J, and Athena-J.

The Office supports candidates, helping them to arrange

International Collaboration mission as the category next to

their ideas in the form of proposal materials that are comProject Support by SE and PM Senior Experts

patible with the CML yardstick. Second, the Office serves

The Program Office has selected experts to provide

as secretariat of the review panel. In Aug. 2020, Space

sensible support for space science projects and WGs.

Interferometer Laboratory Voyaging towards Innovative

These experts provide advice and suggestions to improve

Applications (SILVIA) was selected as a candidate for the

systems engineering (SE) and project management (PM)

Competitive M-Class mission.

during the technical meetings organized by each project
team. The experts mainly consist of retired JAXA staff who

5. Evaluation of Space Science Projects

are experienced in system development for satellites and

The Program Office serves as the secretariat for project re-

spacecraft.

view and evaluation meetings at ISAS, in cooperation with
the Management and Integration Department. In FY2020,

2. Issue tracking for projects and technical
activities

the Office worked with project teams to prepare review
materials for the following projects (project status or activity

The Program Office organized monthly progress-report

follows the project name):

meetings to monitor progress, challenges, and risks in all

-

DESTINY+: SRR, SDR

projects under development, and to ensure that information

-

WSO-UV/UVSPEX: MDR/Project Preparation Review

is shared among projects. These meetings include the Di-

-

Hera/TIRI: MDR/Project Preparation Review

rector General, Deputy Director General, Program Director,

-

Roman-J: MDR/ Project Preparation Review

and Director of the Management and Integration Depart-
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5. Safety and Mission Assurance Officer
In July 2017, the position of Safety and Mission Assurance

member of the ISAS Safety Review Committee, while other

(S&MA) Officer was established under the direction of the

S&MA members were involved in the operation of the Com-

Senior Chief Officer of Safety and Mission Assurance in

mittee.

response to organizational changes made in strengthening

The ISAS Safety Review Committee has two roles in the

the independent evaluation system. The S&MA Officer is

safety review meeting for research on large-scale experi-

mainly responsible for evaluation in the design review of

ments and the safety evaluation of small experiments.

projects independent of ISAS, and the review support of

In FY2020, we ensured the ground safety and flight safety

the ISAS Safety Review Board. As for the evaluation, we

of a sounding rocket experiment and Hybrid rocket engine

responded to a total of 36 review meetings during FY2020,

test, while holding six safety review meetings at ISAS.

for projects such as XRISM and SLIM. The S&MA opera-

In addition, 11 safety review meetings were conducted

tions are to be performed independently of ISAS; however,

in FY2019 for small-scale combustion experiments at the

the ISAS Safety Review Committee continues to be oper-

Noshiro Rocket Testing Center and other test sites, which

ated by S&MA. The S&MA Office was involved as a jury

ensured and improved safety.

6. Budget
(in 1,000 JPY)
ISAS Budget
Operating Expense Grants
Facility maintenance subsidy
Total

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

11,472,233

14,017,719

14,602,929

2,048,725

2,252,268

0

13,520,958

16,269,987

14,602,929

308,265

348,969

572,116

51,731

65,007

59,775

868,792

326,421

289,668

67,977

75,768

318,585

7,819

19,125

8,250

External Funds
Grant-in-aid for scientific research (KAKENHI)
“Grant-in-aid for scientific research (Accepted share of expenses)”
Funded research
Cooperative research with private sector
Earmarked donations
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7. ISAS Sagamihara Campus and Related Facilities
The Sagamihara Campus was established in April 1989 as

JAXA’s Facilities related to ISAS

the core ISAS facility. The campus, which is located in a

Uchinoura Space Center

quiet suburb about 40 km away from Tokyo with beautiful

Location:

views of the Tanzawa Mountains, contains the Research

1791-13 Minamikata, Kimotsuki-cho, Kimotsuki-gun,

and Administration Buildings, the Flight Environment Test

Kagoshima

Building, the Wind Tunnel Facility Building, the Research

lat 31° 15′ 05″ N long 131° 04′ 34″ E

and Laboratory Building, etc., where tests are performed

Site: 718,662m2

for basic R&D and verification of onboard instruments for

Gross floor area: 16,117m2

launch vehicles and satellites. JAXA Space Exploration

Usuda Deep Space Center

Innovation Hub Center’s main office and the JAXA Space

Location:

Education Center are also located on the Sagamihara

1831-6 Omagari, Kamiodagiri, Saku, Nagano

Campus.

lat 36° 07′ 59″ N long 138° 21′ 43″ E

One of the functions of the Sagamihara Campus is to
provide graduate education programs for the next generation of researchers and engineers. In addition, with the aim

Site: 97,111m2
Gross floor area: 3,089m2
Taiki Aerospace Research Field

of promoting and accelerating inter- university research

Location:

activities. researchers gather from universities across

Taiki Multi-Purpose Aerospace Park169 Bisei,

the country to perform a variety of research projects. The

Taiki-cho, Hiroo-gun, Hokkaido

Sagamihara Campus also invites researchers from various

lat 42° 30′ 00″ N long 143° 26′ 30″ E Site: 90,357m2

countries and functions as a space research center, con-

Gross floor area: 4,554m2

tributing to the progress of space science internationally.

Tsukuba Space Center
Location:

ISAS Facilities

2-1-1 Sengen, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki

Sagamihara Campus (ISAS)
Location:
3-1-1 Yoshinodai, Chuo-ku,
Sagamihara, Kanagawa
lat 35° 33′ 30″ N long 139° 23′ 43″ E
Site: 73,001m2
Gross floor area: 58,733m2
Noshiro Rocket Testing Center
Location:
Asanai, Noshiro, Akita
lat 40° 10′ 10″ N long 139° 59′ 31″ E
Site: 61,941m2
Gross floor area: 3,633m2
Akiruno Experimental Facility
Location:
1918-1 Sugao, Akiruno, Tokyo
lat 35° 45′ 14″ N long 139° 16′ 24″ E
Site: 2,008m2
Gloss floor area: 698m2
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1. International Collaboration
Space is a common frontier for all of humanity, and many

was released. At the following Japan-Australia Leaders’

of the world’s countries have worked together on a variety

VTC Meeting, “Hayabusa2” was highlighted as a symbol of

of space science missions over the years. Japan also sees

Japan-Australia cooperation. In August, after a year of re-

international collaboration as an important means of pursu-

view by the ASA, JAXA received the Authorisation of Return

ing space science missions and the nation has long been at

of Overseas-Launched Space Object (AROLSO) for the

the forefront of diverse areas of space science on a global

Hayabusa2 re-entry capsule from the Australian Minister for

level.

Industry, Science, and Technology.

As a national pivot point for inter-university activities,

Amid the continued travel ban due to the spread of CO-

ISAS must continue to play a central role in creating excel-

VID-19, with the ASA acting as a coordinator, ISAS gained

lent outer space exploration missions that win support from

cooperation from relevant ministries and the South Austra-

the space science community at home and abroad. To

lian Government so that the recovery operation could take

this end, close communication and cooperation with our

place in December. The travelers, including the members

international colleagues are extremely important.

of NASA’s Hayabusa2 Airborne Re-entry Observation Cam-

The international collaboration will benefit space science

paign, were granted a special exemption to enter Australia.

missions in many ways. Firstly, it can provide a means to

The capsule was successfully recovered and transported to

realize more significant aerospace exploration efforts while

Japan according to the plan. In Woomera, the head of the

reducing costs. Rather than to limit the scope to Japan-

ASA as well as the Japanese Deputy Minister visited and

supported missions, we believe it is far more beneficial to

viewed the site. Additionally, the Australian Ambassador

expand our horizons and take advantage of the superior

to Japan visited the Sagamihara Campus to express con-

observational equipment of other countries and to encour-

gratulations for the successful capsule recovery at a press

age others to use our facilities, in order to enhance the

conference.

value of all missions.

Furthermore, based on the Implementing Agreement

Secondly, the international collaboration will offer the

signed with National Center for Space Studies (CNES),

space science community more opportunities, despite the

CNES provided the infrared spectroscopy microscope

tight financial conditions that limit the frequency of space

(MicrOmega) to be equipped in the JAXA Extraterrestrial

science missions. Accordingly, we choose to invite inter-

Samples Curation Center. MicrOmega improves the

national colleagues on our missions and/or send members

performance of the analysis of asteroid samples and is

of our community along on theirs, thereby enriching the

being utilized in the initial sample analysis. The sample will

community base, which is fundamental to realizing value in

be provided to the Japanese researchers and NASA for

the field of space science.

analysis, and JAXA is to receive a sample from asteroid

Thirdly, the international collaboration encourages mem-

Bennu collected by NASA’s OSIRIS-REx. In the extended

bers of the Japanese space science community to work

mission, Hayabusa2 continues to be supported by NASA’s

with a diverse range of supremely talented people, which

DSN stations.

stimulates our intelligence base and facilitates exposure to

Other international collaborations are in development.

more scientific data, thus paving the way to new scientific

It was imperative for NASA and the related US personnel

knowledge and innovation in aerospace technologies.

to travel to Japan in support of the X-Ray Imaging and

Given the importance of all of this, ISAS needs to further

Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM) to work on critical activities.

engage in strategic discussions with space agencies,

The US and Japanese governments coordinated counter-

research institutes, and universities abroad in order to

measures for travel restrictions due to COVID-19 and, as a

strengthen our ties with our prominent counterparts around

result, mission critical activities were being handled in time.

the world.

Coordination toward the launch, including for NASA person-

Despite the restrictions such as travel bans imposed

nel to travel to Japan, will be undertaken.

due to COVID-19, ISAS pursued numerous international

Multifaceted international cooperation is being promoted

initiatives of various kinds throughout FY2020. The main

with NASA, ESA, CNES, and German Aerospace Center

feature in international collaboration initiatives for ongoing

(DLR) regarding the Martian Moons Exploration (MMX)

missions is the Hayabusa2 capsule recovery mission that

project. With its approval as a JAXA project in February

took place in Woomera, Australia. At the bilateral meeting

2020, JAXA coordinated with NASA to realize the Imple-

between the Australian Space Agency (ASA) and JAXA,

menting Agreement to begin full development of MMX.

a Memorandum of Cooperation was signed by the heads,

Further, at the online bilateral meeting with ESA in February

and a joint statement acknowledging that the agencies

2021, an agreement was concluded for ESA to provide

would work closely toward the re-entry and recovery of the

JAXA with onboard communication components for the

“Hayabusa2” capsule scheduled for December 6, 2020

probe, to assist in satellite tracking control, and to contrib-
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ute through science cooperation. The science cooperation

through the provision of instruments for DLR and the Swed-

includes provision of a CNES-DLR jointly developed rover,

ish National Space Agency (SNSA) in the ESA-led Jupiter

CNES’s near infrared spectrometer, and expertise in Flight

Icy Moons Exploration (JUICE) mission, and the provision

Dynamics according to project progress.

and testing of hardware for the launch are in progress.

Coordination with NASA for cooperation on Smart Lander

For the next NASA flagship mission, mission studies of

for Investigating Moon (SLIM) is underway to obtain DSN

the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope, formerly known

tracking support and accommodation of the laser retrore-

as WFIRST, are in progress in cooperation with NASA,

flector.

including with respect to observation equipment provision,

Regarding missions in the study phase, for Lite (Light)
satellite for studies of B-mode polarization and Inflation

ground telescope observation, ground station reception,
etc.

from cosmic background Radiation Detection (LiteBIRD),

Hera is an ESA-led international planetary defense

which was selected for the 2nd strategic Large-Class mis-

mission to carry out observations of the Asteroid Impact &

sion, international coordination was promoted for coopera-

Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mission jointly conducted

tion with the U.S. and Europe (CNES, ESA, etc.) Space

by the U.S. and Europe. An agreement stipulating JAXA’s

Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA)

contribution to the mission by providing a thermal infrared

has been a future candidate of ISAS Strategic Large-class

camera based on the success of Hayabusa2 as well as

mission. While the mission has been under study with Eu-

science collaboration was concluded in February 2021 as a

rope for the upcoming selection as ESA’s 5th medium-class

result of coordination. The consideration of potential coop-

mission (M5), it is concluded that budgetary constraints are

eration was advanced regarding World Space Observatory

intractable for both agencies. ESA and JAXA jointly decided

Ultraviolet (WSO-UV) with the Institute of Astronomy of

to no longer consider SPICA as a candidate for M5 and to

the Russian Academy of Sciences (INASAN), the Space

end the study of the mission.

Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences

In studies of Demonstration and Experiment of Space

(IKIRAS) and ISAS. Coordination of inter-agency coopera-

Technology for INterplanetary voYage Phaethon fLyby dUSt

tion with ROSCOSMOS is promoted for JAXA to provide

science DESTINY+, which is the 2nd competitively chosen

spectrometers for exoplanet observation equipment.

Medium-Class mission, DLR and JAXA have agreed to

Scientific ballooning campaigns and sounding rocket

cooperate in the development of DESTINY+ and signed the

launches have also been involved in international col-

Implementing Arrangement (IA) describing the cooperation.

laboration. The ballooning campaign for the MMX sample

The IA stipulates that DLR will provide one of the main

return capsule, which was scheduled to take place in

scientific instruments, DDA (DESTINY+ Dust Analyzer).

Alice Springs, Northern Territory of Australia in 2021, was

Additionally, international coordination was initiated for the

postponed until the first half of 2022 due to the COVID-19

Japan Astrometry Satellite Mission for INfrared Exploration

pandemic. ISAS rearranged the schedule with the Com-

(small-JASMINE), which was selected as the 3rd competi-

monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

tively chosen Medium-Class mission.

(CSIRO) and the University of New South Wales. Similarly,

Cooperation with the U.S. and Europe was promoted

the launch of SS-520-3, which was jointly planned with the

for the next-generation solar-observing satellite Solar-C

Norwegian Space Agency (NOSA) and was to be held at

EUVST (EUV High-throughput Spectroscopic Telescope),

Svalbard rocket range in Ny-Ålesund in January 2021, was

which was selected by ISAS for the 4th competitively

shelved due to the pandemic. ISAS consulted with NOSA

chosen Medium-Class mission. In December, NASA gave

and the Japanese Embassy in Norway in order to realize

approval for contributing to the Solar-C EUVST mission.

the launch campaign in November 2021 under the travel re-

The support activities are carried out to obtain necessary

strictions, and the extension of the MOU is being discussed

international cooperation for the next candidate missions.

with the NOSA.

In August, an Letter of Agreement (LOA) detailing the

In order to promote the above-mentioned international

cooperation with NASA regarding CubeSats (EQUULEUS

collaboration, in spite of the travel restrictions imposed due

and OMOTENASHI) onboard SLS (Artemis-1) was signed.

to the COVID-19 pandemic, ISAS actively held interagency

This LOA describes the mutual tracking support to be

dialogues and bilateral meetings between directors in

provided by the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) and

charge of space science by utilizing online meetings. By

the JAXA tracking stations. The launch preparation was

staying up to date with the latest developments in U.S.

discussed based on the LOA signed in 2019. Additionally,

and European space science and by presenting Japanese

the conclusion of an Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

space science plans, ISAS continues to promote further

to stipulate the post launch operation was discussed. As

international collaboration.

for strategic international projects, cooperation is underway
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a. International cooperation in satellite missions at the operational stage
Project

Launch

Magnetosphere
Observation Satellite

Jul 24,1992

GEOTAIL

Mission Overview

Cooperating partner

Partner responsibilities

GEOTAIL is a cooperative

NASA (National

Rocket launch and

mission with NASA for

Aeronautics and Space

approximately one-third of

research on the dynamics of

Administration, USA)

observation equipment.

the structure of the
magnetosphere and
participation in the
International Solar-Terrestrial
Physics (ISTP) project.

MPS (Max Planck Institute
for Solar System Research,
Germany)

Provision of the Low Energy
Particle Detector (LD) for the
High Energy Particle (HEP)
detector.

As a globally available solar
observatory, HINODE

Japan–US cooperative

observes various

development of Solar

explosions and heating

Optical Telescope (SOT),

phenomena that occur in the
solar surface and

NASA (USA)

X-ray Telescope (XRT), etc.
Also, Japan–US–UK

corona.

cooperative development of

By capturing fluctuation

the Extreme-ultraviolet

phenomena of magnetic

Imaging Spectrometer (EIS).

energy generated in the
Solar Physics Satellite
HINODE (SOLAR-B)

Sep 23, 2006

Sun’s atmosphere, we can
explore fundamental
problems from cosmic

STFC (Science and

plasma physics, such as the

Technology Facilities

origin of the corona (the

Council, UK)

Sun’s outer atmosphere),

Japan–US–UK cooperative
development of the
Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrometer (EIS).

the relation between
changes in the
electromagnetic structure of

ESA (EU), NSC

HINODE scientific data

the photosphere and

(Norwegian Space Centre,

received at a Norwegian

dynamic corona

Norway)

facility.

phenomena.
As the world’s first mission

Provision of the Deep

to thoroughly investigate the
mechanism of movement

NASA (USA)

of Venus’s atmosphere,

Space Network (DSN)
tracking for AKATSUKI,
scientific support.

AKATSUKI uses newly
developed infrared sensors
to uncover atmospheric

Participation of ESA Venus

phenomena hidden
Venus Climate Orbiter
AKATSUKI
(PLANET-C)

beneath the planet’s clouds.

ESA (EU)

Express team researchers
in cooperative research.

May 21, 2010 This will allow us to elucidate
the mechanism of Venusian
atmospheric dynamics that
cannot be explained by

Conduct radio wave

conventional meteorology
(planetary-scale highspeed winds) to obtain a
comprehensive
understanding of weather
phenomena on this planet.

occultation observation of
ISRO (India)

Venus atmosphere by
communication between
AKATSUKI and ISRO’s
DSN and JAXA’s DSN.
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Asteroid Explorer
Hayabusa2

Dec 3, 2014

A sample return mission
from the C-class asteroid
“Ryugu” that will prove the
new knowledge about the
original distribution of
materials in the solar
system and its evolutionary
process.

NASA (USA)

Deep Space Network (DSN)
tracking of Hayabusa2,
control support, asteroid
ground observation support,
OSIRIS-REx sample
provision, etc.

DLR (German Aerospace
Center, Germany)

Hayabusa2 tracking
support, microgravity
experiment support.

ASA (Australian Space
Agency), Department of
Industry, Science, Energy
and Resources, DOD
(Department of Defence)
(Australia)

Permission for sample
reclamation capsule
landing in Australia and
landing operations support.

NASA (USA)

JAXA, Saitama Univ., Univ.
of Tokyo to provide Burst
Alert Telescope (BAT).

NASA (USA),
UC Berkeley (USA)

JAXA researchers
participating as science
personnel.

Cooperative projects with overseas satellite missions

Gamma-ray Burst
Observation Mission
Swift

Swift is an international
collaboration with the US,
UK, and Italy for
Nov 20, 2004 investigating the formation
of gamma-ray bursts, the
largest known explosive
phenomena.

THEMIS is a US-led
mission, consisting of five
Magnetosphere
magnetosphere exploration
exploration satellite
satellites and full-sky
constellation THEMIS
cameras.
(Time History of Events Feb 17, 2007 Combining these with
and Macroscale
magnetosphere observation
Interactions during
equipment will elucidate the
Substorms)
occurrence mechanism of
“substorms”, the explosive
development of the aurorae.

Gamma-ray Space
Telescope Fermi

Jun 11, 2008

Fermi is an international
mission involving the US,
France, Germany, Japan,
Italy and Sweden. It will
perform observations of
NASA (USA)
black holes, neutron stars,
active galactic nuclei (AGNs),
supernova remnants and
gamma-ray bursts, the largest
known explosive phenomena.

CASSIOPE is Canada’s first
small satellite project. Its
Canadian small
main goal is elucidation of
satellite project
atmospheric outflow
CASSIOPE (CAScade,
Sep 29, 2013 mechanisms from the polar
Smallsat and
region and observations of
IOnospheric Polar
the effects of the Sun on
Explorer)
Earth’s magnetosphere and
atmosphere.

Univ. of Calgary (Canada)

Hiroshima Univ. providing
semiconductor sensors for
the gamma-ray Large Area
Telescope (LAT)

JAXA providing one of
eight E-POP observation
devices (neutral particle
analyzers).
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Korean Science &
Technology Satellite
STSAT-3

STSAT-3 is used for
atmospheric observations
Nov 21, 2013 and environmental
monitoring, as well as
galaxy observations.

Magnetospheric MultiScale Mission MMS

MMS is a NASA-led
mission. It uses
observations with ultrahigh temporal resolution from
four identically constructed
Mar 12, 2015
satellites to elucidate
magnetic reconnection and
other space plasma
phenomena that occur
near Earth.

Exploration of
energization and
Radiation in Geospace
ERG

Mercury Exploration
Mission BepiColombo

Dec 20,2016

Oct 20,2018

This mission aims at
discovering how highenergy electrons that are
repeatedly created and
destroyed in “space storms”
resulting from solar wind
disturbances are produced
in the Van Allen radiation
belt, and how these space
storms propagate.

This is the first in-depth
cooperative mission
between Japan and the
ESA, using two satellites—
the ESA’s Mercury
Planetary Orbiter “MPO”
and JAXA’s Mercury
Magnetosphere Orbiter
“MMO”—to conduct
comprehensive
observations of Mercury’s
magnetic field,
magnetosphere, interior
and surface, thereby
revealing mysteries of
Mercury’s past and present.

KASI (Korea Astronomy
and Space Science
Institute, South Korea)

JAXA providing technical
assistance for telescope
system development of the
Multipurpose Infra-Red
Imaging System (MIRIS).

NASA (USA)

JAXA providing technical
support for development of
the MMS Dual Ion Sensor
(DIS) in the Fast Plasma
Instrument (FPI).

NASA (USA)

Cooperative observation
with NASA’s “Van Allen
Probes.”

CSA (Canada)

Cooperative observation
with CSA’s “ORBITALS”
satellite.

AS (Academia Sinica,
Taiwan)

Provision of the Low- Energy
Particle Experiment (LEP-e).

ESA (EU)

MPO development, rocket
launch, etc.

CNES (Centre National
D’études Spatiales, France)

Partial provision of the
MMO- mounted Mercury
Plasma Particle Experiment
(MPPE) and Plasma Wave
Investigation (PWI)
experiments. Also, Japan–
France co-development
of Probing of Hermean
Exosphere by Ultraviolet
Spectroscopy (PHEBUS)
experiment.

IWF (Austrian Space Research Institute, Austria)

Provision of Magnetic Field
Measurement (MGF) device
on MMO.

SNSA (Swedish National
Space Agency, Sweden)

Provision of Energetic
Neutral Atom (ENA) and
Mercury Electric Field In-Situ
Tool (MEFISTO) electric field
measuring instrument.
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Provision of the Mercury
FSA (Russian Federal Space
Sodium Atmosphere Spectral
Agency, Russia)
Imager (MSASI) on MMO.
DLR (German Aerospace
Center, Germany)

Provision of the equipment
for the ion mass analyzer on
MMO.
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b. International cooperation in satellite missions at the development stage
Project

Launch

Mission Overview

Cooperating partner

Partner responsibilities

Following the termination of
ASTRO-H (HITOMI)
SXS, SXI, Mission SE,

mission, XRISM aims to
provide breakthroughs in
the study of “structure

NASA (USA)

Ground SW development,
Science Operation,
Science

formation of the universe”,
“history of flows of mass and
energy in universe”, and
“the composition and
X-ray Imaging and
Spectroscopy Mission
(XRISM)

evolution of celestial object”
FY2022
(Planned)

as well as to discover
“unprecedented science
through high resolution

ESA (EU)

SXS LHP Development,
STT Delivery, Science

x-ray spectroscopy”. In order
to achieve these science
objectives, “flows of mass and
energy and evolution of
celestial object in hot gas
plasma” is to be elucidated
through unprecedented

SRON (Netherlands)

SXS FWM/E Development,
Science

characteristic and
performance.
Aiming to demonstrate
Smart Lander for
Investigating Moon
(SLIM)

precise, pinpoint lunar
FY2022

landing. The lighter lunar

(Planned)

and planetary exploration

Laser retro-reflector (LRA)
NASA (USA)

on board
DSN tracking support

system will contribute to the
highly frequent exploration.
Through collection of
interplanetary dust as well
as flyby observation of the
Geminids meteor shower
parent body “Phaethon”,

Demonstration and

the mission will elucidate

Experiment of Space
Technology for INterplanetary voYage with
Phaethon fLyby and
dUst Science
(DESTINY+)

physical properties and
FY2022
(Planned)

chemical composition of
dust particles and the

DLR (Germany)

DDA (DESTINY+ Dust
Analyzer).

picture of “Phaethon”. Also
the mission aims for
technical demonstration to
implement sustainably
low-cost and highly
accurate future deep
space exploration.
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By analyzing a sample from
a Mars satellite return
mission and performing

NASA (USA)

on-orbit observations, we

Neutron and gamma-ray
spectrograph

will pursue an overall goal
of better understanding the
evolution of pre-life
environments through the
following scientific findings;

CNES (France)

1) uncovering the origins of
Martian Moons
eXploration (MMX)
Mission

FY2024
(Planned)

Near-infrared
spectrometer, small rover

the Martian satellites, in
preparation for deciphering
the formation process of
Mars, 2) using sample
analysis to place restrictions

ESA (EU)

on possibilities for Mars’s

Deep space
communication equipment.

formation (depending on
findings related to the origin
of Mars’s satellites),
3) unraveling the history of
Mars’s environment, and

DLR (Germany)

Small rover, testing facility

4) globally observing Mars’s
atmosphere and surface.

c. Satellite missions in preparation or under proposal (international cooperation
being planned)
Project

Launch

Mission Overview

Cooperating partner

Partner responsibilities

NASA (USA)

Under discussion

ESA (EU)

Under discussion

Understanding plasma
dynamics as a single
system extending from the
solar surface to the corona
and extending to interplanetary space to elucidate
universally appearing
elementary plasma
processes. To that end,
three tasks are performed:
Solar Physics Satellite
SOLAR-C

FY2026-2027
(planned)

1) elucidating the
mechanism of
chromosphere– corona and
solar wind formation, 2)
elucidating the expression
mechanism for solar surface
explosion phenomena and
acquisition of knowledge for
predicting its generation, and
3) elucidating the variation
mechanism of solar radiation
spectra that affect global
climate change.
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Solar power sail-craft aims
at demonstration of
exploration of the outer
planetary region and will
rendezvous with a Jupiter
Outsized Kite-craft

Trojan asteroid and deploy

for Exploration and

a lander that will land on the

Astronautics in the
Outer Solar System

TBD

surface to collect samples
from both surface and

(OKEANOS)

subsurface to perform

(pre-project)

in- situ analysis. Multiple

DLR (Germany)

Under discussion

NASA (USA)

Under discussion

ESA (EU)

Under discussion

kinds of deep space
observation in the cruising
environment and Trojan
asteroid observation will
be performed.
This mission aims at a
thorough investigation of
the inflation model of
cosmology. The cosmic infla-

Cosmic microwave

tion is expected to have

background radiation

produced primordial gravity

polarization

waves and their after-effects

observation satellite

are predicted to have been

“LiteBIRD” (Lite (Light)
satellite for the studies

TBD

of B-mode polarization

imprinted in the cosmic
microwave background
polarity map as “B-mode”

and Inflation from

perturbations. This mission

cosmic background

will perform full-sky

Radiation Detection)

observations free of strong

(pre-project)

foreground signals so that
polarized B-mode signals
due to primordial gravity
waves should be strongest.

Cooperative projects with overseas satellite missions

Jupiter Icy Moon

2022

Explorer JUICE

(planned)

JUICE is an ESA-led

DLR: provide part of GALA

mission. It will map the

(Ganymede Laser Altimeter)

surfaces of Jupiter and its

SNSA: provide part of RPWI

larger satellites (Ganymede,

ESA (EU),

Callisto, and Europa) and

DLR (Germany), SNSB, etc. Investigation), and PEP/JNA

(Radio. & Plasma Waves

perform interior observations

(Particle Environment Pack-

to investigate the possibility

age/Jovian energetic neutral

of life.

atom analyzer).
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ATHENA is an ESA-led
mission. It will observe
Advanced Telescope
for High ENergy
Astrophysics ATHENA

ultrahigh-temperature
2028

matter immediately before

ESA (EU),

(planned)

it falls into a black hole to

CNES(France), etc.

(working group)

Under discussion

elucidate fundamental
contributions of black holes
to galaxy formation.
Direct imaging which is a
next large step in extrasolar

Nancy Roman Grace

Provision of Coronagraph

planet observation.

Telescope (formerly

2025

known as WFIRST)

(planned)

(pre- project)

Japanese provision of
instruments and

Instrument, Provision of
NASA (USA)

Subaru observations,
Provision of ground station

cooperation in observation

reception.

will realize world’s only
space telescope.
In the aim of preparing for
the possible asteroid
collision to Earth, planetary
defense has been promoted
Hera Dual asteroid

2024

probes (pre-project)

(planned)

in trilateral cooperation by
Europe, US, and Japan.

ESA(EU)

Enhanced by international

Provision of a thermal
imager.

space cooperation, it has a
significant meaning in
space security in the broad
sense.
Observation of the
composition of upper
atmosphere of Earth type
extrasolar planet is a next
large step in extra solar
planet observation. Utilizing
WSO-UV
(pre-project)

2025
(planned)

the large telescope that can
be realized through
international cooperation

Provision of spectrometers
ROSCOSMOS (Russia)

for exoplanet observation
equipment.

and combining the
Japanese highly sensitive
detector will open a new
frontier in space
observation.
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d. International cooperation in scientific missions for space environment utilization
Project

Launch

Mission Overview

Cooperating partner

Aims to observe the

Provision of sounding

ultraviolet light emitted by
ionized magnesium atoms

CLASP2

Apr 2019

Partner responsibilities

rocket launch, onboard
NASA (USA)

scientific computer and

and detect the scattering

charge-coupled device

polarization, as well as the

(CCD) camera.

Hanle and Zeeman effects,
to quantitatively measure

Institut d’Astrophysique

Provision of the diffraction

the vector magnetic fields in

Spatiale (France)

grating.

launching a sounding

Instituto de Astrofísica de

Hanle effect and Zeeman

rocket.

Canarias (Spain)

effect Model calculations

the chromosphere by

Launched by Swedish
Space Corporation (SSC)
sounding rocket Maser 14.

Jun 2019

The experiment to elucidate

DLR (Germany)

Provision of DUST payload
module Data analysis.

the initial formation of Earth

The experiment of

type planet forming particles.

cosmic dust particles
experiment DUST

Launched by NASA

Nucleation

sounding rocket Black Brant
IX from White Sands to

Oct 2019

elucidate nucleation

"Provision of DUST payload
NASA (USA)

module
Data analysis."

process of silicate salt
cosmic dust

e. International cooperation in atmospheric balloon experiments
Project

Experiment Overview

Cooperating partner

Investigating problems from cosmophysics
General Anti-Particle

such as the elucidation of dark matter by

Spectrometer GAPS

high-sensitivity searches for antiparticles

Cooperative development
Columbia Univ. (USA)

atmospheric balloon
joint experiment

Construction of future wide-ranging
cooperative relations, starting with the
development of marine reclamation

of observational
equipment, etc.,with JAXA.

contained in trace amounts in cosmic rays.

Japan-France

Partner responsibilities

Provision of information
CNES (France)

technologies.

pertaining to long-term
tracking of balloon systems
after splashdown.

A joint balloon experiment and space
Japan-Australia

science research with long-time flight and

Commonwealth Scientific

Permission for experiment

balloon joint

the retrieval of experimental equipment on

and Industrial Research

location and experiment

experiment

land, which were difficult in domestic

Organisation (Australia)

support

balloon experiments
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f. Framework agreements, etc., in the space science fields with overseas universities
Partner

SRON (Netherlands)

Stanford Univ. (USA)

Description
Discussions on the possibility of inter-institution cooperation with a view toward future space
science research.
Promoting coordination and cooperation between our organizations to promote cooperative
research in astronomy
Promoting coordination and cooperation between our organizations for academic research

Yale Univ. (USA)

in the space science fields, and considering frameworks for contributing to the R&D and
education.

Univ. of Arizona (USA)

Univ. of Southampton (UK)

Carrying out cooperative research related to applied research of gamma-ray detection
systems.
Conducting joint research on fundamental electron source (cathode) technologies for Hall
thrusters and other next-generation high-power electric propulsion systems.

2. Domestic Collaboration
ISAS established and operates centers for inter-university

end of FY2017.

collaboration and works to improve acceptance of aca-

This preceding activity model has enhanced further

demic researchers and non-Japanese researchers at the

selections made during FY2017: (1) School of Engineer-

Sagamihara Campus with the aim of ensuring that the

ing, Hokkaido University for research and development of

ISAS-centered space science community continuously

a kick-motor for Piggy-back Space Probes, (2) Planetary

yields results from cutting-edge research.

Exploration Research Center at the Chiba Institute of

Regarding centers for inter-university collaboration, the

Technology for the development of fundamental technology

ERG science center was established at the Solar- Terres-

in planetary probes and personnel development, and (3)

trial Environment Laboratory (STEL) in 2013, Institute for

the Kavli Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the

Space-Earth Environmental Research (ISEE) in collabora-

Universe for hard X-ray and gamma ray imaging.

tion with Nagoya University. The center enabled efficient

ISAS reached separate agreements with the following or-

data management after the launch of the ARASE satellite,

ganizations: Iwate University and Kanazawa University for

such as manipulating and providing standard data files and

advanced machining technology, the University of Aizu for

suggesting observation plans. As the inter-university col-

data archiving, Saitama University for X-rays, the University

laboration with Nagoya University has demonstrated unique

of Tokyo for infrared observation, the Tokyo Institute of

capabilities, ISAS concluded agreements with Nagoya

Technology Earth-Life Science Institute for the curation of

University in supporting its international inter-university

extraterrestrial life, Rikkyo University for personnel develop-

collaboration and after the agreements have expired at the

ment and Okayama University for sample curation.
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3. Research by External Funds
a. KAKENHI (Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research)
Number of
Selected Projects

Total
(in 1,000 JPY)

Transformative Research Areas (A)

2

149,370

Transformative Research Areas (B)

2

3,770

Scientific Research on Innovative Areas
(Research in a proposed research area)

3

54,610

Scientific Research (A)

7

61,953

Scientific Research (B)

18

120,320

Scientific Research (C)

26

44,450

Scientific Research (S)

1

70,200

Challenging Research (Exploratory)

3

9,493

16

30,918

Young Scientists (A)

1

780

Research Activity start-up

3

3,306

JSPS Fellow

8

11,390

Fostering Joint International Research (B)

4

11,556

94

572,116

Research Categories

Early-Career Scientists

Total

Accepted Share of expenses
Research Categories

Number of
Selected Projects

Total
(in 1,000 JPY)

Transformative Research Areas (A)

1

650

Transformative Research Areas (B)

1

2,600

Scientific Research on Innovative Areas
(Research in a proposed research area)

4

7,020

Challenging Research (Exploratory)

3

1,300

Challenging Research (Pioneering)

1

2,146

Scientific Research (S)

3

9,165

Scientific Research (A)

11

10,985

Scientific Research (B)

12

8,554

Scientific Research (C)

3

975

Specially Promoted Research

2

15,600

Fostering Joint International Research (B)

2

780

43

59,775

Total
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b. Funded Research
Number of Researches

Total
(in 1,000 JPY)

12

289,668

c. Cooperative Research with Private Sector
Number of Researches

Total
(in 1,000 JPY)
82

d. Earmarked Donations
Number of Researches
8

Total
(in 1,000 JPY)
8,250

4. Domestic Joint Research
a. Open facilities for domestic joint research
Facility
Space Chamber test equipment

Number of
joint research
8

Ultra-high-speed collision test equipment

21

Space radiation equipment

11

Wind tunnel laboratory

17

Planetary atmospheric entry environment simulator
JAXA Supercomputer

8
27

b. Research for promoting international missions
Number of joint research

2

c. Joint research assigned to specific themes through
application by ISAS educational faculty
Number of joint research

24
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1. Graduate Education
At ISAS, academic staff appointed by universities as

Student Training Program (Skill Acquisition Program and

professors, associate professors, and assistant professors

Internships). Conditions common to each program such as

provide education for students at ISAS through requests by

handling of expenses, insurance and damage compensa-

universities for experimental and theoretical research and

tion as well as handling of intellectual property were clearly

innovative R&D.

defined. It was also determined that agreements will be

ISAS provides comprehensive guidance on space sci-

concluded for each system to fulfill the responsibility of

ence and space engineering research to students, as well

accepting students. To provide proper guidance to the stu-

as direct involvement in preliminary research and large

dents, qualifications for JAXA employees were established,

research projects that are difficult to conduct at universi-

safety of students were ensured, and responsibilities of

ties. Through these means, opportunities to acquire deep

JAXA employees who provide training and guidance were

knowledge and planning skills for space science projects

specified.

contribute to the development of human resources by
fostering personnel who will lead future space science and

Major features of ISAS cooperation for graduate education are described below.

aerospace research, engage in R&D with space equipment
for their clients, and organizing projects in a wide range of

a. Department of Space Astronautical Science,
School of Physical Sciences, SOKENDAI

social fields.

SOKENDAI was established in 1988 and was the first Japa-

manufacturers and companies utilizing space infrastructure

The Director General of ISAS defined and established

nese university to offer only graduate degrees. ISAS has

the Graduate Education Committee as an organization

cooperated with SOKENDAI since 2003. ISAS established

to promote graduate education at ISAS. This committee

the SOKENDAI Department of Space Science in what

reviews important program elements, including basic poli-

was then the School of Mathematical and Physical Sci-

cies and guidelines related to cooperation with graduate

ence. Academic staff from ISAS also teach at SOKENDAI,

education, cooperation with the Graduate University for

instructing students in 5-year doctoral programs and other

Advanced Studies (known as SOKENDAI in Japan) and the

courses.

University of Tokyo, and other issues related to affiliations
SOKENDAI Department of Space Science Admissions in FY2020

with graduate schools.
ISAS staff engaged in graduate education (As of March 31, 2021)
School or
Program
The Graduate
University for
Advanced Studies
(SOKENDAI)

Professors

Associate Assistant
professors Professor

Total

Admission
month
October
April

Admission
capacity
5*

Applicants

Accepted
applicants

1

0

15

7

* Of which 3 were admitted to secondary doctoral courses.
20

38

15

73

The Graduate
School at the
University of Tokyo
School of Science

9

5

7

21

School of Engineering

9

6

10

25

Special
Inter-Institutional
Research Fellows

6
(5)*

5
(5)*

1
(1)*

12
(11)*

Cooperative
Graduate School

10
(9)*

8
(8)*

2
(2)*

20
(19)*

* Teaching staff at the Graduate University for Advanced Studies
and the Graduate School at the University of Tokyo.

b. Interdisciplinary Studies at the University
of Tokyo’s Graduate School of Science and
Engineering
Interdisciplinary studies at the University of Tokyo’s Graduate School of Science and Engineering originated from
acceptance of graduate students from the University of
Tokyo when ISAS was the National Aerospace Laboratory
of Japan. Academic staff at ISAS are university instructors
in eight departments at the University of Tokyo: the departments of Physics, Astronomy, Earth and Planetary Science,
and Chemistry at the Graduate School of Science and the

In FY2018, the acceptance of students was enhanced un-

departments of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Electrical

der a new ISAS cooperation system after having reviewed

Engineering, Materials Engineering, and Chemical System

the past system. The new system has been divided into 2

Engineering at the Graduate School of Engineering. They

main categories based on the acceptance purpose, and

accept, teach, and train master’s and doctoral degree

upon taking into account the differences in training content

students.

and acceptance period and so on, each of them was catsearch Guidance Program (Cooperative Graduate School

c. Graduate student education and research
guidance system

System and Commissioned Guidance Student System) and

In the Special Inter-Institutional Research Fellows system,

egorized into 2 programs: Graduate Student Education/Re-
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ISAS accepts students from national, public, and private

agreements between JAXA and specific universities. In the

universities throughout Japan who need advice on their

system, JAXA staff are appointed as visiting professors by

university-sponsored research and provides education and

universities, and they accept, teach, and train master and

guidance on specific research themes for limited periods.

doctoral students under commission. In 2020, ISAS was

These activities are part of ISAS cooperation with graduate

cooperating with 13 schools in 9 universities and accepts,

education as an inter-university research system. The

teaches, and trains master’s and doctoral degree students.

universities to which the students belong regard these
activities as “education at research institutions” as defined

e. Commissioned Guidance Student System

in Japanese graduate school guidelines, and they issue

To accept individual students to whom the Cooperative

credits, review dissertations, and confer degrees.

Graduate School System does not apply, JAXA will, based
on agreements between JAXA and specific universities,

d. Cooperative Graduate School System

appoint staff as the universities’ visiting professors who will

The Cooperative Graduate School System is based on

teach graduate school students on a specific theme.

2. Public Outreach
In order to increase the visibility of ISAS’s activities, its pub-

was at the capsule landing site and their biggest highlight

lic outreach (PO) activities must be upgraded. To this end,

was providing live footage of the fireball created by the

the restructuring of the ISAS PO office was started in the

capsule as it reentered Earth’s atmosphere. The Woomera

summer of 2020. The outreach activities for the Hayabusa2

team also guided the local media (including Japanese

sample recovery operation were successfully performed

media based in Australia) to the best site for shooting the

by the newly reformed team. An effort to enhance its com-

fireball. While the coverage in the Japanese media was

munication capability (via web page content and twitter

limited, the operation activity in Woomera was covered well

messages), especially global communication via English,

in global media.

was started in February 2021.

a. New PO Office

c. Enhancing the communication capability
An English native speaker newly joined the science com-

It has been clearly defined that the ISAS PO activities are

munication team as a writer and the communication capa-

sustained by three pillars and the restructuring of the Office

bility has been enhanced substantially since then. Needless

has been performed according to this principle. The three

to say, our global communication via English has become

pillars are correspondence with the press, science com-

smoother and expanded. It is even more crucial that we

munication, and interaction with the local community via the

started to interview ISAS members and publish articles.

ISAS visitor center (Space Science Communication Hall).

In other words, the PO Office is no longer a mere passive

For more effective public outreach, the following points

channel between ISAS researchers and the public, but now

have been agreed upon: In corresponding with the press,

has a new function of designing PO activities actively: What

collaboration with JAXA HQ PO Office is crucial and timely

the web content should be and what message should be

sharing of information should be secured. As a research

conveyed via twitter.

institute, science communication is an important element
of ISAS itself, and the effort to enhance its communication

d. Space Science Communication Hall

capability needs to be continued in a systematic way with

Many have argued that there is strong potential for the Hall

visions shared among ISAS executive members. Local

to be more attractive. Given all the limitations, the most

interaction with the city of Sagamihara, with the visitor cen-

prominent of which is budgetary, however, we need to be

ter positioned at the core, should be conducted by always

strategic. Instead of positioning the Hall like an encyclope-

keeping a civic pride concept in mind: Make local people

dia that offers details only to those who have a prior interest

feel good that ISAS is located in the city where they live.

in space science upon their visit (which is what it is now),
we may take an ambient approach: We provide a pleasant

b. Hayabusa2 capsule recovery operation

atmosphere that only slightly touches on space science.

Teaming up with JAXA HQ PO Office, we formed two

Then, those who have not decided whether they care about

teams for the campaign, one in Sagamihara and the other

space science upon entry to the Hall may start to wonder

in Woomera, Australia. The Sagamihara team was respon-

what space science is about. In line with this thinking, the

sible for providing information from the spacecraft operation

development of a new concept for the Communication Hall

room to the press in a timely manner. The Woomera team

is ongoing.
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The Seventh ISAS Award Recipients
Name

TAKAHASHI Ichiro

Caitlin Caruana

Affiliation

Reason for Award

Date

Counsellor in charge of
education, sports and science
and technology at the Embassy of
Japan in Australia (at the time)

For substantial contribution to the Hayabusa2
recovery mission in Australia, especially in coordinating
with the Australian government and Australian Space
Agency (ASA), and also in fostering momentum in
Australia for the capsule landing.

Jan. 6,
2021

Assistant Manager,
International Engagement
Australian Space Agency

For substantial contribution to the Hayabusa2
recovery mission in Australia, especially in leading the
coordination with the Australian and South Australian
governments for the team’s entry into Australia,
completing official permissions, and rapid transportation
of the re-entry capsule smoothly and successfully.

Jan. 6,
2021

Award Recipients at ISAS
Recipient

Affiliation

Award

Date

YAMAGUCHI
Hiroya

Dept. of Space Astronomy and
Astrophysics

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology (MEXT): Young scientists’ prize for Science
and Technology by the Minister of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology in FY2020.

Apr. 14,
2020

SAIKI Takanao
SAWADA Hirotaka
and others

Department of Space Flight
Systems and others

Ichimura Foundation for New Technology:The 52nd
Ichimura Prize in Science for Distinguished Achievement.

July 15,
2020

KUNINAKA Hitoshi

Director General, ISAS

The Futaba Foundation: The Eto-Hosoya prize 2020.

Sept. 25,
2020

HIROSE Kazuyuki

Dept. of Spacecraft
Engineering

The Japan Society of Applied Physics: The 14th
JSAP Fellow (FY2020), “Development of Space-Use
Large-Scale Integrated Circuits Based on Fundamental
Analysis on Surfaces, Interfaces, and Device Physics”.

Sept. 2020

IZUMI Kiwamu

Dept. of Space Astronomy
and Astrophysics

Iwadare Scholarship Foundation: Iwadare Scholarship
Award 2020, “Experimental research on laser
interferometry for the first observation of gravitational
waves”.

Sept. 2020

NARUO Yoshihiro
MARU Yusuke
and others

Department of Space Flight
Systems and others

Japan Institute of Marine Engineering: Paper award,
“Thermal Stress Performance of Emergency Release
System (ERS) for Liquefied Hydrogen”.

Oct. 27,
2020

YOSHIMITSU
Tetsuo and
KUBOTA Takashi

Dept. of Spacecraft
Engineering

The Robotics Society of Japan: The 1st Excellent
Research and Technology Award (The 37th annual
conference of the Robotics Society of Japan/2L1-01),.

Oct. 2020

OYAMA Akira

Dept. of Space Flight Systems

The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (JSME):
Design and Systems Division, Division Contribution
Award.

Nov. 2020

MURAKAMI Go

Dept. of Solar System
Sciences

Society of Geomagnetism and Earth, Planetary and
Space Sciences(SGEPSS): Obayashi Early Career
Scientist Award.

Nov. 2020
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FUNAKI Ikko,
HABU Hiroto,
TAKEUCHI Shinsuke,
ARAKAWA Satoshi,
Dept. of Space Flight Systems
MASUDA Junichi,
MAEHARA Kenzi,
WADA Asato,
IWASAKI Akihiro

Combustion Society of Japan: 2020 Photo exhibition of
fire and flame, selected as the best cool photo.

Hayabusa2 Project
Team

Prime Minister’s Award.

Dec. 17,
2020

KUBOTA Takashi

The Society of Instrument and Control Engineers (SICE):
System Integration (SI) Division, SI Technology
Achievement Award, “Development of Small Exploration
Rover System MINERVA-II and Asteroid Surface
Exploration”.

Dec. 18,
2020

Dept. of Spacecraft
Engineering

Chromospheric LAyer
SpectroPolarimeter-2
(CLASP2) Team
(SAKAO Taro)

Dec. 2020

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC): Group
Achievement Honor Award for outstanding execution
of the CLASP2 sounding rocket mission.

2021

FUJITA Kazuhisa

Dept. of Interdisciplinary Space
Science

The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences:
the 52nd (2020) fellowship.

2021

SHIMODA Takayuki

Inter-university Research and
Facility Management Group

The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences:
the 52nd (2020) fellowship.

2021

Hayabusa2 Small
Carry-on Impactor /
deployable camera
development team

The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (JSME):
Space Engineering Division, FY2020 Space Award.

Mar. 17,
2021

Hayabusa2 Sampling
equipment development team

The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (JSME):
Space Engineering Division, FY2020 Space Award.

Mar. 17,
2021

Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology, and
Agrochemistry(JSBBA): The JSBBA Innovative
Research Program Award.

Mar. 21,
2021

KIMURA Shunta

Dept. of Interdisciplinary
Space Science

Hayabusa2 Project
Team/MINERVA-II
Project Team

The 9th Robot Award, Minister of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology Award, Asteroid
Explorer Hayabusa2 and MINERVA-II Asteroid
Surface Rovers.

Mar. 2021

TAKEI Yuto
SAIKI Takanao
SAWADA Hirotaka
MIMASU Yuya and
TSUDA Yuichi

The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (JSME):
JSME Medal for New Technology 2020, “ Technology
and Operation of Hayabusa2’s Underground
Investigation on Unexplored Celestial Body”.

Mar. 2021

Hayabusa2 Project
Team

Sagamihara City Government: Special Award.

Mar. 2021

Asteroid Explorer
Hayabusa2

Ginga Renpo (“Galactic union” consiting of five local
city governments ): Ginga Renpo Award.

Mar. 2021

Hayabusa2 Project Team
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Student
Student

NAKA Genya

Academic
Advisor

Affiliation

Graduate school at the
University of Tokyo

Award

Date

SHIMADA Toru

AIAA 2020 Region VII Student Paper
Competition, 1st Place in the Master
Category, “Numerical Model of Radiative
and Convective Heat Flux for Fuel
Regression Rate of Wax-based
Hybrid Rocket”.

Nov. 2020

Oct. 2020

Padilha
Danilo Domingues
and others

Graduate school at the
University of Tokyo

KAWAGUCHI
Junichiro

The 28th Satellite Design Contest,
Astronomical Society of Japan
Award, “ARETHUSA (Adjustable
Ropeway for tETHered Underground
Survey and Analysis )”.

TAKAHASHI Yuta

Graduate school at
Tokyo Institute of T
echnology

SAKAI
Shin-ichiro

The Japan Sociery of Mechanical
Engineers: Miura Award FY2020.

Mar. 2021

TSUTSUI Fumiya

Graduate school at
Yokohama National
University

NONAKA Satoshi

The Japan Society for Aeronautical
and Space Sciences: Excellent
Presentation Award for Students,
“Aerodynamic Analysis of Slender Body
with Asymmetric Double Protuberance”.

Dec. 2020

Professor Emeritus
Recipient

OKUDA Haruyuki

Order

The Order of the Sacred Treasure, Gold Rays with Neck Ribbon

Date
Apr. 29,
2020
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1. ISAS Library
The ISAS Library actively collects materials, including

for two months after the declaration of a state of emergency

books, magazines, and reports, on space science and

in Kanagawa, the numbers of book loans as well as online

related fields, and makes them available to ISAS’s many

materials decreased.

researchers. It has also served as a library of SOKENDAI
parent institute since April 2003. The Library makes joint
purchases of e-journals and contributes to graduate education. After the establishment of JAXA on October 1, 2003,
the ISAS Library created a website to share e-journals and
diverse services with external users by cooperating with
other libraries at JAXA. The JAXA Library Portal website
(https://www-std01.ufinity.jp/jaxalib/) was launched on
March 1, 2018 to fully integrate all JAXA Library websites
with clearer navigation and improved information about the
resources and services that users need. It works toward increasing available references and improving services, such
as providing more convenient online search and browsing
functions. Due to the closure of the Sagamihara Campus

Number of e-journal downloads

Library circulation desk to promote social distancing.

Number of database searches

ISAS Library holdings at the end of March 2021.
Category
Total books

Quantity
95,646

Foreign books

76,557

Japanese books

19,089

Total journals

1,201

Foreign journals

959

Japanese journals

242

Journals added in FY2019

167

Foreign journals

11

e-Journals

92

Domestic English journals

5

Japanese journals

59
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e-Journals

about 4,100

IEL Online

193

IOP Journal

97

Elsevier Science Direct

118

Springer Journal

about 1,600

Wiley-Blackwell

about 1,400

JSTOR

about 680

e-Books
AGU Geophysical Monograph Series and other

618

AIAA Education Series

69

Cambridge Books Online

160

Net Library

585

Oxford Scholarship Online (Physics)

216

Springer eBOOK

about 124,000

ProQuest Ebook Central

114

Chronological Scientific Tables Premium

Databases
ProQuest (CSA Technology Research Database)
Engineering Village
Scopus
Web of Science
Japan Knowledge

2. JAXA Repository
https://jaxa.repo.nii.ac.jp/
In the JAXA Repository, references, papers in journals and

the JAXA Publication series. In FY2019, the system was

dissertations published mainly by JAXA staff are available

migrated to JAIRO Cloud, a cloud-based repository service

for public viewing. Users can view information about refer-

jointly operated by the National Institute of Informatics (NII)

ences summarizing R&D results and their full text (with

and the Japan Consortium for Open Access Repository

some exceptions).

(JPCOAR). WEKO2, the repository software of JAIRO

Since the JAXA Repository was established in 2009,

Cloud, is currently planned to be upgraded to WEKO3 and

ISAS has added over 1,000 items each year. The Reposi-

new features will be introduced. Increasing DOI content

tory plays an important role as a source of useful informa-

and preserving the accessibility of these materials will allow

tion.

semi-permanent, open access to JAXA academic content.

From 2013, the JAXA Repository has been sharing
achievements presented at symposiums organized by
ISAS. The launch of an online ISAS symposium application system in FY2015 contributed to the efficiency of
procedures ranging from symposium registration to publishing presentation proceedings. All the ISAS symposium
proceedings held after 2003 have become available in
the Repository, which has promoted the presence of the
Repository.
Furthermore, in FY2016, JAXA started assigning Digital
Object Identifiers (DOIs) for peer-reviewed materials in
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Publications, Presentations and Patents
Item

Achievements

1. Publications on Web of Science
a. Papers in prestigious academic journals by ISAS staff

3 in Science
(April 2020- March 2021)

b. Number of heavily cited papers

54

* Including papers with ISAS staff as co-author(s)
c. Reviewed papers published in journals

(For papers published from
January 2010 to December 2020)
337
(January 2020 - December 2020)

2. JAXA Publications (in ISAS)

8
(Research and Development
Report: 6, Research and
Development Memorandum:
1, Special Publication: 1)

3. Journals, publications, etc.
a. Published in books

14

b. Published in reviewed journals

381

4. Presentations at domestic and international meetings, etc.

Keynote speeches: 2
Invited lectures: 45
Domestic meetings: 212
International meetings: 107

5. Awards

27 (see pp. 115-117)

6. Patents

Published patent applications: 14
Patents granted: 14
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